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Abstract
Part I Includes a translation of the XIII century text 
The Treatise on Music by Sakya Pandlta, and incorporates all 
relevant material from its commentary by the XVI century Sakyapa
scholar Kunga Sonam together with explanations based on the oral 
tran srai ssion.
The text itself, in its three chapters deals with the princi­
ples of Tibetan religious music and chant, the way of composing 
poetry and prescriptions for the performance of music.
An introduction puts the work in its cultural context and 
discusses the relationship between religious music and rituals.
In Part II, a version of a bskang-gso ceremony is presented 
complete with words, musical score and a tape recording of its 
performance. The piece is described and discussed with regard 
to liturgical form and musical elements as understood by know­
ledgeable Tibetans.
An attempt is made to relate actual performance; with the con­
cepts expounded in the Treatise on Music, and to Inquire into 
their relevance to present day practices.
In Part III, a fully edited version of a block-print edition 
of the Tibetan text and its commentary la included.
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P A R T
6FOREWORD
In Tibetan studies the field of music and chant of the li­
turgies has always attracted Interest, However in^plte of 
come progress achieved In other areas of Tibetology, this one 
has hitherto remained largely unstudied, and the task certain­
ly proves a very difficult one. The secrecy that tradition­
ally surrounds tantrlc rituals, the very specialized nature of 
the work, requiring not only very close contact with qualified 
Informants but also their trust and willingness, are only some 
of the problems that beset those intent on studying Tibetan 
religious music.
Manuscripts containing collections of chants and other li­
turgical melodies are not uncommon, and the text of the Correa** 
ponding rituals are usually available, but the corpus of lite­
rature devoted to musical theory is not large. Apart from a 
major tract like the Treatise on Music (Rol-mo'i bsTan-bcos, 
hereafter RT) by 3akya Pandlta (hereafter SP), all that I have 
had the opportunity to consult are isolated articles, common­
ly of a prescriptive character, and then only as a part of a 
bka* -1 bum or Collected Works of an encyclopaedic kind dealing 
with a host of other unrelated subjects.
This lack of sources dealing with theoretical questions has 
been another serious obstacle In the development of our field. 
We could not assemble in & coherent way what we had gleaned 
from the examination of musical manuscripts and the observa­
tion of actual practices, because of the absence of a theory
7to substantiate our findings.
So, when a commentary by Kun-dga' bSod-nams (hereafter KS) 
to SP’s Treatise on Music came to my attention, I saw that it 
could throw light on the learned Pandlta's tract and on the 
whole theory of Tibetan chant.
The RT as it appears in the Japanese edition(Toyo Bunko, 1968) 
of the complete works of the Sakya masters, resisted almost 
all interpretation. Too many technical terms unencountered 
before, concepts known to Grammar and Poetry used in a diffe­
rent context and with different significance, references to 
questions concerning ritual practices (lag-len) which because 
of their very nature are not written about but transmitted 
orally; these were some of the reasons for its incomprehensi­
bility.
K3*s commentary did not make things easier, but helped inso­
far as it enlarged on obscure topics and suggested directions 
for research in the actual living practices. Many points rais­
ed by the RT have not been successfully settled. In fact the 
Treatise raises more questions than it provides answers, but 
it is precisely this which makes the text interesting. It wi­
dens the scope of our subject matter to an extent that we did 
not imagine before, providing us with interesting analytical 
terms. For instance, although my Interpretation of the idea 
of nga-ro (see p. 56) may not be definitive, the importance 
of such concept for analysing Tibetan chant can soarcely be 
denied.
Not all the categories that appear in the RT are fully appli­
cable to the analysis of a piece as it is performed today.
In the actual state of research, we can only hope to make a
descriptive analysis of the piece, and to point to certain 
directions for further enquiry that revealed themselves du­
ring our investigation.
What is most Important here is that we have a set of concepts 
which permits us to proceed along the lines propounded by Ti­
betan scholastic tradition.
The Tibetan composers were clearly aware of the musloal and 
formal elements essential to a piece of music,and this fact 
effectively demolishes any arguments for the simplicity of 
this kind of music. Rather, Judged from the standpoint of any 
culture the music presents a complexity and sophistication of 
a high degree. The problems encountered while interpreting 
it arise from the fact that we are confronted not only with 
very unfamiliar sounds and ways of organising them, but with 
musical conceptions alien to those current in our culture.
Without a knowledge of related subject matter, especially 
of the order of ceremonies and the sequence of ritual, we can 
easily find ourselves lost in a chaos of sound and strange ce­
remonies. Added to this is the problem of dealing with infor­
mants who,though they may be well versed in the practice of 
their art,are often extremely vague concerning the theory.
Thus one continually encounters contradictory explanations 
amidst uncertain points of reference.
All that can make the task of the researcher diffioult in­
deed. I have, therefore, presented the facte as I have ex­
perienced them,interpreting chant and music in accordance with 
the theory of the RT as far as this has proved possible, sup­
plemented by such guidance as I have reoieved from knowledge­
able masters of chant (dbu-mdzad). without introducing extra­
9neous interpretation• Further elucidation would often he mere 
speculation not adding to the solid foundation of knowledge 
needed at this stage. I have tried to see to what extent the 
ideas expressed in the RT apply to the practices we are able 
to observe today.
Such work as has been.done previously has seldom, in my opi­
nion, been undertaken with the suitable methods.
Some early descriptions of rituals simply refer to the rau­
cous character of the instrumental music or to the extraordl-
however,
narily deep chant of the monks. It must be granted,^ hat the 
pioneers of Tibotan studies were primarily interested in other 
aspects of this amazing civilization.
i
Later on, musicologists thought it feasible to carry out a 
purely musical analysis of the chant. Certainly, it may be 
possible to appreciate a piece aesthetically or to be deeply 
moved by it, without understanding the actual text of the li­
turgy or even the part it plays in the whole ritual, but no 
serious study of Tibetan chant can be initiated in this way,
least of all of the form and style of the music.
thi s
Insofar as^musie has been analysed, it was treated as an ab­
stract system of sounds not related to a text belonging to a 
liturgy. This approach, which may suit the analysis of other 
kinds of music, clearly has not provided us with a satisfacto­
ry explanation of Tibetan chant in its wider context.
It has certainly produoed in the last decade or so an ever
increasing number of useful recordings and also a few lnteres-
the
ting articles dealing with^separate aspects of the music that 
lend themselves to limited treatment. I can see now that this 
method which I too, pursued for some time before realizing its
110
futility, does not touch the core of the problem.
The more access one has to the material, the more bewilde­
ring appear the varieties of styles, notations and practices, 
differing not Just from seot to seot but from monastery to mo­
nastery. The first essential is to know something of the in­
tentions and the form of Tibetan ceremonies. Then we oan begin
to note the relationship between different types of chant and
different parts of any given ceremony#
Similarly it Is possible to study the desar saga as a lite­
rary phenomenon isolated from its musical aspects, but in or­
der to appreciate the work in its totality we need to under­
stand the metrical and morphological elements In relation to
1
the music.
Some useful work has been done on the textual and religious
aspects of Tibetan liturgy. After the descriptions of Bchlagln-
2 3
weit and Waddell I am thinking primarily of the work of Les-
4 5 6  7
sing, Nebesky-Wojkowitz, Snellgrove and more recently Beyer.
However a detailed study of most typical ceremonies in all its 
parts is lacking, in particular as regards the cult of the pro­
tectors of the religion, where chant and music are of great im­
portance (Cf. p. 45 Sonam Sengefs anecdote).
In the muslcological field, apart from a few isolated arti­
cles, little substantial wesearch exists on the subject of the
chant and music of Tibetan ceremonies and liturgies.
8
I would like to mention a reoent work by Vandor, in which 
he gives an overall view of the scope of Tibetan ritual mu­
sic although he refrains from a detailed investigation of the
9chant. More important still,M.Helffer*s work on Sakya chant 
constitutes the first serious attempt at investigating this
I11
musical tradition in the wider setting of its ritual context. 
This article, I think, initiates a new stage in the develop­
ment of our field.
It is, then, starting from this point that my own work Intends
to contribute to an understanding of Tibetan chant and music.
The version of KS's commentary to SP's Treatise comes from 
a block-print edition of the former's works originating in 
Derge, Khame, and kept by the Raja of Mustang, Nepal. He made 
some of the works of that collection accessible to Chobgye
Trichen Rlmpoche of the former monastery of Nalendra in Central
Tibet who is the main representative of the Tsharpa subsect 
of the Sakyas and now head of the Tibetan monastery in Lumbl-
nl, Nepal.
He graciously acceded to the photographing of the block- 
print, on which I have based the edition herein presented. 
The Indian edition of the text (Dharamsala^, 1969) which came 
out under his auspices, is unfortunately ridden with prin-
The block-print is not free from them either. I have tried 
to rectify common mistakes and to standardize spellings through­
out the edited text as far as it was feasible.
Textual emendations as the context required have been made 
in the light of oral explanations. Those instances have been 
clearly indicated in an ad hoc section.
Given the variety of topics treated in the text and com­
mentary, I have dealt with several points In a different or-
tlng errors and omissions
der to that In which they appear in the text.
An outline of the contents of the whole work is also 
Included „
However as far as the core of the Treatise is concerned, 
I.e. its three chapters, I have respected KS's division 
of the subject matter and added my comments as deemed ne­
cessary.
Concerning the translation it is important to note that 
certain passages of the commentary do very little to clari­
fy the verse3 of the RT or the supporting quotations gi­
ven by K3 (which are sometimes commented). In these cases 
I have ignored the commentary altogether and translated 
the main text adding relevant phrases of the commentary 
in square brackets and my own remarks in parentheses.
As both the text arid its commentary need much background 
clarification T have interspersed my comment!.' and inter­
pretation with the translation whenever I considered it 
necessary. My own material is typed from margin to margin 
but all translation in indented and referred to the secon­
dary pagination of the edited Tibetan text to be found in 
Fart III.
Also I have incorporated in the text most of the mate­
rial that otherwise should go into foot notes.
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Outline of the contents of _KS*_s commentary _to_the 
Treatise on .Muslc_and_dlvision in .topics )
of the main.ideas contained therein.
Tibetan Page 
text
KS's homages ........... ......................  l/l 20
Discussion of the place of music in the Tibetan
system of knowledge  .......... ....... 2/17 J8
SP's division in topics is threefold:
A. Preliminaries
1. The title ..................................  6/17 47
2.
(i) The homages
(1) To the lama .......  ............  7/11 47
(2) To the tutelary deity .............  7/16 47
(il) The promise to oompose the work .......  8/5 48
3. The four essentials .......................  8/10 48
B. The subject proper
(1) Generalities
(1) What is to be taught ...........  13/8 135
(2) Where it is to be taught........  15/2 137
(3) Who should teach it ............  15/8 138
(4) Who should learn it ............  15/18 138
(5) The way of teaching ............  16/9 138
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Tibetan Page
text
(6) Giving up the faults (caused by)
not having learned properly ......  17/13 139
(7) The benefits of studying well ....  19/1 42
The generalities do not correspond to any verses of the 
Treatise on Music, Points (1) to (6) are treated under 
the heading 'On the performance of music'j point (7) 
appears in 'Music In the Tibetan Religious Culture*.
(ii) The central matter is threefold:
Chapter Ones On melody
(1) The kinds of music ................ 20/6 52
(2) Vocal music
(a) Melodic types .................. 21/17 56
al Their names ..................  22/1 56
a2 Detailed description ......... 22/14 58
(b) The way of combining them ...... 24/6 61
(c) Melody and words .............. 28/3 65
(d) Transitions .................... 33/10 70
dl The way of mastering them ...  33/13 70
d2 Examining the circumstances of
their appearance .............  35/7 71
(e) Relevant examples ............. 37/8 74
el Application to sutra and tantra
chants ........  ..............  37/11 74
e2 Naming examples ..............  38/13 74
(3) Explanation of how to praotice .... 40/7 75
15
Tibetan Page
text
Chapter Two: About w$rds
1. The objects of praise, comparison, etc.
(a) How to recognize them ............  41/12 80
(b) Gradual explanation  ...........  42/14 81
bl The great objects of praise .... 43/1 81
b2 The low objects to despise  44/H 82
b3 The similar objects for comparison 45/12 83
b4 How to please everybody........ 46/6 84
2. The essentials of praising
(a) Praising according to the nature of
the object ........................  48/8 85
(b) The eighteen examples
In general  ...... ...................  50/13 86
In detail........... . .................  51/17 87
bl The six examples of praise ..... 52/3 87
b2 The six examples of derision .... 52/11 87
b3 The six examples of comparison .. 53/4 88
3. Composing praises /according to the rules of Poetics/
(a) The fundaments of composing /poetry/
for each /kind of audience/....... 55/10 90
(b) Discussion about verse and prose .. 56/3 90
4. Advice regarding further study of the
subject ................................  58/12 91
16
Tibetan Page
text
Chapter Three: The way of combining words 
and melody
1. Including the physical and mental 
attitudes
(a) Regarding performance..........  60/8 97
(b) The bodily posture .............  61/1 97
(c) The mental attitude ••••........  62/6 98
2. The various kinds of speech
(a) In short as the body of the
explanation ..................... 63/17 99
(b) In detail regarded as the limbs of
that body  .................. 64/15 99
bl Regional differences .........  65/2 99
b2 Differences in time ..........  66/11 ioq
b3 Differences according to the age
of the speaker ...............  67/8 101
b4 Differences according to the sex
of the speaker  ...........  67/16 102
b5 How to acquire a deep voice ... 68/10 102
3. Suitable examples .................... 70/4 105
4. The advice of the experts
(a) Recognizing the advice .........  74/3 iq9
(b) The advice proper In extenso .... 74/11 109
bl The three essentials .........  74/15 109
b2 The six fundamental defects ... 76/14 h q
b3 The five causes (of failure) .. 80/5 112
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Tibetan Page
text
b4 What to do or refrain from doing 81/16 113
5. About Instrumental muaio
(a) How to apply oneself to it ......  82/15 114
(b) Dlsou8slon about drums and cymbals 
bl The way of drumming according to
the four kinds of ritual actions 88/9 12.9
b2 The way of playing the cymbals . 93/3 124
Section (b) does not correspond to any verses of the RT.
Short comment on music and rituals in connection with the 
central concepts of Buddhist philosophy .. 97/2 43
Stories exemplifying the power of music and its effec­
tiveness in aiding the attainment of the supreme 
goal of Buddhism;
Concerning Rinchen Zangpo ................ 98/15 141
Concerning rKyang-'dur-ba ................ 103/12 44
Concerning Sonam 3enge ....................  104/16 45
6. Reasons for not going in detail /Into
Sadja songs, e t o j .....................  106/13 129
C. Concluding material
The colophon is fivefold;
1. Having learned all knowables, applying
oneself to this subject ................ 109/5 25
18
Tibetan Page
text
2. The Bodhieattvas Balds ’Study all
knowables1 .... ...................  110/1 25
3. Advice about learning all knowables lll/l 26
4. Dedication of the wonderful fruits
of practising what is best .......  111/14 26
5. The author and the place of compo­
sition of the RT 113/6 26
KS's own colophon to his commentary • . 113/14
An eulogy-prayer to S F ............... 117/1 28
Acknowledgements and sources ........  120/4
The place and date of composition of
KS's commentary ........... ..........  124/4 34
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INTRODUCTION
1. The Book
Apparently the Treatise on Mualc was not studied regular­
ly In the Sakya tradition^ forif the present state of affairs 
Is something we may go by, we • can surmise that the RT, though 
highly regarded along with the rest of SP's work, was not read 
much, since most monk musicians are not interested in such 
theoretical explanations.
In undertaking the translation and Interpretation of the Trea­
tise on Music,I had to face a number of difficulties. The 
text proved, in some passages, almost untranslatable and the 
meaning of many terms and ideas encountered therein were quite 
unknown to my informants. Therefore I have tried, as far as 
it was possible,to follow the oral teachings that accompanied 
the Treatise in order to arrive at a satisfactory rendering 
of the text.
The comments and notes on the work are not entirely my own 
interpretation but are based on a detailed examination of the 
text and connected teachings as well as on a large amount of 
other information collected orally.
Many shortcomings may indeed be attributed to this transla­
tion but nonetheless I hope I have not betrayed the author*s 
intentions or the spirit of the work,
Kunga 3onam*s commentary goes under the full title of **Com-
20
mentary to the Treatise on Music, a part of Arts & Crafts, 
one of the Five Subjects of Learning, an all encompassing 
work by 1Jam-dbyangs bla-ma (Sakya Pandlta), whose sweat 
and pleasant voice captivates the intellect of the clear-min­
ded”.
there -
After the title /^follows the customary homages to the Bud­
dha and ManjusrI. The Sakya lineage is presented to which 
KS pays homage in elaborate style, ending with his teachers 
and including himself in the guru-disciple line from SP.
A similar homage is repeated in the final eulogy-prayer 
(see p. 28) extolling the qualities of the Sakya practices.
KS(l/l)
Dharma svaml guru Vajradhara sarvajnana sataya pranamaini. 
I bow to Lord Manju k r l • Hail to Sakyamunl, son of Suddho- 
dana, spiritual teaoher of all beings.
Homage to all the Indian scholars and to all the great 
translators, teachers, kings and ministers of Tibet who 
propagated the sutra and tantra teachings of the holy 
Dharma.
Hail to all the high-born ones known ae the Sakyapas, 
who are ManjusrI himself incarnate and whose lineage 
came to the world of men from the realm of the luminous 
gods. Later on, the *khon lineage was started as a re­
sult of the fight with the demon Marig.
Sakya Pandita^the glorious and undefiled Tathagata of 
our days, the second fully Enlightened Buddha, by stu­
dying In former lives all knowable things attained omni­
science and established all beings in perfect happiness
through the agency of the Emperor of China. May he 
prosper In all times and directions.
I salute from my heart, remembering with gratitude 
the holy lineage of high-born ones who expounded 
clearly the doctrine of the Sakya leaders in the 
Land of Snows.
Hail to the practitioner of the tantras, Kun-dga* 
Rin-chen who took birth with the thought of recover­
ing the ashes of the Doctrine in times of degeneration, 
and to his disciples the 'Jara-dbyangs brothers* 
Mus-pa-rje, overall master of the ocean of mandalas 
who creates and dissolves the Buddhas of the Three 
Times, the sole foundation for the attainment of the 
common and special powers. May he protect me*
This Treatise on Music la from tn» ocean of discourses 
of the pandit well versed in the Five Subjects of 
learning, ManjusrI himself wearing tho ochre robe.
This sweet sounding commentary is expounded for the 
pleasure of 3akya Pandlta in the realm of the Dharma 
and to captivate the intellect of the clear-minded.
My fortunate followers, you possessed of an examina- 
tlve mind, do not show Indifference and take it as 
your model.
Kay the meaning of the ideas in the discourses of 
Sakya Pandlta spread uot in the eight directions and 
the double aim of benefitting oneself and others be 
fulfilled.
The Treatise on Music is set in heptaayllabic verses 
and although at first reading the style may appear slightly 
artificial in some passages, once we are acquainted with 
the style and the subject matter, the verses show concise­
ness and a certain ^ pleasing quality*_________
In the work of the commentator the style is highly rhetho- 
rlc and at times his comments barely differ from the main text. 
Nevertheless, in many places he utilizes the apposite quota­
tion or Introduces the timely definition. This proves his 
work quite reliable in elucidating the text,especially since 
he seems to have come across a manuscript annotated by Sakya 
Pandlta himself,and projected his commentary along these lines. 
That is why I have followed closely his lay-out and trusted 
his sometimes circuitous ways of exposition.
The colophon to his commentary. (113/15)
You may wonder whether I have written this on my own.
No Indeed. I have had the special counsel of many holy 
teachers. Following a tradition of the rellgio-political 
authorities of Tibet’s Bodhgaya, the Sakya Monastery 
which is like an ocean of glory" and wealth, I was exa­
mining again and again the countless books that came into 
ray hands from the collected volumes of holy scripture 
consisting of the Sutras, the Tantras and the Indian and 
Tibetan teachings in all their purity. Among the many 
existing books of the speeches of the great Sakya Pandi- 
ta I found an old manusoript, The Treatise on Music, 
which I thought dated back to the time when he was still
alive. It was written with a metal pen on yellowish pa- 
per^ and on close examination the limits of each toplo 
appeared clearly marked, their literal meanings being 
explained with annotations.
Thus this marvellous book oame into my hands; it was 
surely through the compassion of the master himself, who 
likewise aroused in me the oourage to compose this com­
mentary. T have laid out the subject matter aooording 
to the division in topics of that wonderful old treatise 
and I have designed my commentary based on the annotations 
therein. Also I have enhanced it with many citations.
So, concerning my oomposing this commentary you need not 
fear.
Potential critics of this text have not been spared and, as 
it is usual in this kind of work, the virtues of the teacher 
are extolled to the utmost, the effectiveness and greatness 
of his teachings highly praised and a warning la given to 
those who may treat the book half-heartedly and then light­
ly dismiss it.
KJ (115/5)
For the reason that the eye of my understanding is 
very clear thanks to my inner dispositions and my 
training, I have understood a little of the meaning 
of the holy teachings of the one who is equal to Man- 
Jusri him self.
As for my explanations they will delight those who 
P033e33 the wealth of great learning and the excel­
lence of an Impartial and examining Intellect.
Conversely, It Is not appropriate for the unlearned 
to pass Judgement on others having not themselves 
examined the deep meaning of these discourses.
Sakya Pandlta In his sDeb-sbyor gyl bsTan-bcos me-tog 
gl chum-po says:
'Although we may gather all the luminaries of 
Tibet, they will not be capable of comprehending 
all the branches of knowledge; although we may ga­
ther the light of all the stars in the sky, they 
will not do the work of the sun. Because of my 
unfortunate karmic condition I was born in Tibet 
in dark times. Furthermore because of my former 
propensity and Inclination I now learn with little 
effort. However, just as the light of a lamp cannot 
penetrate a snake's hole 30 (I wond» r) how my in­
tellect appear to be bright when I am surrounded 
by such unlearned simpletons.
Some scholars are as naturally full as the ocean, 
others, like oil seeds have to be pressed in order 
to yield, for others everything is hard won like 
the possessions of the poor, for others still, as 
with the king's son the gifts are inherent.
Thus, distinguishing between the learned and the 
unlearned, the unintelligent and the talented;
C you of little understanding, do not doubt the 
treasure of knowledge of great minds'.
It is appropriate to heed the meaning of this and like 
wise to know what to adopt or give up.
If Kunga Sonara recomends the study of the RT on the basis 
of SPfs authority, the great Pandita himself in his colophon 
bases hi3 arguments for It on the higher authority of the Doo- 
trine.
1. Having learned all knowables, applying oneself to 
this subject, SP (109/13)
Because of having formerly studied all knowables 
/during a line of many births/, 
here /in this life7 I have obtained 
a very clear intellect.
The novice Kun-dga' rOyal-mtshan 
has put down in writing /this work7 
to increase the happiness of his friends 
/and others, at their request/.
2. The Bodhlsattvaa said: 1 Study all knowables1.3P (110/14)
If you do not learn well all knowable things, 
Enlightenment is as far away as the end of the sky. 
Thinking of this, Buddhas and Bodhisattvas have said: 
'Learn all branches of knowledge'.
The commentator expands here (110/1) telling us that those 
who strive for the attainment of liberation, psychic powers 
and the perfect omniscience of a Buddha should be reminded of 
these words: 'Learning is the lamp that removes the darkness 
of ignorance'.
See also a similar argument put forward in the discussion 
about the place of music in the Tibetan system of knowledge 
(p* 38).
3. Advice about learning all knowables. SP (111/9)
A Bodhisattva who promises 
to strive for holy things 
in order to become, in the future, 
a light to all beings, 
a teacher of gods and men, 
must learn all knowable things.
4. Ded1cation of the wonderful fruits of practising 
what is best. SP (112/5)
There is no wonder in understanding the meaning
/of the formulations/which are often
examined by the elders, but whoever
knows that which did not arise before
in the minds of other /experts/,
possesses intelligence
/and is an object of wonder/.
By the merit obtained as a result 
of Just opening up an approach 
for the Bodhisattvas 
for the pleasing benefit of others, 
may I become a Buddha,
one who fulfils the aims of all beings.
5• The author and the place of composition of 
the Treatise. SP (113/7)
He who has encompassed all subjects of knowledge, the
pandita who has has made general topics the object 
of his Interestf the monk of the Sakya lineage Kun- 
dga1 rGyal-mtahan,young In age though old In under­
standing has composed the Treatise on Music, part of 
the five subjeota of knowledge in the glorious monas­
tery of Sakya, a aeat and source of knowledge /com­
parable to Nalanda7*
«
. #
Kunga 3ona.rn followed Sakya Pandita In th*; Malya hierar­
chy nearly four hundred years later. There in not much bio­
graphical data on him, but I was told by Chobgy*.- Trichen Rim-
poche that a m a m  -1,har of his exists as a part \ t h e  edition
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of 111 a collected w.of-n preserved in Mustang. !«-., also sugges­
ted that the. fulfilling of his temporal duties precluded K3 
from dedicating more time to writing, hence the rather hasty 
appearance of his commentary to SP'a work.
Among the quotations mentioned In the text, those belonging 
to two works of the Indian author Candragomln are significant* 
These two extra-canonleal writings, the Treatise on Chant 
(dbyangs kyl bstan-boos blo-gsal mgul-rgyan) and the Treatise 
on Music (rol-mo1! bstan-bcos)* are no longer extant although 
other of Gandragomin1 s works are inoluded in the Tenjur. The 
library at Sakya monastery was famous for its extensive collec­
tion of Sanskrit texts and independent Tibetan translations 
in a variety of subjects; these two works of Candragomln may 
have belonged to It,
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The fact that KS usee Candragomln* s texts to substantiate 
his commentary of SP's Treatise raises a number of Interes­
ting questions regarding the real connections between Tibe­
tan chant and Indian musical concepts of that epoch*
The great pandita himself may have been familiar with the 
musical works of Candragamin^ who naturally referred to In­
dian Music* We know that much of the chant of Tibetan ri­
tuals was composed by native Tibetans>and what we know of 
their actual musical practloes shows no apparent affinity 
with the music of Indian Buddhist rites as have survived.
Unfortunately, little is known of the history of Indian 
Music of the period to carry out a useful comparative study.
Candragomin1 s works, if they ever oome to light would prove 
invaluable in clarifying the many unanswered questions that 
concern the character of the music of late Mahayana rituals 
in Northern India.
KS's commentary closes with an eulogy-prayer in verse,
Tthe acknowledgements and sources used, and the usual infor­
mation about the place and date of composition of his work*
KS's eulogy-prayer to Sakya Pandita and the Sakya lineage 
(contains a defense of his work and a critique of the scholars 
cof his time couched In rather strong terms.
K3(117/1)
I bow before the Manjusrl tradition associated as it is 
with the real truth and the 'khon ancestry of the bright 
Gods (in their quarrel.'khon» with the demon Marig); which 
like a Pandava vanquishes all other parties with the rays
of wisdom that illuminates the three regions above, 
below and on the earth*
Knower of all things, wise and pure pandit, faultless 
keeper of self-discipline, exalted monk, Master of 
Explanation, Disputation and Composition, crown orna­
ment of many skills; I, the Sakya monk Ngawang Kunso 
Dragpa Gyaltshan (KS) have duly composed this discour­
ses as a commentary to his graceful sayings.
These wonderful writings, the Treatise on Musio by the 
second all-knowing, the great Pandita, were well-known 
to people when he was alive In this sphere together with 
his disciples.
After his passing away this text also remained as though 
in a non-manifest state.
Few had even caught the name of this book, who then 
could have understood its meaning?
Therefore it is from the kindness of the lama (SP) 
and the whole extent of uor intellect that these new 
writings have Issued.
If there are today people with enquiring minds it is 
suitable for them to take this up.
You critics who string words together as though in 
a rosary, who raise doubts as regard the above text 
without yourselves understanding and without asking 
others, unlike the way of those who declare (genuine) 
faults you corrupt minds with the poisonous waters of 
partiality, pride yourselves on account of your senior­
ity, despise all others with your one-sided knowledge 
and so on; for such unfortunate fools (as you) these
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(writings of mine) are Irrelevant*
May those fortunate ones eager to learn, benefit from 
these sensible writings about the chant and music of the 
exalted practices of the unerring Sakya lords; music being 
part of Arts d: Crafts of the Five Major Branches of Know­
ledge.
Like our teacher the Buddha, beautiful crown to all men 
and gods, the Sakya lineage were formerly the only pro­
tectors of Tibet. Later followers and upholders of the 
Doctrine gradually established the great schools of 
Dharma. Today, I fear, a stream of new-fangled interpre­
tations are brought in by the cunning of some powerful 
ones.
Exerting myself so that the tradition of my holy prede- 
cesors may remain continuous for aeons, tlit* concern for 
the expansion of the Doctrine has not dwindled. We think 
ourselves fortunate in this way.
From this moment until (we attain) Buddhahood, may the 
lama's blessings fulfil easily the hopes and aims that 
have always been in the mind of us, teachers, disciples 
and others.
By the virtue attached to this work, may the intentions
of the great Sakya Pandita, master of the Five Branches 
of Knowledge, be fully perfected in the realm of the 
Dharma.
May this commentary be received with respect by the clear- 
minded,and may the effects of the Treatise on Music be as
pervasive as the sky.
May happiness never decline at all in the world.
Glory In all directions to virtue and knowledge.
At all times without a break throughuot the ages 
may there be virtue and prosperity.
#
This Is a list of acknowledgements and of the sources 
used in the compilation of this commentary. The original
Tibetan text runs them in a somewhat confusing manner; here 
I have re-arranged their presentation for the sake of cla­
rity.
31 (120/4)
/As regards thi§7 "Commentary to the Treatise on Music, 
a part of Arts & Crafts, one of the Five Subjects of 
Learning, an all-encompassing work by 1Jam-dbyang bla- 
ma, whose sweet and pleasant voice captivates the intel­
lect of the clear-minded", the glorious Sakyapa Sakya 
monk, tantrlc yogi of the excellent vehicle, Ngag-dbang 
Kun-dga1 bSod-nams Grags-pa rgyal-mtshan, collects with 
the crown of his head the dust of the feet of: 
bSod-nams dBang-po, incarnation of Grub-pa’l dpa'-bo'l
Padma; the secret tantrlc yogi Grags-pa Blo-gros, incar-
/ _
nation of Gantaraksita; the exhalted Mus-pa Chen-po rdo- 
rje Chang Sanga-rgyas rgyal-mtshan who is the Sixth over­
lord of the ocean of mandalas being really Vajrasattva 
yet In the presence of others he wears the ochre robe
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of the Ngorpaa; His presence Rimpoche Kun-dga' incar­
nation of the former great man Tshul-khriras-'bar; and 
also of the many who acted according to the prescript* 
tlons of the Doctrine*
I have been acquainted for a long time with the many 
pertinent scriptures which are required for this tra­
dition:
* the undefiled writings of the glorious Mahatma, Sakya 
Pandita, the wonderful Treatise on Mu3lc with his anno­
tations;
* sTag-tshang Lotsava Shes-rabs Rin-chen's Rlg-gnas kun- 
shea and his commentary Nyung-gsal kun-dga*;
* Candragomin's dPyangs kyl bsTan-bcos bio-goal mgul-rgyan 
and Rol-mofl bsTan-bcos;
■»* *Jam-dbyangs dBang-po's Rol-mo1! baTan-bcou gc ifi -shes 
kun-grol; and a13o
* the pure basic liturgies of our glorious Ja-skya-pa 
Order namely (1) the chant and music of the ceremonies 
for Vajraklla and (2) the expiatory ceremonies (bakang- 
r.so) and the praises (stod-pa) of the special protectrs 
of the tantrlc doctrine in their full, extended and 
very extended versions, which until now have widely 
spread and continued to do so;
* in general the old chant and cymbal scores, as it appears 
in the writings of Chos-rje Shes-rab, Matricita and so 
many others;
* close iy required today are Phur-pa1! dByangs-ylg kun-
gsal sgra-dbyangs by the all-knowing Sakya Loteava 
'Jam-dpal rDO-rje, the rDo-r.1e Phur-pa*1 rnga byln 
dbab kyl brda sprod mthong-ba rang-grol by the tantric 
Lord of the Dharma Ngag-dbang Kun-dga* Rin-ohens and 
also hi a very wonderful Chos-skyong skor gyl db.yanga 
rol gyl tbo-ylg;
the Lord bSod-nams dBang-po who was perfected in accor­
dance with the tradition of the above tantric lama 
and Grags-pa Blo-grogs, Bodhisattva and secret tantric 
yogi, who are known as the noble ’Jam-jia’i dbyanga 
brothers jointly composed the thoroughly pleasing 
rDo-rje Phur-pa* 1 dbyangs-ylg tshang-pa*! dbyanga k.yl 
n^a-ro and the musical score for the Protectors called 
Tahang-pa1i dhyangs kyl rnga chen;
1Jam-dbyangs (bGod-nams) dBang-po*a Guru Drag-po and 
his alreadv mentioned Rol-mo*i bsTan-bcos rclg-shes 
kun-grol containing the bskang-gso, praises and the 
3ixty subdueing ceremonies (gtor-zlog) of the guardians 
of the Doctrine; and
Grags-pa Blo-gros's Guru Drag-po and the special chant 
score (dbyangs-ylg) showing in detail the subdueing 
ceremonies or Vajraklla ana the sixty Bubdueing cere­
monies of Mahakala including also the 3mall version of 
it.
Of the wonderful writings on chant and music for the. 
service of all beings by Sakya Lotsava 'Jam-dpal rDo- 
rje and the unequalled Kun-dga* Rin-chen and his two
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spiritual sons bSod-nams dBang-po and Grags-pa Blo- 
grogs, I wonder ia any of them not suitable?
The chant and music of the undefiled Sakya practices, 
until now have not only spread greatly but also have 
become the source and support of the great Sakya Pan- 
dita's marvellous Treatise on MuBlc. Motivated by the 
very pure thought of benefiting our sons of lineage 
and religion, the host of disciples who are as fortu­
nate as myself, we Sakya followers founded on our small 
vision and discrimination could not bear the neglect 
of these special writings of our master*
KS (124/4)
The scribe- from the Shab district, bKra-shis Don-grub
has written this at the lama's quarters of the house 
11
gzhi-thog in Tibet's Bodhgaya, the glorious monastery
of Sakya in raksati of the Indian cale ndar (Tib, mlg-
dmar) in the year of the male wood horse of the Chinese
calendar (A,D. 1624), For the host of mistakes that
there are In here, may the great Sakya Pandita excuse
me. May blessings come with the thought of benefiting
the Doctrine and all sentient beings.
May all our present and future wishes be achieved by
the virtue of this work*
/
Subham astu sarvasvagatam.
2, Music In the Tibetan Religious Culture
Music (rol-mo) in the classical Tibetan sense comprises not 
only what we call instrumental music but chant as well* Sakya 
Pandita defines and deals with those two types of music in his 
Treatise in 21/B.
Here I need only say that vocal music is said to be 'pro­
duced together with the body1 (lus dang lhan-clg skyes 'byung- 
ba'i rol-mo) and instrumental music is 'music issuing from 
other causes /than the body/ 1 (rkyen gzhan las 'byung-ba'l 
rol-mo)t i.e. produced by the various instruments.
This dual classification of music may be contrasted with the 
Indian notion of aangita which comprises vocal and instrumen­
tal music as well as dance. In the Tibetan system of know­
ledge,dance is not grouped together with music and chant; it 
:1s treated as a subject in its own right: Dance and Drama (zlo- 
<gar rlg-pa), one of the Five Minor Subjects of Study, Never­
theless religious dances as we know them today, go hand in 
ihand and could not exist without the two other elements: mu- 
isic and chant.
There is an Inextricable relationship between music, words 
£and ritual activities, so muoh so that in many cases we could 
mot abstract a text from its prescribed intonation formula.
JEach ceremony, and different parts or stages of a ceremony 
((rim-pa.), not only have their own particular formal structure, but 
the verses have to be recited with the appropriate intonation, 
at the right tempo and with the corresponding voice quality*
There are also ritual prescriptions that have to be res-
pected, gestures that aocompany a particular mode of singing 
or of drumming, and the uttering of a particular formula in a 
predetermined fashion, while performing ritual actions such 
as offering food to hungry ghosts or chasing away demons.
Musical instruments are treated with all the respect given 
to sacred objects. This is the more so since there is a sym­
bolism vaguely attached to some of them; in the case of the 
bell it clearly represents, in) relationship with the vajra, 
the conjunction of Wisdom and Method as a means of attaining 
Enlightenment. Instruments also have to be handled
with prescribed ritual gestures^and their function within a 
ceremony is not merely musical but ritual as well. Tibe­
tans themselves are well aware of this,and do not consider 
the purely musical function of the instruments in isolation 
from their ritual application, although they have a clear no­
tion of the place of chanting and the use of musical instru­
ments (or shall we say inusico-ritual implements) in the total 
context of their liturgy*
There is also a close relationship between form and style 
on the one hand and ritual categories on the other (see for 
instance 37/8 and 71/3 ff.)* A detailed analysis of numerous 
individual pieces will be a necessary condition to determine 
the existence of phrase-types or melody-types and their struc­
tural function. As far as consideration of compositional 
types is concerned, suoh a study would only be of limited 
value. It appears that each separate work has no individual 
significance, but is representative of a type or class of 
compositions,and only reveals its meaning when considered as 
such (i.e^an an instance of a class of compositions)*
In spite of the fact that some chants are attributed to named 
individuals, it is the rather impersonal character of the crea­
tive process, stemming from a rigid adherence to liturgical prin­
ciples which are not easily subjected to innovation, that gives 
to different compositions the distinctive characteristics which 
allow us to set them apart into definite groups. The chanting 
and music of the praises for instance, have a peculiar character 
of their own that prevents them from being taken as Offerings. 
Also only In these Offerings can we hear the rolling of the cym­
bals which is typical of them.
So far, examination of the relatively limited material at our 
disposal shows the aforementioned characteristics. In the futu­
re, I believe, we should look in the same direction for further 
distinvtlve musical traits which would allow us to define all 
these categories with precision and to determine the extent of 
their differences.
I could perhaps digress here and say that the apparent conven­
tionality of Tibetan art in all its forms does not imply lack of 
imagination or creative power; on the contrary it 1s the result 
of the creative integration of all arts into a unified Buddhist 
culture.
The above mentioned considerations are of the utmost impor­
tance and bring us to the crucial point of the methodological 
approach to the subject in question: the necessity of placing 
chant, music and dance in their proper liturgical environment.
In fact music, etc., come under the general heading of reli­
gious practices (phyag-len) and we can under no oiroumstances 
think of one without reference to the rest except at the ex­
pense of creating artificial distinctions that do not agree 
with Tibetan conceptions*
Considering things in this light, we shall then be able to 
arrive at a clear and satisfactory explanation of musical 
elements in relation to the context in which they are found, 
elements which would not make sens* in isolation.
■ *
The place of music in the Tibetan system of knowledge 
Technically music (rol-mo) is a part of Arts & Crafts which 
includes all the highly skilled activities of a traditional 
society. The Five Branches of Learning (rlg-pa'l p,nas Inga) 
of the classical system of knowledge which are to be pursued 
by those eager for liberation and omniscience, ere described 
by KS in 2/17.
Grammar (agra rig-pa) removes misunderstandings about 
words; Logic (gtan-thlg rig-pa) removes misunderstandings 
about meanings; Arts & Crafts (bzo rig-pa) is concerned 
with every practical need; Medicine (geo rig-pa) Is con­
cerned with the absence of disease^and Philosophy (nang- 
don rlg-pa) for knowing the path to liberation in all its
depth and extension and then putting it into practice.
If these sciences are not practised, even aryas in the 
higher stages of attainment could not achieve the rank 
of enlightened ones.
Thinking of this,Mi-pham mGon-po said: 'If he does not
exert himself in (the practice) of the Five Sciences, not 
even an arya could attain Enlightenment.
Therefore follow those who (are able to) break through 
and strive for self knowledge1•
SP: 'Without the knowledge of all phenomena, the attain­
ment of Buddhahood is as far away as the end of the sky. 
Having realized that, Buddhas and Bodhisattvae have right* 
ly said: "Learn all branches of knowledge"1.
sTag-tshang Lotsava Sherab Rlnohen rGyal-mtshan: 'If
the Five Scienoes are not mastered, it is impossible 
even for Arhats to attain Enlightenment; therefore for 
fulfilling the double aim (of benefiting oneself and 
others) it is proper for the aspirant to exert himself 
on the path to Buddhahood',
A great deal more has been said in the same vein.
Of the Five Sciences, the main body or foundation is 
Arts & Crafts. It has often been looked down upon (in 
monastic tradition) as the science for procuring a live­
lihood, but since Arts k Crafts in reference to the 
Mind includes all the objects of perception and thought, 
it also Includes all other sciences,
Sherab Rlnohen rGyal-mtshan: 'Arts in reference to the 
Mind comprise all that has been heard, thought and medi­
tated upon. The objects of thought and learning are end­
less. As for the Eight Examinations, the Eighteen Sub­
jects, Indian and Chinese Astrology, Divination, the 
Tripitaka and the Four Classes of Tantra, these items, 
the substance of the Doctrine, Quiescence (zhl-gnas) and 
Super Vision (lhag-mthon) are the most excellent of the 
Arts In reference to the Mind,and a speoial way of sal-
vatlon and therefore include all other Arts',
It is unthinkable to consider Arts & Crafts in extenso. 
but, in short Sherab Rlnohen tells us: 'There are Arts
in reference to the Body, the Speech and the Mind'*
Arts in reference to the Body are of two kinds. The 
excellent kind (which concerns itself with the) pro­
duction of harmonious representations (such as thankas 
and statues, books and stupas^and the ordinary kind 
(which refers to the) building of houses and the cons­
truction of objects for practical use,
Sherab Rinchen: 'Excellent Arts are the symbols of the
Body, Speech and Mind of the Buddha, Ordinary Arts (such 
as the building of) houses, ships, chariots and various 
kinds of machinery are described in the commentaries to 
the Kalacakratantra'•
Arts in reference to the Mind, as mentioned before?inclu- 
de all objects of learning and reflection.
Sherab Rinchen: 'From their emphasizing or not emphasi­
zing body and speech the Arts in reference to the Body, 
the Speech and the Mind are thus classified'.
The Arts in reference to the Body and to the Speech empha­
size the movement of the Body and the operation of Speech 
in relationship with the Mind, The Arts in reference to 
the Mind are so called because of emphasizing Just the 
operation of thought without any relationship with Body 
and Speech.
As regards these three It is here opportune to say: 'Stu­
dying through other births, with keen intelligence, under
■Vi
many expert teachers, one will acquire fearlessly the 
knowledge of all phenomena*•
Expressions of similar meaning from the mouth of SP him­
self: 'Because of having formerly studied all knowables
here, I have acquired a very dear intellect'#
This rather laboured passage, typioal of KS's style,at 
least shows us where he laid the emphasis. Rol-mo.being a
constituent of the Arts, had to be given its due as a part of
the whole system of learning which was designed as a way to
the supreme end of the Doctrine.
Here music has been given its rightful if not important
place in the system of knowledge. Elsewhere, less dry and
more attractive arguments for the practice of music are put
forward both by author and commentator, when they refer to .
the chant and music in the context of ritual practices, which
are held in great esteem not only as a path to Enlightenment
also
but^as a means to overcome obstacles*
w
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In connection with the practice of the Six Perfections 
(This Is point 7 of the Generalities)
KS(19/1)
Having learned well the teachings of the Six Perfections 
when one practloes that which has to be taken up; then 
Giving (sbyln) oonsiats in offering one's chant with 
the thought that all beings may acquire enlightenment 
and honouring the Noble Ones with one's body, speech 
and mind; Discipline (tshul-khrlms) consists in restrain 
ing evil doing of body, speeoh and mind; Forbearance 
(bzod-pa) consists in enduring tiresome difficulties 
(during ceremonies,etc.); Perseverance (brtson-pa) con­
sists in taking interest and wishing earnestly (to par­
ticipate in ceremonies and the like); Meditation (bsam- 
gtan) consists in concentrating one-polntedly on the 
melody, the words and the meaning of the chants; and 
Wisdom (shes-rab)consists in percleving the essence 
(of all phenomena) and realizing it as possessing no 
self-nature.
By the absorbing of these the Perfections will be rea­
lized in their ultimate state.
This is the undeceiving truth of escaping from the 
causal nexus. Candragomin in his Treatise on Chant has 
said: "Practices in association with the Six Perfections 
are the main thing".
Also: "Chant is the oause of all excellence. By compo­
sing well written chants the superior powers of speeoh 
and chant are attained. May chant become a gift to all
beings".
From SP: "If all is auspicious the wise man will per­
form for the increasing of happiness (compare K3 82/10).
Not only that there are still other points of connection 
between music and the fundaments of Buddhist practice
KS (97/2)
It is important for those eager and intelligent ones to 
examine carefully the comments given above, especially the 
wonderful graded practices of the glorious and pure Sakya
lineage, true manifestation of Manjusri, which we keep 
thoroughly in our hearts.
Those fortunate ones who strive with desire for knowledge 
should seek detailed oral explanations of the essence of 
these practices. They should observe them well, with in­
sight, not once but again and again remembering them.
If they do it with faith it is impossible not to under­
stand them easily.
The benefits of performing such excellent chant and music 
have been already explained at length, but here a little 
more is to be said.
There are the drum and cymbals invocations (byin-dbab) of 
Vajrakila in any of its versions, the sung descriptions 
(mngon-rtog) of various divinities, also the songs of 
identification with a deity (bakyed-dbyanga) requiring 
one pointed concentration. Through the practice of those, 
with great faith and interest, common people will be sa-
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tisfled and the exalted ones will be pleased.
Hence, If you want to accumulate merit, such (practising) 
possesses immeasurable benefits.
The reason for this is that to accomplish full Enlighten­
ment, both merit (bsod-nama) and wisdom (ye-shes) are 
needed. And this wisdom Is dependent on the accumulation 
of merit. It says in the Sutras* 1 If you do not fully 
perfect the foundations of virtue, you will not under­
stand transcendental emptiness1,
A great deal of lore surrounds the marvellous supernatural 
powers that could be attained through the thorough performance 
of ritual music, if done in earnest. We may feel inolined to 
disbelieve the magical effectiveness of these practices, and
r
dismiss them as unnecessary, as did so many great personages 
in Tibetan religious tradition. To counteract that, KS has 
some interesting accounts of the experiences of the incredu­
lous ones. These accounts (lo-rgyus), typical of what is per­
haps the most spontaneous of native Tibetan literature, the 
mam-mthar. extol wittily the virtues of faith in such prac­
tices.
KS (103/12)
This is a story said to appear in Blo-gros rQyal-mtshan1a 
biography. It concerns a time when he went to a place 
called Nor-bu Khyung-rtse. The Jewel Park of Garuda.
The all-knowing rKyang-'dur-ba was staying in a top 
room while the Master (of Religion of the place) and
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his disciples were staying downstairs. In the court­
yard, master and disciples started to play the furious 
drumming in order to invoke the guardians of the Dhar*- 
ma. Upstairs rKyang-'dur-ba thought; 'Is not there a 
great arrogance in this corrupted drumming of the old lo­
gician?' (a reference to Rinchen Zangpo). After some 
time had passed, rKyang-'dur-ba saw in a vision a big 
demon dressed in an upperr garment of golden, silk and 
wearing a hat, its hands tied up, being held by the neck 
with a rope by a black man accompanied with a black dog, 
a black bird and many messengers. The demon was being led. 
down easily from an opening in the roof into a tantric 
pit in the main courtyard*
One day went by and after that the demon escaped* Then, 
in his evening meditation rKyang-'dur-ba saw, as before, 
the demon being led, imprisoned, disabled and powerless. 
He then acquired undivided faith and it is said that from 
that moment aroae in him a great belief in the power of 
that way of drumming.
Another interesting anecdote in the same vein.
KS(104/16)
Once upon a time the great all-knowing Sonam Senge was 
going to a monastery at the time of the great tantric 
ceremonies of the twenty-ninth day* All residents, abbot
and disciples were gathered in a great assembly perfor-
12
ming the music and chant of Shasana* PraiBes to his en­
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tourage were being sung#
The great aage sat down in front of the linage of Yeshe 
mGonpo and said to himself: fIs there Indeed a great 
necessity for muslo and chant? It is sufficient for me 
to recite mantras In front of this image which is not 
distinct from the deity itself1*
And so saying, he remained seated* After a while Yeshe 
mGonpo, his tantrlc consort and entourage appeared to 
him clearly in a vision# The whole vision came dancing 
to the music which was being played by the assembly# 
First, the attendants (to the deity) came out saying 
to one another at the proper time: 'Now is your turn* 
and 'Now my turn has come' until finally mGonpo himself 
appeared.
Then Sonam Senge thought: 'Such thoroughly perfect mu­
sic and chant of the Sakya practices are more powerful 
than a hundred years of meditation or a hundred years of 
mantra recitation'#
Very great faith arose in his mind. Then addressing 
some fortunate ones who chanced to be sitting nearby 
he said: 'Ah la la! The music and chant of the Sakya 
rituals are a great wonder. They have given me a mar­
vellous vision# We should keep beating that goat-skin 
(of the drums) until it softens'• Then added: 'We should 
keep on reciting these (ceremonies) in Tibetan language'#
A. Preliminaries
The title KS (6/17)
Here the subject matter Is vocal and instrumental mu­
sic. By means of these /two kinds of musio7 those 
karmically fit for Enlightenment, may acquire the 
Three Higher Learnings and liberate themselves from 
sarasara and from falling Into any of the unfortunate 
rebirths. This book about the above subject matter is 
thus called The Treatise on Music.
2.
(I) The homages
(1) To the lama, his teaoher Grags-pa rGyal-mtshan, 
who was also his uncle and was considered along with the Sakya
■V /
lineage to be an incarnation of Manjusri.
SP (7/14)
Homage to my lama and to Manjusri!
(2) To the yl-dam (the tutelar deity), In this 
case Sarasvati, patron and protector of learning and music.
SP (8/2)
I bow to Sarasvati,emanation of the Speech 
of the Buddhas of the Three Times.
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(ii) The promise to compose the work 
SP (8/8)
I shall explain for the benefit of others, 
this faultless work about the practice of muBio,
3, The four essentials
The four essentials or prime constituents of any meaningful 
utterance (ngag-tBaro) are* the subject matter (brjod-bya). the 
Immediate needs (gnas-skabs gyl dgOB-pa), the essential needs 
(snylng-dgos) and the logical connection between all those 
(fbral-ba).
In our case the sub.leot matter has been described in section 
A.1 The title.
The Immediate needs: The expression "composing music" (rol-
13
mo brtsam-pa) can refer as much to the creative performance 
of a piece as to its actual composition in a western sense.
It has a clearly defined function in that it satisfies the 
immediate and worldly needs of those who practise it or appre­
ciate it and also serves as the means towards attaining the 
ultimate end of Enlightenment *
SP (8/18)
The worship /of the Three Precious Jewels/ 
by the faithful, the livelihood of the poor, 
the distraction for the sensuous.
All that is produced by one who knows music.
We can notice here lucid insights into music1a function in 
religious practices and shrewd observation of why it attracts
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people In general. Here SP gives further reasons for mas­
tering the art of vocal and Instrumental music.
SP(9/12)
Although (one may be of) poor Intellect 
or of unattractive physloal form, 
or may he of low class extraction 
or devoid of wealth, one Is superior.
For if one masters the art musio, 
one is beautiful like fine Jewelry in the 
middle of a crowd.
Also SP (10/6)
Where there are head-bands, freshly washed hair, 
dance, /son£7 , the clash of cymbals /and so on/, 
there is /a sign of/ the absence of suffering.
i
Therefore music Is praised,
KS tell us later in ^ 10/ll) that few people agree about the 
same things. Monks prefer to wear patched up clothes that a 
woman would abhor, and the gold and sliver ornaments appre­
ciated by a worldly person would be despised by a man of re­
ligion, Conversely, everybody likes music.
SP (11/3)
Some do not like some things^ 
others do not like something else, 
but man and woman, wise and fool., 
all like music.
The essential needs. Although muslo can quickly satisfy 
our worldly desires, it also encourages us to realize our 
higher alms. The accurate performance of music and chant in
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the appropriate rituals Is seen as the cause of the per­
fecting (dngos-grub) of psychic powers. Also In this way 
the wish to benefit all sentient beings and the praise of 
the exalted ones will thereby be realized. We are also told 
that the great yearly and seasonal festivals, the lama's anni­
versaries or when people gather to worship or sing praises, 
are the more common, suitable and oommendable opportunities 
for the creation of muslo#
SP (12/13)
When people gather to praise the Three Jewels
or to meet one another,-
if clrcumstanoes are auspicious,
then, he who has mastered music must perform.
The connection. The essential need of benefiting others, 
praising the Three Jewels, etc. and so accumulating merit In 
order to realize Buddhahood, depends on our ability to be 
proficient in music. The subject matter of this book Is 
music and with the correot performance of music we can satis­
fy the needs listed above.
Thus the logical connection between these elements (the
14
book, its subject matter and the needs) is established.
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Chapter One 
On melody
(11) The central matter 1b threefold
(1) The kinds of music
(2) Vocal muBic
(a) Melodic types 
al Their names
a2 Detailed description
(b) The way of oombining them
(c) Melody and words
(d) Transitions
dl The way of mastering them 
d2 Examining the circumstances 
of their appearance
(e) Relevant examples
el Application to sutra and tantra chants 
e2 Naming examples
(3) Explanation of how to practice
i
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this chapter constitutes the core of the theory of chant 
as expounded by SP. The text as well as the commentary are 
extremely difficult to translate. Certain passages are very 
ambiguous or use terminology and concepts no longer ourrent 
among Tibetans. In these Instances I have supplied my own 
Interpretation of such concepts since they were unknown to 
my Informants.
The central matter
(1) The kinds of muslo SP (21/8)
I shall explain the two accepted types of muslo, 
vocal and Instrumental,
the subdivisions of which are innumerable.
The commentary explains this as follows. K3 (20/6)
There are two types of music which will now be considered, 
one is 'produced together with the body' (i.e. vocal), 
the other 'arises from other sources' such as the pl-wang, 
and so on, (i.e. Instrumental music).
There are countless different varieties within these 
two types.
To illustrate the various categories comprised by vocal mu­
sic KS quotes first Candragomi's Treatise on Chant and comments 
on it.
'If we classify (vocal music) 
there are the places of origination,
the 'limbs', the ornaments,
poetical metre (?) and
the speoial characteristics'.
The eight plaoes of origination (of the voioe) 
are the chest, the throat, the palate, the tongue, 
the nose, the crown of the head, the teeth 
and the lips.
The ten 'limbs' comprise the cong-skad, etc.
The three (kinds of poetioal metre ?) are 
clear, pure and mixed.
The special characteristics (of the voioe) 
refer to the three registers.
ft The eight places of origination of the voice refers to
the organs of production, articulation and resonance of the
15
voice. They are dealt with in detail in the Tibetan grammar 
where the various sounds represented by the symbols of the 
Tibetan alphabet are ascribed to these eight places of ori­
gination.
$ The ten 'limbs (Tib. lus kyl yan-lag; Mahavyuttpatij Tib. 
lus, Skt. anga.llmb, part) seem to refer to certain types 
of melodic movement. The term anga appears in various con­
texts in Indian musical literature and is used to indicate 
the different parts in which a particular musical concept 
may be analysed. The inclusion of cong-skad among these ten 
'limbs' leads us to conclude that the term in fact stands 
for various kinds of melodic movements. There is no way 
of knowing which are the other nine elements of this group. 
iVandor (p. 116) says that cong means 'sauter a une
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note plus alguS'.
xjaeachke (p. 145) says; gcong-Bkad»lamentatlons. 
walling8, plaintive voices*
*Snellgrove in his Nine Ways of Bon (p.42 and passim), 
translates gcong as ululatlon. The term here indicates the 
call of various birds and animals which are imitated by the 
performer of a ritual to exhort, invoke or coerce gods and 
demons.
Although in KS*s commentary the word gcong appears when 
commenting on a quotation of the Indian Candragomin, the 
occurrence of this term in a non-buddhist text raises the 
question of how much of the chant found in Tibetan Buddhist 
rituals did actually come from India and whether Tibetans, 
in their endeavours to find theoretical explanations, did 
try to fit their music into the canons of existing musical 
theories (see also p. 145).
§ The ornaments (Tib. rgyan; Skt. alankara) refer to graces 
or melodic ornamentations. They are melodic features of mi­
nor structural importance. Different authors in the Sanglta 
Sastra (the Indian literary corpus on music) give lists of 
different lengths enumerating various alankaras. In this 
case it is difficult to decide to which kind of ornaments 
the commentator refers, since he mentions eight ornaments 
including deng-skad but does not give the name of the rest.
iJaeschke (p. 256) under deng quotes Schrttter deng-pa* 
to ascend; if we accept this definition deng-skad would then 
be an ascending raelodio feature.
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# If the term tahlg translates here Skt. padasfoot. metre, 
then the three words: clear, pure and mixed (gsal. dag, l^res) 
oould possibly stand for Skt* praBanna, auddha and sanklrna
s
(vide Mahavyutpattl) and therefore refer to the usage of the 
various poetical metres* Metre determines the formal structu­
re of a text; since different metres are Intoned with different 
melodies, the general melodic features of a chant will be lar­
gely determined by It.
The terms prasanna. suddha and sanklrna are found in Indian 
musical literature describing characteristics of raga (melo­
dic features of a song). Since a concept parallel to raga 
is not found in Tibetan chant, it is not inconceivable that 
Tibetans may have used, for lnstanoe, the term 1dresgsanklrna 
to describe a chant composed in more than one metre. In the 
rendering of such a chant we would find the Juxtaposition of 
the corresponding intonations of each metre; then, the term 
fdres=mlxed would clearly apply to this chant in the Tibetan 
sense and Btill retain its original connotation. If this Is 
so, it would be a typical example of the appropriation by Ti­
betans of Indian concepts, in order to explain their own mu­
sical forms.
§ The special characteristics (yon-tan) appear to refer to 
the timbric quailities of the voioe in its three registers: 
low, medium and high. See also p. 68.
To illustrate instrumental music KS quotes Kun-dga* mChog- 
ldan.
KS (21/5)
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Drums, clay drums, trumpets, patraha, cymbals, small
cymbals, etc. are the various Instruments.
(2) Vocal music
(a ) The melodlo types 
al Their names
SP (22/7)
There are four kinds of melodic types 
In vocal music.
They are the 'sustaining',
the 'descending1, the 'changing' and
the 'ascending' melodic types.
There are various ways of uttering them 
which I shall explain.
Here SP Introduces the concept of nga-ro (melodic type) 
without directly defining it. The term Is not used nowadays 
by Tibetans in the sense that It Is used in the RT. However, it 
exists in the colloquial and literary language to designate 
an animal call or a characteristic voioe. It is also a technl 
cal term in grammar, indicating a vowel sound.
# Jaeschke (p. 125) defines nga-ro as a'loud voice, a cry’.
The Mahavyutpatti gives gar.11ta«a roar and swara»vowel as 
Sanskrit equivalents of nga-ro. That does not clarify the 
specific musical sense of the term.
The word nga-ro denotes the characteristics that make an 
utterance of any kind reoognizable. For instance, seng-ge'1
nga-ro, the roaring of the lion or rta gyl nga-ro. the neighing 
of the horse indicates not Just the timbric qualitites of the 
particular cry of an animal but includes other characteristics 
such as pitch and loudness* In Tibetan terms then, an audi­
tory phenomenon is grasped and Identified by the totality of 
its constituent acoustic elements, among which melodlo fea­
tures are perhaps the most Important but not the only ones*
The sense in which SP uses the term nga-ro. as we shall see 
later,partakes of this meaning; namely It assumes that the term 
nga-ro implies the melodic inflexions of a call (or any other 
utterance).
There exists a parallel ooncept in Indian music. The pitches
of the various intervals (svaras) are said to sounded by
different birds or animals; the cuckoo sings the fifth, the
heron cries the fourth, the elephant trumpets the seventh and 
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so on.
In Tibetan grammar we find the usage sgra'l nga-ro whioh
indicates the various components of speech and voice pro- .
duction. What we call today phonetics and phonology would
be encompassed by it.
Another concept from grammar is dbyangs kyl nga-ro whioh
refers to the vowel sounds (/i/,/u/,/e/,/o/) and the gsal
byed kyl nga-rot the vowel sound that makes possible the vo-
19calization of consonantal sounds (/a/).
Finally, in a musical sense SP tells us that there are four 
nga-ro or basic ways in which a human being could utter sounds* 
The term nga-ro in the sense in which it is used in the RT
connotes pitch or melodic movement, though not necessarily 
clearly determined intervals or pitch steps.
The idea of varna as found in the early theory of Indian
" T " " -
music is a parallel to the concept of nga-ro. The difference 
lies in the fact that whereas in Indian music the melodic 
steps of the varnas were clearly defined in function of sva*^
ra (intervals), we do not find in Tihetan chant the idea of
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fixed melodic steps.
There are four varnas in Indian music; sthayl, a steady,i ■—
sustained melodic movement, arohl. an ascending movement, 
avarohl, a descending movement and sancari. a changing move­
ment. They appear to correspond exactly to the four nga-ro 
mentioned by SP: idren, lteng. bkug-pa and bsgyur-ba respec­
tively.
a2 Detailed description 
I - The sustaining melodic type SP (23/3)
The sustaining melodic type (is uttered 
with the Bounds) /a/, the straight,
/e/, the upstanding, /i/, the curved,
/o/, the upper one and /u/, the lower one.
The sustained melodio type stands basically for a steady 
note, for continuity of melodio movement. A sustained note 
can only be effected on a vocalic sound. Hence the reference
t6 the five vowels.
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The terms straight (drang-po), upstanding (bsgreng-ba), 
curved (bkug-pa), upper (batod-pa) and lower (smad-pa) are 
the names of the five unmodified vowels and refer to the sha­
pe of their graphic symbol in Tibetan script. Nevertheless 
/a/ is not represented graphically but assumed.
II - The descending melodic type
SP (23/9)
The descending melodic type 
can be either single or multiple, 
and If so double, 
triple, quadruple, etc.
It is interesting to notice that another meaning of the 
verb 1gugs. to bend, of which bkug-pa (the name of this me­
lodic type) 18 cognate, is to call, to summon. This indicates 
a connotation related to speech and perhaps to the usual des­
cending intonation of a oall among Tibetans.
It is not easy to decide what is meant here by single and 
multiple. Multiple may indicate the repetition of the melo­
dic feature. The term rkyang»single is used in grammar to 
indicate sounds represented by a single symbol of the al­
phabet and brtsegsamultlple. piled up Indicates a consonant 
cluster like /ngya/, /sna/ and the like.
III - The changing melodic type
SP (23/15)
The changing melodic type
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can be guttural, lingual or nasal, 
all of which can be long or short.
They combine in pairs 
/making six combinations/.
This appears to say that the changes in pitch indicated 
by the changing melodic type are acoompanied by an articula­
tory process and that the air stream producing the sound is 
interfered with in some way.
The three categories mentioned here cover practically 
the whole range of sounds produoed in Tibetan. According to 
Tibetan grammatical notions, 'guttural* includes not only 
velar stops (represented in romanized Tibetan as k, kh and 
fi) but the five unmodified vowels (/i/,/u/,/e/,/o/) produced 
with a glottal stop, the glottal fricative h, and the base 
for the vowel sounds represented 1 a.
The term lingual includes all types of closures such as 
stops, rolls and flaps, in the articulatory areas where the 
tongue is Involved (palatals, dentals retroflex, etc.)
The term nasal Includes not only the nasals (nga. nya. na,
21ma) but nasalization as well.
IV- The ascending melodic type 3P (24/3)
The ascending melodic type 
can be long or short 
and is /a little/ low pitched 
both at the beginning
and the end.
The text here seems to Indicate that the ascending melodic 
type is in fact an ascending-descending melodic feature.
The term used for low pitch is rags, which in this context 
does not mean coarse or rough, (its usual denotation) but is 
used as a synonym of shorn, low-pitched. See also p. 106.
(b) The way of combining them SP (2K/12)
Just as the arrow without the bow
cannot hit a target,
melodic types on their own (rkyang-pa) 
arc- Ineffective.
Combinations of melodic types (tshogs-pa* 1 sbyor-ba) 
are pleasing to the ear.
3P (25/3)
Melodic types can be
either single (rkyang)
that is, not mixed (with others)
or combined in compounds which are 
a mixture of various kinds melodic types7 .
These have beginning, middle and end (as a result of) 
combining in two's, three*a, four's, etc.
3P (25/10)
Compounds are of two kinds:
homogeneous (i.e. combined with others of their
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own kind; so-sor spel) and heterogeneous 
(i.e. mixed combinations; bsres-spel)
SP (25/16)
/In an7 homogeneous compound,
several (melodic types of the same kind)
/are uttered distinctly.
In a heterogeneous compound 
two (different) melodio types Join 
to form a single melodic feature*
SP (26/13)
From Sustaining* to ‘descending* 
and from ‘descending* to ‘sustaining*.
From * changing* to ‘ascending* 
and from 'ascending* to 'changing*.
From 'sustaining* to 'ohanglng* 
and from 'changing* to 'sustaining*.
From 'descending* to 'ascending* 
and from 'ascending' to 'descending'.
From 'sustaining'- to 'ascending' 
and from 'ascending* to 'sustaining'.
From 'descending* to 'changing* 
and from 'changing* to 'descending*.
(Other compounds are) a combination of a single 
(melodic type) plus one of a different kind repeated; 
a combination of one repeated 
and another single (of a different kind);
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a combination of one repeated /again and again/ 
and another of the same kind repeated 
/without interruption/;
or a combination of one repeated /let us say three 
times/ and another of a different kind repeated.
SP (27/15) ;
One must compose using the melodic types 
singly, with others, or mixing them 
in two^, three’s, four’s, etc. 
as convenient /in the way explained above/.
This section further clarifies the meaning of nga-ro and 
confirms that in fact it is the minimal melodic unit that 
Tibetans recognize.
A melodic type on its own is incapable of having any aes- 
thetical effect and only a combination of them can have mu­
sical appeal.
Here SP explores the various possibilities of creating 
new intonation patterns by grouping the four basic melodic 
types (nga-ro bzhi) to obtain compounds. These compounds can 
be homogeneous (so-sor sPel) or heterogeneous (bsres-spel)•
In creating a homogeneous compound, where only one kind 
of melodic type is used, the only possible procedure is re­
petition. This repetition can be effected in two ways either 
repeating a melodic type each time with a small pause in be­
tween repetitions or otherwise uttering the same melodic type 
again and again without a pause (mtshams-abyor roed).
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Heterogeneous compounds may be obtained by:
a) combining two single melodic types of a different kind to 
obtain any of the twelve compounds mentioned above ('sustain­
ing1 and 'descending', ’descending* and ’sustaining', etc,);
b) combining a single melodic type with a compound consisting 
of a different melodic type itself repeated;
c) combining a compound consisting of a melodic type repeated, 
with a single melodio type of a different kind. As it happens, 
this is the reverse of a)-
d) combining a compound .consisting of a repeated melodic ty­
pe with another compound consisting of a repeated melodic ty­
pe of a different kind*
In modern linguistics terms we could think of baslo func­
tional units which would interrelate in a variety of struc­
tural patterns and so we could talk of minimal functionally 
contrastive units of pitch. Still we could consider units of
a higher order or groups of melodic types.
When SP says that a melodio type on its own la incapable 
of having any aesthetical effect and that only a combination 
of them can have musical appeal, he is indirectly introducing 
a higher unit of musical meaning.
As we shall see later, the nga-ro are not found in isola­
tion in any Tibetan musical score and I could find no infor­
mant able to Intone them in practice. What is possible to
find instead are already compound melodic groups more or lass 
well defined, many with names of their own. So, the four nga- 
ro may Indeed be only used as reference terms for analysis 
and description.
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(c) Melody and words 
SP (28/9)
Vocalization (dbyangs) Is an utterance 
which does not show meaning*
Word (tahig) Is that whioh has not only a melody 
but shows meaning as well.
One should examine carefully
the way of combining them
and the way of using them Individually.
The term dbyangs is used here in a very specialized sense.
It is defined as an utterance without meaning, that is, it
refers to the melodic or lntonational content of an utterance
abstracted from any linguistic meaning. Vocalization will be 
perhaps an adequate term for translating this particular 
usage since dbyangs means also a vowel so I shall use it 
throughout this section.
Nowadays a slightly different terminology is uBed. The 
term dbyangs is used to denote simply a chant or chanting 
in general. The compositional procedure normally used in Ti­
betan chant consists in intercalating meaningless extra syl­
lables (tshlg-lhad) in a text when it is set to music and the 
term tshlg is reserved exclusively for the words of the text 
which in chant-seores appear generally written in red ink. 
Melodio types or compounds of them are then applied to tshlg 
and tshlg-lhad.
Let us recapitulates in 8P's usage dbyangs are the intoned 
extra syllables which in this Beotlon are translated as vo-
6 6
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callzation; they are called tshlg-lhad In current usage*
Tshlp; are the Intoned words both In SF's terms and the current 
usage*
SP (29/7)
One must compose using 
vocalization on the 'sustaining' and 
words on the 'descending'melodic types; 
vocalization on the 'changing' and 
words on the *asoending* melodio types; 
vocalization on the 'sustaining' and 
words on the 'sustaining' melodic types; 
vocalization on the 'descending' and 
words on the 'descending' melodic types; 
vocalization on the 'changing' and 
words on the 'changing* melodic types; 
vocalization on the 'ascending' and 
word on the 'ascending* melodic types 
and the reverse of all these*
/That is, words on the 'sustaining* and 
vocalization on the 'descending' and so on7 *
SF (30/2)
One must compose combining 
vocalization with vocalization 
or vocalization and words 
with interruption 
or combine vocalization and words 
without interruption*
This last verse refers to the transitions from word to vo-
oalization or from vocalization to vocalization on a different 
extra-syllable or to transitions from words to vocalization 
without an interruption. In order to clarify this let us con­
sider an example from our Additional Material page 14, folio I, 
line 1; for Instance the transition from the word chos to the 
vocalization of the meaningless syllable is an example of 
the first case* Vocalization from a meaningless syllable to 
another meaningless syllable would be from ^a to 1oas an exam* 
pie of transition from word to vocalized extra syllable can 
be found in line 2: snyan 1lyl.
SP (30/12)
(make the distinction between the various 
musical elements performing them) 
one after the other or simultaneously 
(as deemed necessary)*
/Perform with/ quick or slow effort 
tight or relaxed phonation 
raised or lowered pitch.
(Sing) in the various registers
(using) single or compound melodic types,
# Quick (myur) and slow (bul) are tempo indications. In 
our score (see Part II) the term dal«slow and rgyangsextended 
are used Instead of bul. These indications have a relative 
value, that is, Indicate a change to a quicker or a slower 
tempo as relative to the one which is being played,
# Tight (bsgrlms) and relaxed (glod-pa) refer to types of 
phonation, timbric characteristics of the voice.
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§ Raised (bteg-pa) and lowered (boum-pa) clearly refer to 
pitch. The term bteg appears In our score to indicate a rise 
In pitch; In KS’s commentary (30/8) we find the expression 
skad gzengs-bteg dang bkug-pa»the voice rising and descending,
In whlch the use of the word bkugsdespending. confirms that 
bcum-pa stands for a lowered pitoh. Here bourn, perfect ten- 
se of 1Jum is evidently a teohnloal term. Das, gives the usa- 
6e 1 .1um-khyadsto become less, which sultB perfectly the context.
SP (31/6)
The lower voice or register is heavy, 
the high voice sounds pleasing, 
the middle voice is good.
Similarly the lower voice must be clear and strong,
the high voice Is high and tremulous
and the middle voice Is inflected and pleasing.
I have never heard mentioned in relation to musical 
matters the terms pho. mo and manning, which are probably 
used here as I have proposed above to designate the low, 
high and middle voice registers. However my informants 
tell me that they are the different types of voice that 
can be produced by a single individual and not the voloes 
of man, woman and hermaphrodite as term sgra used in the 
text seems to suggest.
I surmise, then, that this term refers to registers; 
lower, high and middle and is perhaps a concept parallel to 
sthana (mandra, tara and madhva) in Indian Music.
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This could also be related to what we call In European 
singing tradition voce dl petto, voce_di_gola and falsetto, 
hence the different timbrio qualities of the different voices 
as referred In the text*
In short, these terms refer both to register (i*e* the 
ambitus of the different vetoes) and to their associated tim- 
brio characteristics*
SP (31/17)
/As regards the way of7 combining the voices (sgra) 
there Is nothing else except using 
the voice registers singly at the beginlng, 
the middle or the end (of a compound melodio 
type) or using them in combination.
Thus the experts ascertain*
This refers to the usage of voice registers (sgra) in the 
process of composition of a chant. However in present day 
practices I could not find any instances of the application 
of the agra concept either to the composition or to the ana­
lysis and description of the ohant*
SP (32/15)
At the time of /singing7
the 1 sustaining * melodio type, draw out;
when *changig* change and
when descending1 descend;
when 'ascending* (the voice Is) soft.
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All / t h e  melodio types must be sung7 
in a pleasing manner.
The three registers should have 
their proper timbrlo ch&raoteristios.
IThen uttering words, these should be clear, 
when singing, the melody should also be clear.
When words and flll~ln syllables are combined, 
they should be well mixed and 
^conversely7 when uttered separately, 
they should be distinct*
The main reason for the lncorreot performance of any piece 
of music I s a  disregard for the relevant structural elements. 
Here SP impresses the importance of accurate distinction be­
tween these elements.
Without such careful regard, the rendering of any piece 
of music loses In interpretative quality arid aesthetical 
value.
(d) Transitions
dl Mastering transitions
Transitions (mtshams-sbyor) Include here all changes not 
only of pitch, but of tempo, register, timbre, poetical metre 
and the like. The text emphasizes that these are the parame­
ters an expert musician has to master In order to render a 
chant correctly.
Our attention Is drawn here towards the aspects of the mu­
sic which are relevant in Tibetan terms. This will* provide 
us with criteria to Judge the quality of an interpretation 
or a composition without the need to introduce elements ex­
traneous to the system of composition*
SP (34/10)
When to sing the ’sustaining* melodio type
when to descend, to change or to ascend;
when to set /words to music7 end
how much to oompose;
when to praise and when to deride;
when to contract or relax /The voice/;
when /there should be/ vocalization and when words,
when /to sing7 quiokly and when slowly;
when to change registers and
when to mix or combine them;
what metre (?) to use.
Musicians should (know) all these points and 
master the transitions between them.
62 Examining, the circumstances 
of their appearance
3P (36/5)
Having learned /£he nature of the transitions 
in the c haute/ one must examine 
the circumstances of their usage.
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The context for the ocurrence of the 'sustaining1
"S
melodic type is 34’ , 34*3^* ©tcJ \
the context for the ocurrence of the 'changing'
v* ^  ^
melodic type is OVftT etc./;
the context for the oourrenoe of the 'descending'
Cy Os.
melodic type is Z*Y^> ^  ^ 4^ etCj,/;
the context for the ocurrence of the 'ascending' 
melodic type is etc^7 •
/The appearanoe of the ggum-yig is a sign of a 
continuous ascending utterance, the appearance 
of the tsheg-drag (Skt. vlsarga , a strong aspi­
ration js] ) is © sign (that indicates that the 
preceding syllable has to be) uttered in a loud 
voice/.
One must know what is appropriate and what is not 
as regards the need for long or short (melodic types); 
the circumstances of their appearance; the determina­
tion of the transitions; the need for loudness or 
softness and so on.
SP (37/4)
One who has learned (all this) should teach
to a student by analysing (things) in this manner,
saying: 'This is the place of that' and so on.
The examination of the circumstances (rky an) ot the con­
text in which the various musical elements appear is of great
importance in determining their usage. The text suggests that
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certain rules exist for the application of the various melo­
dic types to a text and that these depend on the phonetic sha­
pe of the words or syllables to which they are applied.
§ The ‘sustaining* melodic type is applied whenever there 
is a transition without a change in the general position of 
the vowels and regardless of the consonantal articulation (no­
tice that there is vowel harmony in spoken Tibetan); this 
could also be a reason for the usual repetition of the vowel 
in the fill-in syllable following a word (c.f. p.
^ The 'changing' melodio type seems to be applied whenever 
there is an articulated change of vowel without interruption 
of voicing.
# The 'descending' melodic type appears where there is a 
diphthong or an unarticulated vowel modification.
# The 'ascending' melodio type seems to be used in words 
which include the avagraha and vlsarga. Although this pas­
sage is obscure, from the context the term gsum-ylg. literal­
ly "three letters" seems to refer to the symbol (?y(not to
be confused with the letter Qp nya) which stands for Sans­
krit avagraha and is represented ^  in the Nagari script. 
Avagraha in Sanskrit is a sign used as a separator marking 
the elision of certain vowels and in some instances when the 
elided initial vowel is nasal and carries the anusvara sign, 
this is transferred to and carried by the avagraha.
Now for metrical purposes anusvara and vlsarga count for a 
heavy syllable and represent in fact an elongation of the 
vowel sounds. Then SP says that the 'asoending' melodic ty­
pe can be applied to words and syllables carrying these above 
mentioned phonetic features.
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(e) Relevant examples
©1 Their application to autra and tantra chants 
SP (38/4)
Once the various chants have been learned
one must know the application /of the melodic types/
In general (to musical forms).
In chants of Offering (mohod-dbyangs)
the Changing* melodic type Is chiefly /used/.
In songs (glu) the Sustained* melodic type 
is mainly /used/.
In songs of religious experience (rtoga-brjod) 
mostly 3hort ’changing* melodic types (are used).
In recapitulations (£168 -su brjod-pa), ’changing1 
and short 'sustaining* melodic types'(are used).
In general the type most commonly seen in the various 
musical forms is the 'sustaining*.
. eZ Naming examples 
SP (39/6)
Having learned how to ubo melody (or melodio types) 
one must know how to name examples.
/Straight like/ an arrow, /curved like/ a bow,
/curved on the top like/ an iron hook,
/curved underneath like/ a plough,
/extended on the top like/ an umbrella,
/extended below like/ a rhinocerou3 horn,
/thin in the middle like/ a dorje,
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/thick in the middle like/ a grain of barley,
/the feet of one followed by the head of the next 
like/ waves,
/thin and thick alternating like/ a wheel.
I have seen whatever examples exist of melodies 
possessing them.
3P (40/2)
This is in short and there is no other /wa^7 
of explaining all these (examples) in detail.
If one wants to enlarge upon, it is endless;
this is because there is no limit to the imagination.
This refers to the graphic representation of some melodio 
types. The examples are mnemonic rules to recall the easily.
In Sakya scores no graphic symbols that could be exemplified 
appear. Among the Ngor-pas and the Tsharpas (two other sub­
sects of the Sakya order) graphic symbols are used to repre­
sent melodic types.
However an examination of the graphlsms found in those scores 
does not provide easy clues to connect their shapes with exam­
ples given in this section.
(3) Explanation of how to practice 
3P (40/14)
The Intelligent one, first relying on an expert 
teacher who possesses the qualities mentioned
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above, would himself examine well to the point 
of perfection, the way he composes.
In this manner he may become like the king 
of the celestial musiolans (gandharvas).
SP (41/4)
Here ends the first chapter of the 
Treatise on Music about chant.
In this chapter the fundamental concept of nga-ro is ex­
pounded. The 'melodic types' in their four basic verities 
are the building blocks out of which "melodic features" are 
constructed. There exist rules organizing the usage and com­
bination of the basic nga-ro into compounds of a higher or­
der. However Just as we do not speak or think in phonemes 
but refer to combinations of them in the form of words, par­
ticles, etc., Tibetans tend to think of their chanting as 
being structured in "melodic features" which are the combi­
nation of several of the basic melodic types (nga-ro).
Most chants are composed of a limited repertory of these 
compound "melodic features"; indeed all the different melodic 
features used by a single liturgical tradition may not exceed 
in many cases the dozen or so.
The monk performer who is trained to sing the chants of a 
particular tradition (and notice that most performers only 
know one tradition) need know a limited number of these "me-
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Iodic features” In order to be able to interpret any chant, 
in the style of hi a tradition or indeed any new chant compo­
sed in the same tradition.
We could say that that performer knows hiB musical langua­
ge if he knows all the melodio features which are to be found 
in his particular liturgical tradition* When he refers to a 
chant he is only conscious of those compound "melodic featu­
res” (which are generally explicitly defined in his tradition) 
and not conscious of the minimal unit of analysis (nga-ro).
The nga-ro then are a conceptual tool of analysis used by 
SPt psychologically real enough, but not necessarily the eve­
ry day working tool of the performer.
*
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Chapter two 
About words
1* The objects of praise, comparison, etc,
(a) How to recognize them
(b) Gradual explanation
bl The great objects of praise 
b2 The low objects to despise 
b3 The similar objects for comparison 
b4 How to please everybody
2* The essentials of praising
(a) Praising acoording to the nature of the objeots
(b) The eighteen examples 
In general
In detail
bl The six examples of praise
b2 The six examples of derision
b3 The bIx examples of comparison
3« Composing praises /according to the rules of Poetics/
(a) The fundaments of composing /poetry/ 
for each /kind of audience/
(b) Discussion about verse and prose
4. Advice regarding further study of the subject
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This chapter explains how words in literary composition 
are set to music. It emphasizes the close correlation between 
words, music and ritual function, a fact of which Tibetans were 
aware at an early stage.
The literary task of praising appears to have singular im­
portance in Tibetan literature. It does not confine itself 
to the exaltation of kings, the praising of the Buddhist doc­
trine or to extolling the virtue of desirable moral qualities, 
but goes beyond that to become a ritual activity in its own 
right.
Praises always constituted a basic part of almost every ri­
tual, around which a more elaborate liturgy has been slowly 
built up.
The earliest chants still preserved are Praises. Stories 
tell us (see p.135) of their great effectiveness, if pro­
perly intoned, in invoking the variouB deities and exhorting 
the guardians of the faith to carry out their given tasks.
Hence the significance of Praises in the cult of the guardians*
Praise as a literary form has its counterpart in the poe­
tical condemnation of unseemly behaviour, breaches of the 
accepted morality or attitudes contrary to the ethical tenets 
of Buddhism. Such condemnations should be understood within 
the context of the values of a traditional Bociety.
Comparison or the use of metaphor is the most common 
stylistic device used to carry out both praise and contempt.
Prescriptive norms are to be followed closely in this high­
ly stereotyped poetioal form, however, a blind application of 
the rules will not take us far. Insight into the object in 
question is indispensable so that one can introduce a witty
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comparison and bring the point home. There is always ample 
scope for creativity even within these apparently stringent 
rules.
Finally while learning the technical skills explained herein 
the aspirant should use them always in such a way as to 
please everybody and to keep down the three poisons of hatred, 
attachment and ignorance.
1. The objects of praise, comparison etc.
(a) How to recognize them SP (42/5)
I shall tell you, with a compassionate mind? 
about the use of words.
Praising the Great, 
despising the Mean, 
comparing like (objects) and 
rendering songs that please all.
I will explain each of these concisely.
Listen.
The commentator expands as follows in 41/12.
Once you have understood melody (dbyangs), I shall explain 
to you composers, the use of words needed for a melody. 
That is, to praise those great ones who are suitable to 
be praised; to despise those low ones who deserve deri­
sion; the matching of words to objects for which parallels 
can be drawn and,(whether you) praise, deride or compare, 
to render songs that would please all. Since (there is) 
no time to go over them in detail, I shall put it con­
cisely. Listen.
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(b) Gradual explanation
bl The great objects of praise KS (43/1)
If we classify the great objects of praise,(there are) 
wisdom, knowledge, accomplishments, good ancestry, age 
and wealth. These have been set in order of value from 
better to worse and (the way of) honouring them varies 
accordingly. Thus Qrags-pa rGyal-mtshan has said.
How to honour them? Those who possess wisdom should be 
revered by having faith in them, those who possess know­
ledge may be honoured by being asked about customs and 
about what it is or what is not to be done; those who 
are accomplished in learning and discipline should be 
paid respect; those of good ancestry (may be honoured) 
by (acts) like standing in their presence and being po­
lite; elders by offering them a place to sit and food 
and serving them; the wealthy (may be pleased) by telling 
them how rich and incomparable they are and smiling (lit. 
by showing a happy face).
SP (43/7)
Wisdom, knowledge, accomplishments,
good ancestry, age and wealth are the Great Six.
These are set in order of value 
and are to be honoured likewise.
SP (44/4)
Honour those possessing wisdom, with faith; 
ask the knowledgeable about customs; 
pay respect to those accomplished ones;
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be polite to those of good ancestry;
praise the rich by wearing a happy countenance.
I translate here yon-tan as wisdom; the word implies also 
excellency, good qualities both innate and acquired and not 
only bookish knowledge but insights into the meaning of reality. 
Knowledge about customs (lugs) refers to oonduct, behaviour 
and ethical problems.
Aooomplishments (balab-pa) relates speoifioally to the bslab- 
pa gaum)» the Three Higher Training in Discipline, Medita­
tion and Wisdom.
The low objects to despise SP (45/3)
One in a high position devoid of good qualities, 
the proud without intelligence, 
a monk of weak accomplishment, 
a ruler 0f low extraction,
a group leader who la young /and inexperienoed/, 
a rich man who is miserly.
Among many others /these six are>7 
sources of wickedness^ 
as one despises the others, 
these must be scorned.
Here the low positions to despise are the counterpart or 
rather the absence of the six great qualities.
One who has climbed to a position of high standing and 
responsibility devoid of the qualities that his station 
Implies rightly deserves derision. And so does the one who
B3
■boasts about his knowledge^or a man of religion who is weak 
in his intent*
An illustrious ancestry has always been a desirable asset 
to rulers. Youth in itself is not necessarily blameworthy,
KS explains the termiyoung’ as meaning Inexperienced (literally, 
one who has heard and seen little).
b3 The similar objects for comparison (the use 
of metaphor). SP (46/1)
Extolling that which is relevant 
by its resemblance to the thing itself 
and its qualities 
is the basis of comparison.
Expressing what does not pertain 
(to the object concerned) 
is not comparison and 
does not go either as 
words of derision.
Praising is carried out through the stylistic device of
with
setting an object side by slde^another to compare their rela­
tive values, excellences or qualities. This requires recogni­
zing the nature (ngo-bo) and the characteristics (khyad-chos)
thus
of the object. To miss that, and^to point out the wrong as­
pects of the object,is not to praise.
In the same way, if we intend words of derision we should 
clearly grasp the undesirable features of the object^and find 
relevant examples to compare them with.
Tq use any words of contempt, Just because our intention is 
to deride, is not derision ic this poetical sense.
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How to please everybody SP (46/11)
Having learned well all knowables
One*8 view of the path la not mistaken and
one will gain omniscience.
This will please the wise men*
In Mahayana Buddhism the Ideal of the Bodhlsattva Is tra­
ditionally realized through love and oompasslon as well as 
wisdom and Insight. The man to whom the RT Is direoted, and 
tries to fashion, belongs fully to such a tradition*
It has been said that there Is no subject that a Bodhlsattva 
does not learn. Music and composing of poetry are amongst 
them* The stress here is on the attitude with which a musi­
cian uses his skills. Thus, one following the Mahayana path 
and the teachings of the *oause, effect and result* (rffyu-lam- 
*bras-bu) would learn all knowables, which refer in particu­
lar to the Five Branches of Study and the teachings of Buddhism
This is the root cause (rgyu)* Such knowledge rightly applied 
constitutes the path (lam) that leads to omniscience, the re- 
cult (*bras-bu)•
This will certainly please the wise men, the accomplished 
ones.
It is easier to please people steeped in worldly affairs as 
the following verses show. SP (47/14)
Talk to the king about the affairs of state, 
to the knowledgeable man about rules of conduct,
to the hero about the exploits of war,
to women about ornaments*
Talk business to the traders
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and about land to the farmer; 
humour the simple with Inanities.
In short talk In a manner befitting the mind 
of each person aooording to his work.
Thus spoke the Buddha.
/Bodhieattyas/ are a support for sentient beings.
This attitude may seem condescending. However, it is in 
agreement with the general demeanor of one who,though regar­
ding all men as essentially equa^would consider their appa­
rent differences and deal with them in an appropriate manner, 
becoming in fact a support and a help to all beings.
2. The essentials of praising
(a) Praiaing aooordlng to the nature of the.object 
SP (48/13)
Having learned how to praise, 
to demean, to oompare and 
to use words that please.
I shall explain the fundamentals.
SP (49/4)
If we separate them there are two : 
the nature and the examples.
When considering the nature of an object we should take 
into account both the lntrlnsio nature of the object and its 
attributes or marks of distinction^and praise all its different 
aspects using proper examples.
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SP (49/9)
The essence (of an object) and 
its attributes are the two (Item).
SP (50/3)
A beautiful body, pleasant speech, 
a pure mind are the essence.
/Characteristics^ other than /Ehose referring to7 
the body, the speech and mind* 
like wealth, power, ancestry, 
accomplishments, compassion, renown, etc.^ 
are the attributes to be praised*
(b) The eighteen examples 
In general SP (51/10)
Having examined well
the single or manifold aspeots (of the objeot), 
praise them in terms of the thing they resemble* 
using the appropriate examples.
The reverse of this is to deride.
When comparing, the comparison 
must be easily understood.
K3 (50/13)
Considering their single or various aspects we may liken 
a hero to a lion or call him a leader of many or liken 
a rich man to the God of Wealth. Examining well what 
they resemble, we should praise them sayings fYou are 
that1 (thing which they resemble) using a fitting exam­
ple. The opposite of words of praise, calling the igno­
rant t cattle,and the timid,a fox, is to deride.
Likewise the objeot to be compared and the example should 
be easily related. Sakya Pandita has said in The Way of 
the Wise (mkhas-pa *Jug-sgo):
The hero is like a lion or a tiger;
the timid like a fox or a Jackal;
the wise are like Manju^ri or Narayana;
the ignorant are like cattle;
an angry man is like a snake;
the clear-minded are like a burning lamp.
Thus wise men have said.,
In detail
bl The six examples of praise SP (53/9)
The ground, gold, the ocean,
the Nagas, the wind, the God of Wealth.
KS (52/3)
As for a firm basis, that is an example of one who posses 
sea excellent qualities. One who has knowledge is like 
gold. A learned one is like the ocean. The Nagas (wa­
ter sprites) are an example of good ancestry (they are 
regarded so in mythology)• Wind is an example of age 
(wind or air (rlung) being the primordial element in the 
Tibetan myth of creation). The God of Wealth is a model 
for a rich man.
b2 The six examples of derision 3P (52/17)
An empty well, a water bubble, 
a poisonous fruit, a mound of stones,
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a parrot and a rat,
KS (52/11)
/
The opposite of praising is derision. Someone devoid of 
good qualities is like an empty well; someone without 
knowledge is like a water bubble; someone without learn* 
ing i8 like a poisonous fruit. One of bad anoestry Is 
like a mound of stones; the young are like parrots and 
a rich miser like a rat.
Here we find exemplified those six great desirable quali­
ties whose absence is to be derided. The references to the 
empty well and the water bubble are quite obvious.
Someone, especially a man of religion, who has set out to 
achieve certain tasks, learning and its transmission (an im­
portant objective of the monastic community^ and has failed 
is compared to a poisonous fruit that cannot be eaten (i.e, 
a man who cannot give away his knowledge).
Tibetans make heaps of stones (tho-yor) on their fields 
and dress them with old cloths to serve as scarecrows. This 
mere semblance of a man is likened to someone of bad ances­
try.
The young may know the right answer to many a question, but 
many are like parrots repeating what they have heard without 
real understanding.
b3 The six examples of comparison SP (53/11)
Sun and moon, gold and silver,
virtue and sin, light and darkness,
right and left, king and minister and so on
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are to be compared.
It must be expressed which Is the best (of the pair)
i
How such examples are to be applied? We must consider the 
various aspects or attributes of the object in question*and 
apply the corresponding examples to eaoh of these differents 
characteristics. It is important to observe carefully these 
aspects (khyad-chos) and identify them with the examples (dpe).
Those characteristics cannot be expressed except as the 
examples themselves. That is why we are told to examine our 
object properly. It is very diffioult to say anything that is 
not Just nonsense, without an object to refer to, whloh ser­
ves as the basis of any meaningful expression.
SP (54/7)
Whether considering separate aspects /of an objeot^
or all of them, examples must be applied
to each one. As regards the use /of examples/,
one must examine /properly/ the object
/which is to be praised, derided or compared/
and then see /whether or not/ the words
/aptly fit the object/.
„ Otherwise it is very diffioult to express 
attributes (of an objeot) 
without a basis (i.e. the object Itself) 
existing for them.
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3. Composing praises /according to the rules of Poetlcs7
(a) The fundamentals of composing /poetry7 forL1- 
eaoh /kind of audlence7 SP (55/10)
He who knows /well how to compose poetry/
must do as most of the experts do;
when composing an Offering, he should write In verse,
when singing songs to a gathering of mostly simpletons
he should employ simple language,
when addressing 'a great meditator of little learning 
he should use common words from medlt&tlon&l experience, 
when summing up after /the recitation of a sutra, 
a tantra or7 other /text7, he should do so In 
/either short verses, long stanzas or/ 
whatever Is suitable.
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(b) Discussion about verse and prose K3 (56/3)
Nowadays, It Is commonly said that a stanza must contain 
four lines to be really complete. But this Is not true. 
There are five kinds of stanzas. Regardless of the num­
ber of syllables in a line , anything from two to six 
llnea if connected In a single utterance, Is aooepted 
as a stanza (sloka). Asanga has said: 'If you ask what 
are the kinds of stanzas. There are those possessing two, 
three, four, five or six lines , whatever the number of 
syllables'.
SP (57/8)
As regards metre, like the anustubha and others, 
use the most suitable one.
Set non-assonant words, which are the most oommon,
Into verses possessing either an equal number 
of syllables or otherwise.
Set assonant words Into verse or prose as convenient.
SP (58/5)
/Whether it be verse or prose/
/one should use/ suitable expressions 
that all /may/ understand.
/The piece should be/ in accordance with 
other people's interests, 
have fitting examples and 
no repetitions or contradictions.
/Tf much is needed, it should be explained at length,
If little is sufficient, it should be put concisely/* 
One who knows both how to explain in full; 
and how to be concise, is a master.
That anyone should have knowledge of such things,
I think, comes about by the force of study.
Advice regarding further study of the subject SP (59/5)
Here /I have put down/ in short 
the composition of poetry.
I have explained thlB in detail elsewhere 
(in the Treatise on Poetics).
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Intelligent seekers, take up this text respectfully. 
/These are no easy matters/.
Striving with earnest application
/ “to learn the composition of verse,
the nature of words and
the use of simple terms,eto^,
you will become an expert like Kunga (Jyaltshan.
SP (59/15)
Thus ends the second chapter of the Treatise on Music,
#
The importance of Praises as a literary form appears deli­
neated clearly in this chapter. Praises to be used In ritual 
practices were originally taken from the literary corpus of 
Indian Buddhism and usually set to music by Tibetans (see the 
case of RInchen Zangpo and Vararuoi*s praises, p. 136). Many 
of them are still extant and in use. We can also surmise 
that even before SP1a times praises were being written direc­
tly in Tibetan; hence his compositional prescriptions.
It is evident that Just fine words will not do if a praise 
is to be effective as a potent prayer and as a poetical form. 
Concentration and insight into the objeot to be praised are 
a primary consideration,and to fail to praise what properly 
appertains to the objeot,or conversely to praise what is 
not a real or accepted quality of it, is a serious blunder 
that could well turn a poetical form and all the feelings 
that it may express into mere mockery.
In the same way, the use of the wrong metaphor, instead
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of producing a feeling of exaltation, may have precisely the 
opposite effect.
Clarity and decisiveness are highly esteemed stylistic 
qualities in Tibetan literature. How this is to be achieved 
is the aim of this chapter* Its inclusion in his Treatise on 
Music shows clearly the preocupation of SP with such matters 
although he had already dealt with them in his Treatise on 
Poetics.
An important factor in the attitude of a writer is conside­
ration for the audience he Is addressing. To talk above the 
level of one’s listeners or readers is not only vain but 
ineffectual. On the other hand to talk below their level 
is neither stimulating nor conducive to good communication.
'You do not talk to farmers about metaphysics' is often 
heard from the lips of Thibetans ,and to talk to women about 
ornaments , dresses and the like does not arise from a com- 
temptuous attitude. On the contrary this is wholly consis­
tent with the temper of the enlightened individual and the 
means he uses to reach, please and benefit all kinds of dif­
ferent peoples.
Also, we cannot but agree with the InBights which 3P shows 
into the various human types, insights which corroborate our 
own experiences of modern characters. Great meditators of not 
great learning and their counterparts, scholars with little 
medltational experience, are not difficult to find.
The real master (mkhas-pa) who is capable of talking to 
kings about affairs of state, of pleasing the experts, amu­
sing simpletons and having a kind word for everyone, has al­
ways been a rarity. He would use words and music as a skil­
ful means to fulfil other people’s aims because (as SP says):
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'man and woman, sage and fool, all like music1; and he would 
compose verses and Intone chants that would help others and 
himself attain the highest reaches given to man.
The Bodhlsattva Ideal Involves a conception of the perfect 
man universally competent, and In the Treatise on Music we are 
shown a path that may satisfy particular leanings and indivi­
dual traits. The Treatise thus enlarges the variety of beings
who could be brought to the right path, a path which both ful- 
their
fils^worldly Inclinations and at the same time allows them to 
use these inclinations towards higher ends.
*
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Chapter three 
The way of combining words and melody
1. Including the physical and mental attitudes
(a) Regarding performance
(b) The bodily posture
(c) The mental attitude
2. The various kinds of voices
(a) In short as the body of the explanation
(b) In detail regarded as the limbs of that body 
bl Regional differences
b2 Differences in time
b3 Differences according to the age of the speaker
b4- Differences aocording to the sex of the speaker
b5 How to acquire a deep voice
3* Suitable examples
A* The advice of the experts
(a) Recognizing the advice
(b) The advice proper in extenso 
bl The three essentials
b2 The six fundamental defects 
b3 The five causes f Z t  failure/ 
b4 What to do or refrain from doing
5* About Instrumental music
(a) How to apply oneself to it in general
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(b) Diacuaaion about drums and cymbals
bl The way of drumming according to the four 
kinds of ritual actions 
b2 The way of playing cymbals
6. Reasons for not going In detail ^into Sadja songs, etcJ
The way of combining words and melody refers the various 
aspeots of the practice Of musio. In Chapter One the prin­
ciples of chant were expounded, and the composing of poetry 
was dealt with in the seoond chapter* The stress here is on 
the application of that knowledge to actual performances.
1. Including the physical and mental attitudes
(a) Regarding performance SP (60/14)
Once you have learned about melody and wordSj 
practice a great deal.
You must sit together with
friends of comparable;/musical/ ability,
/whose voices have an affinity with yours7.
(b) The bodily poature SP (61/14)
Songs /of the kind that inspire faith and peace, 
should be rendered/ in a manner 
that is in all ways graceful,
standing with the hands held against one cheek.
Make ablutions /before an offering/ and 
offer with a lowered gaze,
sitting with faith in the correct bodily posture.
In songs of religious experience (rtoga-brjod), 
one sits in thef J&editatlonal posturey 
making the hand gestures of explanation*
During confession /act/ In a manner showing
consciousness of guilt,
kneeling with the palms together, and bow.
(c) The mental attitude SP (62/15)
When praising /cTo it7 in a pleasant manner, 
when deriding or comparing^ in an incisive way.
/Render/ songs of religious experience 
/showing/ y°u have understanding of them.
In admonitions /act/ as if giving advice.
/utter/ confessions in a regretful mood.
Sing happy songs in a joyful way.
SP (63/10)
The /movement of your/ limbs, /the drumming, etO jJ  
must agree with the chant.
Expressing yourself in a manner that follows 
what Is customary in the world,
/your singing/ will be something pleasant 
/for yourself and others/.
Bodily postures as described here may not have been much 
practised in Tibet in earlier times; certainly few of these are 
in general use nowadays..
The mental attitudes corresponding to the predominant feel­
ings associated with forms to be rendered are understandable 
enough, but an activity like performing before making an offer­
ing is certainly Indian, and it is difficult to imagine that 
attitude current anymore in Thirteen Century Tibet than today* 
The allusion to the hand against one cheek while singing
songs that Inspire faith and peace is interesting. A similar 
posture was assumed by Milarepa, and he is classically depic­
ted on a high seat his right hand on the cheek, one leg crossed 
and the other hanging down (ardhaparyanka). Here the text re­
fers to a standing posture^and I have been told that this in­
dicates not Milarepa1s attitude but a different pose, stan­
ding with the head slightly inclined, both hands on one cheek 
and the palms together.
Admonitions(rjes-su br.1od-pa) refer to the poetical summing 
up, after a text has been expounded*
2. The various kinds of speech
(a) In short SP (64/8)
In general in this world 
there are regional and 
historical differences in speech.
/There are also/ differences
/due to7 age, sex and many 0ther factors
/such as the state of health and the like/.
(b) In detail
bl Regional differences
This refers to the various phonetic characteristics of 
regional dialects in Tibet. The description refers more to 
speech quality and types of phonation than to other classical 
linguistic categories such as grammar.
It Is Interesting to notice that even today Tibetans talk 
about Khampas having a deep voice or Tsangpas a squeaky one.
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KS in 65/2 compares the tremorous and fluctuating speech 
of Central Tibetan to that of duck and bees, and the ;volce of
Tsangpas to domestic birds or horses; of the voice of the
Khampas he says it is deep and unlnflected like that of don­
keys.
We are also told that It Is possible to find minor speech 
differences such as those between the upper and lower valleys 
in Tsang or Khams and in the three dietriots which constitute 
Western Tibet.
SP (65/16)
The voice of Central Tibetans is tremorous and
fluctuating, that of Tsangpas neighing and clear.
Western Tibetans speak quickly and with a contracted 
voice; Khampa voioes are heavy and harsh.
Likewise, if analysedjthere are 
many individual differences.
If the expert teacher /wants to/ change 
his aocent for another,
he must know the various natural Inflections 
/of other dialects/.
/This can be done/
just as white cloth is dyed.
b2 Differences_in_time
This section curiously does not refer to actual changes 
occurlng in any aspects of the language but rather to the 
diminishing standards of musical composition and performance
as time passes by.
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This is consistent with the belief In the deterioration of 
the times, where the Buddha's doctrine as well as all man's 
moral standards and capabilities gradually decline until the 
world is pervaded by the three poisons of greed, hatred and 
ignorance.
It seems that formerly the experts could put words together 
artistically and sing them to beautiful muslo. Already in hie 
time SP noticed that singers Just learned the chants, but 
could not compose good poetry. He foretells that in the futu- 
re,when decay sets in, singers will only be able to render sim­
ple songs of little content,
SP (67/2)
The singers of yore were masters of words.
Those of today learn Just the muslo.
I fear that in the future, singers /being/ 
inept and of weak Intelligence
will merely sing happy songs (i.e. without content),
b3 Differences according /to the age of the speaker
SP (67/12)
In youth /the voloe7 inflects easily.
When one comes to one's prime, 
the voice is as its best.
As one gets older, 
mastery of words Increases.
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bA Dlfferenoea according to the sex of the speaker
SP (68/A)
In general a woman*s voioe la high 
and a man's low*
In youth It Is thin, 
but thickens In maturity.
The voice of old people Is weak*
How to aoqulre a deep voice SP (69/9)
Men who drink salty water, 
eat oily foods and 
live In windy places, 
have commonly a deep voice.
The opposite applies to a thin voice.
/Whether one's voice may be high or low one must/ 
endeavour to Inflect It In a pleasant manner,
/to master7 transitions and 
/to cultivate/ a sweet tone.
If a student /who is a fit vessel for the 
teachings/ has followed a /well known/ instructor 
/and has acquired expertise in the good ways of 
the art/, his own dlsolples will acquire 
/these good ways/.
The keen insights into language that Tibetans have shown 
in the past are quite remarkable. They considered language as 
a living phenomenon, a dynamic structure where historical and
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geographical changes, in meaning as well as in pronunciation 
are of great relevance. They anticipated in this way modern 
attitudes in linguistics.
The study of speech with its regional differences has un­
doubtedly capital importance when literary texts are actually 
recited or set to musio.
Since there is not a standard reading pronunciation, texts 
were (and still are) read in a manner which introduces the pho­
netic peculiarities of the local language or dialect, very much 
as a Latin text would sound differently if read or recited by a 
French or an English native speaker.
In the case of the Tibetan language,where dialects vary 
in their phonetic system and structure, this difference be­
comes even more marked.
One may take for instance the dialects of Central Tibet, 
where loss of certain finals results in vowel modification 
of various kinds (e.g, lengthening, palatalization, nasali­
zation), and the loss of certain initials results in tone 
variation and nasalization of compounds.
Some of these features like lengthening and tone,are not 
preserved during singing beoause they are typically musical 
elements of speech and so they disappear as characteristics 
of pronunciation during a musical rendering.
Other features appertaining only to speech,like palataliza­
tion or nasalization do have a great importance in the rende­
ring of a literary text. This applies particularly to chant 
and to some kinds of quasi-chant recitation whertthe use of 
fill-in syllables (tshlg-lhad) is involved.
My first acquaintance with Tibetan chant and reoi-
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tatlon was In the more common style of Central and Eastern 
Tibet. On visiting Ladakh I found myself at a loss in fol­
lowing the ceremonies even with the score before me.
Until I became familiar with the characteristics of the lo­
cal language(no palatalisation, the preservation of many fi­
nals, the modification of certain initials and so on) the whole 
rendering seemed to me quite distorted. That came about be- 
oause of my different stylistic standpoint. It did not seem 
so to the performers, who nevertheless recognized a different 
interpretative tradition,and some of them could even render 
the same piece in the ?purer* Tibetan style.
Most monastic traditions in Ladakh today follow,or Bay they 
follow, the style of some important monastery in Tibet.
It was the custom up to a few years ago for promising young 
monks to spend some time in the mother monastery studying and 
learning the original practices. In this way many rituals 
were transplanted directly, and manuscripts were brought over 
and copied.
Nevertheless even a cursory observation of the performance 
of these rituals shows a strong local Influence in spite of 
the fact that monks may read and study from central Tibetan 
musical manuscripts.
The majority of the monks, obviously have not heard the 
original version and learn it second hand from a Master of 
Chant who has generally had some period of training at a 
Tibetan monastery.
However, communication occurs in the local language and 
the transmission becomes somehow modified during this process 
with the result that the interpretation takes a different
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character.
It so happens that the very Important fill-in syllables 
are a phonetic representation in the Tibetan script of sounds 
that agree with the pronunciation of the literary language 
in a particular region. This phonetic representation is 
read in other regions following the local rules of pronuncia­
tion. The actual result does not often agree with the way 
in which the tshig-lhad would have been uttered if they had 
been originally composed in the new dlaleot in question.
We have here an interesting phenomenon of stylistic changes 
through acculturation which undoubtedly deserves a oloser 
investigation.
3* Suitable examples SP (70/13)
Then, I shall explain the names 
of examples of the composition of chant.
The 'sustaining1 melodic type
is like the wish-fulfilling tree;
the 'descending' type is like its flower;
/the 'ascending*type7 proceeds 
like a slow river, weak in the middle; 
the 'changing* type is like the moon 
/reflected/ on the Bea.
This has been explained orally as follows. The first me­
lodic type 'dren is "straight as a tree". The ‘descending* 
bkug melodic type "is curved like a flower hanging down
from a branch of a tree", with the added remark: "sometimes 
from one branch we may get one or more flowers". If we con* 
nect this with the statement on 23/9 of the Tibetan text where 
it says that bkug could be "single or multiple and in this 
case either double, triple, quadruple, etc,", the oral expla­
nation of this example does not sound implausible.
The reference to the 'ohanging* type being like the moon 
refleoted on the sea is quite clear. One oan easily Imagine 
a refection on the water being disturbed by the ripples.
The example for the 'asoendlng' type (lteng). "proceeding 
like a slow river, weak in the middle", probably refers to a 
feature of Interpretation. The word which I translate here as 
"weak" is zhan.meaning also soft as opposed to loud. This 
complements another reference (24/3) where it says that lteng 
is low tone at both ends (ragsssbom, low-pitched). The con­
clusion would be that lteng is a melodic feature of the type 
low-high-low, since as a general Interpretative rule high- 
pitched sounds are sung softly in Tibetan chant. In fact, 
the great majority of my Informants did not clearly distinguish 
loudness and pitoh as separate concepts, but tended to 
associate low pitch with loudness and conversely high pitch 
with softness.
The examples that follow do not correspond to the melodic 
types but illustrate different styles of singing. KS (71/3) 
introduces them with a refernce to ritual chant.
It is said: !If the Great Six are not sung, the per­
fection of ritual chanting will decline'.
Concerning the Great Six, Candragomln says: 'One must
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perform the Great Six /ceremonies, which are/, 
rites for the attainment of psychic powers, 
consecrations, benedictions, seasonal offerings, 
the rites of the dead and burnt offerings (homa)1•
If the tradition of chant in Indian Buddhism depended on 
these ceremonies, it has been carried over by Tibetans, 
since such are still the rites most often performed.
There follow the examples, (72/17)
/Singlng7 in a crowd is like 
the roaring of the lion.
/Slnging7 In solitude is like 
the humming of the bee,
/Singlng7 in front of the experts is like 
the song of the parrot.
/Singing with little meaning but nice inflections/ 
to a gathering of simple folk is like 
the strutting of the peacock.
In times of sadness /one must sing/ with devotion 
to draw /the Interest of/ all.
/Singing/ to give pleasure is 
the arrow of the God of Desire.
/Singing for the purpose of/ honouring somebody 
is the flower of virtue.
/Singing/ to atone for wrong-doings is like 
the salty waters that wash away sins.
Praising one*a own party is like 
the /unopposed/ drumming of the gods.
Condemning one's opponent is
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to dim the brilliance of hla following.
A singing that pleases all Is
the song of the heavenly musicians (gandharvas).
A mixture of songs Is like 
a flower garland*
Likewise, having examined well the particularities
Of other types of rendering,
one should apply suitable examples.
Perhaps I should explain some of these similes*
The parrot Is regarded as an intelligent bird, and is used 
to symbolize the translator in pictorial representations.
The God of Desire is said to possess several arrows, the 
arrow of distraction, the arrow of mental obscuration, etc.
He 1b commonly regarded as an enemy of religion.
The point of this exercise. Is to make the disciple realize 
the gist of his functions as a musician in the different occas- 
sions when he may be called upon to perform.
Other examples are given by KS (72/7) quoting Candragomin,a 
Treatise on Chant.
The peaceful and gentle song of a Tathagata.
The arrogant and courageous song of the hero.
The attractive and beautiful song of the Goddess of Muslo.
A wrathful song, fierce and overwhelming.
Clear sounding like the oonch shell, 
raucous like a big copper trumpet, 
melodious like a fiddle, 
sweet like a bee^ hum,
I
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resounding like cymbals, 
overpowering like thunder.
Sonorous like Brahma’s voice,
4. The advice of the experts
(a) Recognizing the advice SP (7^/8)
To those who have mastered chant 
and the composing of verse 
I shall advise concerning the place, 
time and circumstances of singing,
(b) The advice proper in extenso
bl The three essentials
The three essentials concerning the performance of a musi­
cal piece are (i) confidence, (ii) suitability for the occas- 
sion and (iii) practice,
(i) SP (75/5)
When /playing7 slowly,not to hesitate 
When /playing7 quickly^not to hurry.
When changing tempo, not to confuse them.
Breathing smoothly /without panting7 and 
not being timid /of body and speech7.
These are the essentials 0f confidence,
(li) SP (75/15)    -
/if there is7 too much chanting,
the meaning /of the words/ will not be understood.
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/Tf there la/ too much assonance,
It will bore common people.
If many /of the words and meanings/ are missed, 
that will not please the connoisseurs.
To perform when the occasion is ripe (cf. p* 113) 
These are the essentials that show 
regard for the occasion#
(iii) SP (76/9)
/Because he has studied poetry and ohant/ 
the musician will be pleased with his performance. 
Having mastered inflections 
his voice will flow smoothly*
Applying words properly he will delight others.
A soft and agreeable voice comes from 
the essential of practising.
b2 The six fundamental defects
The fundamental defects concern the mind, words and their 
enunciation, speech, the body, faults when performing with 
others and the shortcomings of the audience.
SP (77/3)
/Singing with/ a very active or very drowsy mind} 
not grasping the significance 
/of place and circumstances/ or not caring; 
/letting the/ attention wander elsewhere.
These are defects of the mind.
SP (77/11)
To cut short the ends of words; 
excessive repetition;
/To introduce unwanted/ spurious sounds;
unclear pronunciation;
to make mistakes in transitions.
These are defects concerning words.
SP (78/3)
To add or take away part of a chant; 
to accelerate or slow down too much; 
to sing constricting the throat; 
to speak with a false accent.
/These/ are the defects of the voice,
KS in 78/11 gives the following quotation from Candragomin 
'Give up moving your body, face, mouth, eyes or lips'.
This supports SP in 78/12.
To rock, frown, to close one's eyes 
or stare blankly like cattle; 
to be fidgety or uneasy 
/with one's legs or hands/ 
are defects of the body.
SP (79/9)
/Whether our singing companions are good or bad/ 
to go before or lag behind /The chanting leader/; 
/to sing/ louder or softer 
or not to blend /with the rest/
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are faults as regards performance with others*
Enlarging on the above^KS (79/4-) quotes Candragomin* 'Do not 
go ahead of the chant leader; at a pause do not go on singing; 
do not move about trying to make yourself conspicuous' •
'Give up singing loudly, sitting down after /She rest/ or 
stopping before them',
SP (80/1)
Moving around, talking to each other, 
purposely not attending to the singing,
. being dissatisfied or not understanding 
/the meaning/ are 
the defects of the listeners*
b3 The five pauses of failure
The five causes of failure refer to ignorance of the cir­
cumstances in which the song is to be performed>and to mis­
judging one's own capabilities as a musician* For instance, 
a singer who is ignorant of words and their usage, particular­
ly in a song, will muddle the sense,thus failing to produce 
the desired effect. Concerning that, SP is supposed to have 
said: 'If you do not even know how to write words properly, 
what can you say about their meanings'. (80/6).
SP (81/7)
Ignorance of words oauses one to be looked down upon 
/by connoisseurs and laymen alike/.
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Mishandling of the melody will cause 
the experts to laugh.
Lack of regard for the clroumstances 
or the duration of the performance 
will engender boredom in ordinary people.
/Singing praises to the Three Precious Jewels, etOj»7 
without purpose Is a cause for 
the accumulation of sin.
At a gathering of oonnolsseurs,
when surrounded by many /competitors/
and with few friends for Bupport,
one unskilled, faint-hearted or
of poor Intellect will cause /Kiraself7 suffering.
b4 What to do or refrain from doing;
Based on the above-mentioned considerations, the wary musi­
cian, observing the prevailing conditions will perform at a 
timely moment or else wisely refrain and wait for a more suit­
able moment.
This is summed up by SP in 82/8 as follows:
If conditions are unfavourable
he should forgo singing?
but by performing on propitious occasions
the expert singer will cause virtue to Increase.
*
5. About Instrumental muslo
This section la twofold.
(a) How to apply oneself to It in general
KS (82/15)
After you have learned all about vocal music 
you should endeavour to master the instruments, 
that is drums, flute and the like*
SP (83/3)
After learning that (vocal musio)^ 
apply yourself to instrumental music.
KS (83/3)
This Instrumental muslo to which one must apply oneself, 
what does It consist of?
SP (83/13)
The flute, the fiddle, the clay-drum, the gong,
23
the round drum, the great drum, the cha-lang.
24
the kanatl, the trumpets and the lute.
Whatever has been explained about cymbals 
/Tn other treatises/, that one should master.
SP (83/13)
Then, you must play those instruments 
together (with others) or individually.
SP uses in these verses the old spelling of the word to 
play (rtsen) instead of the more modern rtse. The commentator 
goes on to digress on the obscure subject of 'incorporeal
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playing* In order to explain the meaning of rtsen.
KS (84/3)
Here m a m  par rtsen Is the old orthographic representa­
tion (of the word), the new spelling Is m a m  par rol pa 
or m a m  par rtse ba. Sakya pandlta In The Way of the Wise 
(mkhas pa*l *Jug ago) says: 1 It Is generally accepted 
that Incorporeal playing (lua med rtsen, Skt. ananga-
krlda) Is the playing which beings of the formless realm
25
do In their minds*.
remaining
In general m a m  rtsen Is a stlll^orthography; sum rtaen 
Is an old spelling (of the name of a certain kind of 
gods). These explanations are to eliminate doubts (about 
the meaning of the word rtaen).
Concerning certain dances that were performed in India at 
the time, SP tells us (85/10).
In the central regions,
actors perform their traditional dances.
In this barbarous border-oountry (Tibet) 
it is even rare to hear of them, 
let alone (see) any performance.
Fearing lest it should be too much 
I shall not explain here the playing 
of the cymbals.
For those interested 
I shall comment on It elsewhere.
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This Is expanded hy KS (85/1) as followB.
In the central regions of India actors practice all 
their traditional danoes. In Tihet, being a peripherial 
region (lit* a barbarous border-land), quite apart from 
seeing such a tradition, It Is even rare to hear of It. 
Since it is not Indispensable, Sakya Pandlta does not 
explain the playing of oymbalB In this text. If there 
are some Interested In it, he will explain It elsewhere.
Fortunately, a little later in the text the commentator 
comes to our aid with a timely discussion on drums and cym­
bals, where he describes In some detail different aspects of 
interpretation (see point (b) below).
The mention of danoes under the heading of instrumental 
music Is made In order to introduce the argument in favour 
of the use of music and dance in religious practices, which 
follows.
As regards the aforementioned dances, they were banned by 
the Buddha because they were a cause for distraction and if 
they constituted a mere entertainment, were classed In monas­
tic tradition along with useless speeoh or activity. However 
there was no objection as regards their use for religious 
purposes.
KS (86/1)
There is no objection to the playing of music as a 
special skilful means for the benefit of others or 
with the thought of praising the Three Precious Jewels*, 
but by not using it as suoh a means, it becomes like jocu
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lar words and Is a distraction for the mind. If sov 
the Buddha has salds 'You must give up dance and song1.
SP (86/9)
Because It was a distraction and a cause for hi-
  ' v  —  - ...
larity, the Buddha forbade It. There la no ob­
jection (If used) to praise the Three Jewels or sa­
tisfy other people's aims.
This is in accordance with early Buddhist thought, when the 
religion was a full and all-encompassing activity for the monk 
who had chosen to follow the strict path of discipline and * 
self-negation. Therefore any extraneous activity not direc­
ted towards the ultimate goal of Enlightenment was considered> 
together with senseless Joking, a distraction from the effort 
towards Nirvana.
But these strictures did not apply to the lay folk. Besides, 
the linage of then)selves that Buddhists gave to outsiders had 
to be kept.
KB (86/14)
Because it was forbidden by the Buddha, some think that 
it is not suitable for monks, bound by oath to the rules 
of discipline, to play cymbals, and drums, to chant, etc.
i ,
Following a prohibition to the Bravakas (as regards mu­
sic, etc.), the Buddha then asserted it was suitable to 
do it. Let us consider this a little more closely.
Since the Buddha forbade song, dance and the playing of 
Instruments, the recitation of praises and so on would 
become unintelligible and disorderly.
Therefore outsiders would scoff and laymen would lose
1X8
faith. Anathapindika, a householder, then, asked the 
Buddha about it. He answered: 'I allow you to chant for 
the sake of praising the Three Jewel s'.
He still did not know what kind of ohant he should use 
and asked again. 'Recite Intoning like the Vedlo recita­
tion of the Brahmans'f the Buddha said and thus authori­
zed it.
Although it may be forbidden, if we are motivated by the 
virtuous thought of the Mahayana doctrine, there are 
no objections. Moreover^our intrinsic qualities will 
improve.
From the Sutra sdom-pa nyl-ahu: 'There are no objections 
concerning (men who have) compassion, love and virtuous 
thoughts1.
Also from the spyod-1Jug (Skt. Bodhlsattvacaryavatara)
t
by Santideva: 'There is no subjeot that Bodhisattvas do 
not study'.
There is no time or plaoe where any matter is not learned 
by Bodhisattvas.
SP (88/2)
When Anathapindik* asked the Buddha, 
he said to the monks.
'There is nothing that a Bodhisattva 
does not learn*.
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(b) Discussion about drums and cymbals
bl The way of drumming according to the 
four kinds of ritual aotlons K3 (88/7)
The tantrlc practitioner when playing the drum not alone 
but In a group (should see that) the drums are close to 
one another, like a string of Jewels, arranged evenly and 
beautifully, avoiding (their being held at) different 
heights or (placed) out of alignment*
Well (seated) in the lotus position, the excellent pos­
ture of a Bodhisattva, not in a very overweening manner, 
but rather somewhat meekly, if one holds the spine erect, 
the right way of supporting the drum will come of its 
own accord*
Candragomin:
'When beating the drums,
these should be placed in a row,
close toone another like a string of Jewels,
avoiding unevenness of height or alignment,
in a beautiful and neat arrangement.
It must be done not with an overweening attitude 
but in a rather subdued way1.
26
My lama,1Jam-dpal dBang-po in his Treatise on Music:
'If you wish to play the drum,
there is no other way of doing it
but with (the correct) bodily posture, namely^
the right and left legs underneath the knees
and both feet level*
After that if one keeps one*s spine straight
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the holding of a drum 
will come naturally*.
......
It is not uncommon for Inexperienced beginners to miss 
hitting the drum altogether, I have often seen during a long 
ceremony where the drum feeepa the pace of the reoitatlon, 
that a tired monk might wave the drumstick haphazardly to 
hit the drum in a very unlikely place. This is regarded 
with the characteristic humour that Tibetans show even in 
the most serious oiroumstaiicps. Advice is given in the same 
Jocular tone.
SP (89/12)
If the stick does not strike the drum,
to what extent is there a distinction between them?
That is because if the drumstick does not strike the drum, 
no sound will come out.
The place to beat the drum is a full hand*s breadth measu­
red from the handle upwards. One should let the drumstick 
strike with its own weight, handling it deftly with the fin­
gers and the wrist.
From Candragomin, quoted by KS in (90/1)
'As for the place to beat the drum, it is like this;
The stick strikes straight upwards from the handle 
the full measure of a hand's breadth.
Strike with the drumstick's own weight, 
and with the deft movement of the wrist 
and the fingers.
Do not produce sound with great exertion'.
'Jam-dpal dBang-po (loc. olt.)? quoted by KS in 90/6: 
‘Hold the drumstick In the right hand, 
do not squeeze it but hold it loosely.
Avoid moving it violently close to your breast 
or holding it a little too high; 
you will either bang your chest with your fist 
or otherwise hit your face1.
Also in 90/11 
‘Your hand and your chest
should be within a spanfs touch from each other.
Keep this well in mind/
KS (90/13)
If you think that to beat the drum properly you must 
hit in the middle, this is not so. Candragomin saysi 
‘Do not stir the middle of the ocean’•
'Do not go round Mount Meru and 
the four continents'.
'Do not strike the edge of the mountain.
Do not pass the rock boundary between 
the mountains and the plains.
Do not strike on the border 
of the mountains and the plains.
Do not hit the face of the king of the Beasts'.
That is, do not strike anywhere from the centre of the 
drum upwards. As said before, if we hit the drum in the 
place six or seven fingers measured upwards from the edge 
where the handle meets the body of the drum, there the 
sound will be good.
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'Jam-dpal dBang-po (loc.cit.):
‘Where should one strike the drum?
If you do It In the region
six or seven fingers or whatever is suitable 
measured upwards from the handle at the drum frame, 
you will obtain the desired sound'•
Mount Meru and the 
four continents
The rock 
boundary
mountains
plains
Ideal place 
to hit
What follows refers to the four activities (las-bzhi) or 
functions,which are in effeot particular rituals. They de­
termine the overall character of the ceremony or the rele­
vant part of it to which they apply.
The main function of a rite is important not only in stylis­
tic considerations but also beoause it is supposed to evoke 
very definite feelings (nyams, Skt. rasa).
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Candragomin quoted by KS in 91/16 *,
'If one is drumming for the rite of Pacifying
one should evoke a feeling of peace,
and the way of drumming should be slow and relaxed.
If one is drumming for the rite of increasing Prosperity 
the moods evoked Should be grace and heroism,, 
and the drumming should be dear and flowing.
If one is drumming for the rite of Overpowering 
the feelings evoked should be love and beauty, 
and the drumming should be sweet and beautiful.
If one is^.drumming for the rite of Destroying 
the moods evoked should be harshness and awe.
The sound of the drum,foroeful and quick,
must fall like a thunderbolt1•
KS (92/6)
It Is important that as soon as the drum has been struck,
the stick should be separated from it. Candragomin»
‘As soon as the stick touches the drum, 
it should be separated.
Do not play more than one sound (per beat).
To play each (sound) separately 
18 the way of the experts*.
From the gCig shes kun grol by 'Jam-dpal dBang-po:
'Do not keep the stick touching the drum 
once it has struck, it.
This is an essential point*.
Learning to play well in this manner, you may become a 
master. Avoid playing like a madman or carelessly.
Follow the cymbals or drum-leader. In short, whoever may
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be the principal, it is very important to do as he does. 
Candragomin;
'If you want to be an expert in the art of drumming 
follow the Master of cymbals and give up raving 
or playing as you like*
It Is very Important to follow the principal'♦ •
b2 The way of playing the cymbals KS (93/3)
The way of playing the cymbals is similar to that of the 
drum, with regard to bodily posture and playing 
in accordance with the feelings as befit the four rites.
Furthermore:not holding them tightly but in a relaxed 
manner, the chest and hands not touching, not holding
them up like a stiok (if they are big bossed sbug-cal)
or straight like a post (if they are sll-snyen).
From the gCig shes kun grol:
lIn general, whatever kind of cymbal is played 
the advice is that they should not be held tightly.
The hands must not touch the chest.
Do not lift them up like a stick 
or hold them erect like a post'.
How to hold them in one's hands
The cymbals have to possess good flexible straps by which 
they are held. One is wrapped around the ring finger and over 
the second finger of the right hand. The other cymbal, held
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on the palm of the left hand la played with the movement of 
the wrist. The thumb must be kept loose, not gripping the boss 
of the cymbal, so that the movement can flow* This re­
fers to the sbug-cal which is held horizontally and in which 
the playing is done mostly with the lower cymbal (on the left 
hand) while the upper cymbal is kept up free to vibrate* 
Concerning the all-snyen which has a small boss and is held 
vertically, the thumb of the left hand must hold the small 
boss firmly*
Candragomin, quoted by KS in 94/4 t 
'Do not let the flexible strap slip away.
Wrapping it around the ring finger, 
wind it over the middle finger*
(Play with) the action arising from
the rotatory movement of the palm of the hand.
Do not stop the motion of the cymbals*
Hold the sbug-cal with a relaxed thumb.
Hold the all-snyen with a firm thumb/
In actual fact this prescribed way of wrapping the strap of 
the cymbals round the fingers is largely a matter of indivi­
dual taste (see photograph for an alternative way of holding 
the sbug-cal). On the other hand everybody agrees as re^ 
gards the upper cymbals left free to vibrate while the lower 
one rests on the palm. This refers especially to the sbug-cal 
also called simply rol-mo. This kind of cymbal appears to be 
the more common and more important of the two*
A*1 dbu-mdzad* Master of Chant when conducting a ceremony or 
a rol-dpon, Master of the CymbalSf would normally use a sbug- 
cal instead of a sll-snyen*
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In private rites or when there are not many players avail­
able, a single person would play simultaneously the sbug-cal 
and a drum placed in front of him. In this case the drum­
stick and the upper cymbal are held in the right hand. The 
performer strikes both, drum and lower cymbal at the same time.
The way of producing sound from the cymbals K3 (94/8)
With shoulder and elbow articulations relaxed*and with
the movement arising from the palm (as regards the lower
cymbal), strike with its .own weight (as regards the upper
cymbal). Other than that, playing on the rim, striking 
with the sideband beating it (as if with a ) stick,
should be given up.
Candragomin:
'Shoulders and elbows relaxed,
(play) with the skillful movement of the palm > 
and strike with the cymbal's own weight.
Do not strike with the side.*
The different manner of playing the Bll-snyen 
and the sbug-cal. KS (94/17)
From the gCig shes kun grol:
'The playing of the two kinds of cymbals is similar* 
but (it must be taken into consideration whether they 
are) big or small. (If they are sbug-cal) the big kind 
is held high and the smaller low.
(If they are all-snyen) far apart or less so, correspon­
dingly. *
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Hence, whether they are big or email, if they are Bll- 
snyen they should be played vertically and if they are 
sbug-cal. horizontally.
The essentials of the way of playing the cymbals
Also from the gCig shea kun grol, quoted by KS in 95/7?
'The distance from the chest to the hands,
and from the waist to the elbows,should be a cubit.
Do not make it narrower than that.
That is the way of the experts.
After that I will explain the way of playing.
Loud and soft must be balanced.
The manner in which this happens is like this:
fbrte should bo loud and stressed,
piano, soft and vibrating.
Whether you play forte or piano,
give up 'side-striking'.
What is this 'side striking'?
When the cymbals are not placed towards each other, 
striking from above downwards is called 'side-striking*.
About cymbal playing (during) Offerings and the ,
'strike-three-wlth-reply' formula, etc.
KS (95/16) quoting bSod-nams dBang-po (op. clt.):
(In the continuous rolling of the sound of the cymbals 
during the Offerings, the 'lotus-round' must be done 
gently; sometimes strike loudly twice in rapid succession.
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When (playing) cymbals (during the) chanting,
if the 1strike-three-wlth-reply1 formula la performed:
the first (beat must be) down, the second up,
the third, fourth and fifth (must be) of the same nature.
The sixth (beat must be) a little down and soft,
the seventh, eighth ^ and nJLnth, loud and high,
the tenth a little down and soft,
the eleventh loud^and after that stroke lay aside (the 
cymbals). This is if they are counted together#
If taken separately, they are like this:
The first (stroke) is soft and the second loud.
These two strokes are the most common introduction 
which is required. The reason for this is that the first
is soft (lit. subdued) and the second is the reply.
The first is soft and the reply is loud.
To separate distinctly each (stroke) is the way of the
experts.
(Then comes) the main part (of this) cymbal (formula).
The second, third fourth strokes, etc. must be controlled 
by counting.
If there is a 'reply1, it is loud and soft.
The so called 1lame-walk1 is commonly loud-soft but 
this is not always so.
See p. 169 for a detailed description of this cymbals formula.
*
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6. Reasons for not going In detail /Into Sadja songs, etc.7 
SP (107/1)
Regarding the performance of Sadja songs,
I have seen much in the speeches of the Buddha.
(i.e. in the recitation of the texts containing 
the words attributed to the Buddha).
SP (107/8)
You may ask whether it is suitable to explain 
the composition of /ffadja7 songs.
SP(108/1)
The characteristics of speech and intonation 
/of the Sanskrit language/ fit with difficulty 
the Tibetan language.
Therefore, I shall not explain here the composition 
of Sadja songs.
Understand that here is brought together all that
fits the Tibetan language Insofar as it has been
28
taught by the Sage, namely 'vocal flexibility1, etc.
I have used here the Sanskrit word sadja to translate Tibe­
tan drug las skyes. lit•Originated from six'. In commenting 
on this passage KS simply mentions the six as: 'gyur. ohanglng; 
khug. descending; 'degs. raising; ' .log, setting down; sbom. 
low-pitched^and phra, high-pitched.
The word sadja in Indian music is the name for the basic 
'note'. The other six notes (avara) manifest themselves through 
their relationships with kad.la . hence its name.
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The term avara often translated as^note (for lack of a better 
word) does not Indicate Just a pitch point, which In Itself 
would be Incapable of evoking any definite feeling, but a 
relationship of pitches, namely an Interval# Thus, sadja 
would effectively be Originated from six1, that is, It is 
the fixed element in relation with which all the other are 
defined#29
So perhaps, these sixi 'gyur, khug, 'dess# eto.>would be the 
names for these intervalic relationships# Songs composed 
using these, would be Sadja songs, songs 'originated from six'#
But as SP says, this conception does not fit the Tibetan
In
speech and intonation# He alBO dearly admits thatAthe Trea­
tise on Music he has only refered to whatever relates to the 
Tibetan speech# Trusting SP's insights Into music and langua­
ge, we may assume that the notion of sadja songs does not apply 
to Tibetan chant.
On the other hand the concept of melodic types (nga-ro) 
appears to have fundamental importance in the struoture of a 
composition#
Although somewhat obscure, this section confirms that we are 
not altogether wrong in trying to explain the chant in terms 
of melodic movement and not in reference to fixed melodic re­
lationships. The four kinds of nga-ro appear to lndloate 
only relative movement of pitch, never an exact interval#
Only usage determines the exact pitch, which is transmitted 
orally from teacher to pupil#
I would maintain that there la not, on the part of Tibetan 
performers(at least among the Sakyas), a conscious appraisal 
of clearly defined Melody*. Ws find ourselves here in a
1 *
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melodic realm of Indeterminate pltoh, which is a cantillation 
mid-way between speeoh and clearly determined melody*
In order to arrive at a better evaluation of pitch in this
I type of chant, we may have to resort not to the common tools 
of music but to those of phonetics^and perhaps introduce lnto- 
national analysis In Its relationship with other linguistic
[ i
| categories such as grammar and metrical structure.
| The fact that most 'musloal* conceptions In the Treatise are 
dealt with using grammatical terminology (c.f. especially sec­
tions 2-c and 2-d in Chapter I) Is a further indication that 
we should look more olosely at those obscure areas of speech 
in order to arrive at a satisfactory explanation of the problem 
Of pitch in Tibetan chant*
*
Hour-glass drum (damaru) and bell (dril-bu)
Thigh-bone trumpets (rkang-glinq)
Conch-shell (dunq-dkar)
Telescopic trumpets (dunq-chen^
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ON THE PERFORMANCE OF MUSIC
During the performance of a ceremony the monks sit in rows 
perpendicular to the altar* Next to the altar is the high seat 
of the abbot or the principal of the place who would normally 
preside over the ceremonies and direct most of the ritual ac­
tivities, He holds a bell (drll-bu) and a thunderbolt (rdo-rje) s 
the latter would be replaced !at appropriate times by an hour- ! 
glass drum (damaru)*
Next to him on a somewhat lower seat^the Master of Chant (dbu- 
mzad) is in charge of the monk musioians, He generally holds 
a pair of hollow cymbals (sbug-chal)T thus acting as a cymbals 
leader (rol-apon). He conducts in this way all the instrumen­
tal parts that accompany the chanty and also sings the first 
verse of each chant,to be Joined by the rest of the monastic 
assembly in the chanting or recitation of the remaining verses.
In the Sakya sect and among the Bonpos the Master of Chant plays 
the drum* In this case the task of the cymbals leader is rele­
gated to Bomebody else.
Next to him in the first row and in order of seniority* sit 
the players of the two kinds of cymbalss the already-mentioned 
sbug-chaltwhich are held horizontally^and the sll-snyen. small- 
bossed cymbals which are held and played vertically.
We find then at least a pair of double-reeded shawms (rgya- 
gling) and several other hand-held drums. Then a pair of thigh­
bone trumpets (rkang-gling) and at the end of the first row> 
facing each other, two players of the oonch (dung-dkar). This 
Job for some reason is generally assigned to younger monks.
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In the other rows members of the monastic assembly Join in 
the chorus.
The long telescopic trumpets (dung-ohen) are placed somewhere 
in the back rows.
This arrangements though the most common> is by no means 
the rule. The size of the assembly hall, the kind of ritual to 
be performed, availability of players or particular playing tra 
ditlons appertaining to different monasteries>would determine 
various arrangements.
The players of all the wind Instruments (rgya-gllng. dung- 
chen, rkang-gllng and dung-dkar) use the technique of circu­
lar breathing to obtain an uninterrupted stream of sound from
30their instruments.
The double-reeded shawms are the only instruments which give 
clearly defined pitches. Tibetans, though, do not have names 
for those pitches; they have instead a system of fingering to 
which they refer. Melodies are taught and learned by imitation 
and all references during the learning process are to fin­
gers and not to sounds.
All wind instruments are always played in pairs, never 
singly. rQya-gllng are of various sizes and shapes, so
in order to obtain a matching pair, Tibetans have them built 
at the same time. Correct tuning, of which musicians are well 
aware, is achieved by finding a pair of reeds that produce 
the same pitch. Unlike in Western woodwind tradition where 
the left hand is positioned above the right, Tibetan rgya- 
gllng players almost universally use the reverse position.
The instrument has a thurab-hole and seven equally spaced fin­
ger-holes.
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The long trumpets (dung-ohen) use only three sounds^* the 
fundamental produced by the pipe called *dor. one an octave 
above that called rgyang.and a higher sound approximately an 
octave above the former called tl or til.
These three pitches are combined In various ways in pre-esta* 
bllshed calls, which are performed Introducing various forms 
of attack and decay.
The conch-shell and the bone-trumpet produces only one basic 
sound* Variety is obtained by;means of dynamic variation; slight 
pitch changes occur when overblowing.
A conch suitable for use as an instrument should coil 
at
clockwise, looked^from the mouth-piece. These Instruments are 
usually richly ornamented.
The thigh-bone trumpets are commonly made of copper and not 
out of a human femur, though real bone trumpets are not uncom­
mon.
Hour-glass drums are of two kinds; the small damaru or darUj 
and the bigger gcod-dar used for the performance of the good 
ceremony. Both are generally made of wood>but some small dama­
ru s are made of human skulls.
*
Based mostly on quotations from Candragomin*s Treatise on 
Chant, Necklace ornament of the Clear-minded, KS deals with 
the qualities expected of teacher and pupil, the way of tea-, 
ching and the ideal conditions in which this is to be done.
This section represents clearly Indian attitudes and con- 
ceptions taken wholesale into the Tibetan context.
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In Candragomin1s quotations, the tone and content are not 
unlike that of passages commonly found elsewhere in the Indian 
Sangita Sastra, where long lists of desirable qualities and 
pitfalls are enumerated*.
However I wonder to what extent those recommendations were 
actually heeded in Tibet*and whether they were not Just an 
Attltudlnal frame of referenoe. At any rate as far as the 
way of teaching is concerned, the directions given by Candrago­
min fit naturally into the Indian oontext>where music was not
was
so rigidly structured and/yalways allowed some degree of impro­
visation. Nevertheless, this kind of religious chanting and 
music by its very definition is supposed to remain unchanged 
and does not allow any deviations from the established norms* 
From the little that we know of the past and what can be ob­
served today, the process of learning is by imitation. The 
young novices join in during actual perfonuances. They may 
practise at other times, though not always in a very formal 
manner. Nevertheless, the fact that these ideas were expressed^ 
even if they were not always put into practice, Indicates at 
least the intention of abiding by higher standards.
B. The subject proper
(i) Generalities
(1) What is to be taught KS (13/8)
In its definition the word dbyangs comes from svaraBvasti 
in Sanskrit. In Tibetan this could be rendered as 'speech 
with feeling1 (nyams ldan gyi ngag). Candragomin says*
'The meaning of the word svarasvatl is in Tibetan dbyangs
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or speech possessing expression*•
If analysed In detail, this Is certainly a very vast sub­
ject but In short one can say that there are long and 
short dbyangs. A dbyangs. however long, must be balanced 
In Its proportions: a short ’head* and a long 'tali',or 
vice-versa,will not do. A short dbyanga, however short, 
should be complete In all Its parts.
Usually (a sound must possess) weight and stability, 
sweetness, strengh, sharpness,and be well placed In the 
throat. It must have weight (dignity, 'presence') but 
lightness (grace), sweetness but firmness (lit., 'not break- „ 
lng the bone'), strength but sometimes flexibility, sharp­
ness but clarity, well plaoed in the throat but one sound 
ornamented with many timbres (i.e. when people with dif­
ferent voice qualities sing together, it should be In 
unison). In short, it should allure the simple and 
please the wise. Hence, delighting the man of quality, 
drawing in the honest high-minded ones, gladdening the 
heart of the common man and captivating the expert, it 
will be praised by all, wise man and fool.
Because it will disperse obstacles and gather psychic 
powers, the fruits of prosperity and happiness will 
arise.
Candragomin in his Treatise on Chant: 'Long but balanced, 
short but proportioned, dignified but graceful, sweet 
but firm, firm but sometimes yielding, sharp but the 
words clearly intelligible, many voices but one sound, 
one sound but many timbres.
In short, it should seize upon the mind of the simple
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and Increase the pleasure of the wise.
Thus, delighting the man of quality, attracting the 
hlghrmlnded and satisfying the common man, It should 
shine among the bright, captivate the expert and be 
praised by all,(as wpll as) disperse enemies and accumu- 
late high powers. From it, the true fruits arise.
This section seems to deal with the qualities that sounds 
or 'notes* (svara= dbyangs) in themselves should have, inso­
far as the term is defined at the outset. But the passage is 
a little confusing. If we take the term to mean literally 
swara, it is not clear what long and short dbyangs stand for 
and to what the terms 'head' and 'tali' refer.
If we now take the term dbyangs to mean a chant (the more 
common usage) perhaps translating Skt. gita (an early Indian 
musical form; see Mahavyuttpati No, 849 ), then the allusions
to head and tail are understandable.
namely
The other qualities,^weight, sweetness, sharpness, firmness, 
etc.?clearly refer to sound quality. The capacity to attract, 
delight and captivate could apply either to swara or glti. to 
Just a sound or to a whole chant. One is Inclined to think 
that a more elaborate musical form,rather than a simple sound, 
would possess more of this power to captivate, but preferable 
the former.
The passage remains ambiguous and I have chosen to leave the
31term dbyanga untranslated here,
(2) Where is to be taught KS (15/2)
In general one must practise in a place which is clean,
i:a
lonely, agreeable to the mind and advantageous to the 
voice*
Candragomin: 'One should practise, having sought a place 
which is clean, lonely, advantageous to the voice and 
agreeable to the mindr*
(3) Who should teach KS (15/8)
One should find a teacher well-."versed in chant and re­
nowned, possessing natural qualities, patient $ a gen­
tle disposition and forebearanoe towards the student.
He should know the amount of pressure (to put on the pu­
pil), and have the virtue of not falling under the influen 
ce of distraction while teaching.
Candragomin: 'Find an expert and renowned teacher who is 
patient, gentle and forebearing, who does not get dlstrac 
ted and knows the amount to teach'.
(4) Who should learn KS (15/18)
Candragomin: 'Which kind of person should learn? One 
who is intelligent, who exerts himself (in music), who 
has a good voice and faith (in his teacher and the chan­
ting), who is earnest, with an unbiased mind and undefa- 
tigable, perseverant and courageous1.
(5) The way of teaching KS(l6/9)
The teacher with the Bodhisattva's thought for the bene­
fit of others, should ask himself. 'Is this chant sulta-
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ble for this student of mine to learn?' and the like. 
First, he must teach in. a soft voice, then a little louder^ 
and making him repeat after him. He should teach the dif­
ferences of high and low, that is the form (or outline) 
of the chant and then the inflexions. Sometimes he must 
teach applying examples; a barley seed or a dorje (see 
also p. 74).
He should take the plaoe of the student and act as a mu­
sical assistant, and particularly he should teach him to 
recognize faults. To a not very bright student who has 
not understood that which has been taught him, he should 
explain a piece, part by part with skilfull means. 
Candragomin: 'Take this advice. Teach with a soft voice, 
make the student repeat after you. First show the out­
line of the chant and then the subtle inflexions. Some­
times teach with suitable examples and sometimes do it 
in the manner of a musical assistant. Teach to recognize 
faults. Teach chants to the unintelligent, part by part. 
Teach all with skilfull means1.
Much it has been said which I do not write here fearing' 
it may be too much. But if you want to know more in de­
tail, you should look into the writings of Candragomin.
(6) Giving up the faults (caused by) not 
having learned properly KS (17/13)
KS quoting Candragomin, gives a list of the most commonly 
encountered faults as regards chanting.
*A song which has been learned in haste,
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a song in which on© has introduced one*a own (innova­
tions) to make it tweeter1, 
a chant affected with bad enunciation, 
a chant whloh possesses no blessings because its secret 
has been divulged, 
a song not remembered properly, 
a song not known well which is lightly imitated, 
using chant as a means for Joking, 
a senseless song whloh Is mere babbling, 
vacilating at the time of singing,
singing with a mind that wanders after the objects of 
perception,
an ordinary song, sung at an inauspicious time, 
the careless and inconsiderate singing of a madman, 
singing a confused song because of lack of control and 
clear-mindedness,
singing Just the rough outline of a melody, a shallow song,
singing without faith, Just to see other peoples faces
happy,
singing with a competing mind, out of envy,
singing with the intention, bora of pride, of being well-
known,
a laboured song (sung without ease Of expression), 
a chant sung out of the delluslon created by a dream or 
an illusion,
singing melodies leading to a lower rebirth1•
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ON THE ORIQINS OF SOME OF THE CHANTS
There has been some speculation about the possible origins 
of the chant, music and dances used by Tibetans In their litur­
gy, but so far most of It amounts to mere supposition or at 
best logical deductions*
It would be easy to assume the Indian origins of the chant 
Insofar as it might have come to Tibet together with the whole 
of the Imported religion. But the Tibetans certainly adapted 
suitable local rites and practices to the Imported Buddhist 
doctrine^developing or emphasizing those aspects of the new 
religion 'which appealed to them. They hardly introduced
anything doctrinally new, though they carried out the practl-
which they
ces^adopted with unmatched zeal and conviction.
I would like to add to these suggestions some literary evi­
dence based on a few scattered references found in the RT.
32Stories describing happenings involving to Rinchen Zangpo, 
show us how chant and music were used in Buddhist rites in 
India,and indicate the likely state of these affairs during the 
early centuries of Buddhist expansion in Tibet.
The origins of some of the early chants, which are preser­
ved and sung even today, can be traced through some of these 
interesting stories.
KS (98/16)
The great translator Rinchen Zangpo at the request of 
the king of Western Tibet had gone to India where he 
learned a great deal of the Dharma. When he was about 
to return he said to blo-spon Shadha (his teacher at the 
time): 'You must assign to me a special proteotor of the
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doctrine1•
'Prepare a circle of offerings In the MahakalaJ6 chapel 
which lies at the northern gate of Bodhgaya; then keep 
repeating the three verses of praise which go like this: 
‘'Hum sring-po'l gzugs kyl gdug-pa can", and watch for an 
omen. When It appears, X shall give you the oral Instruc­
tions1, said the lama.
this
He did so, but not a single sign appeared. He toldAto
33his teacher,who replied:! 'Sing your praises sweetly*.
He did so, and on the dawn of the Beventh day, when he 
was In bed, a black man appeared, who said to him: 'Go 
to the southwest graveyard and sing your praises Imita­
ting the awesome roaring sound1.
He went there and,preparing the offerlngs,started to pray. 
After some time, In a vision, two tigers came and Jumped 
over a big corpse. He then understood the ferocious 
sound of the tigers devouring the corpse to be the awesome 
roaring sound.
Again he returned to Mahakala's chapel and sang the afore­
mentioned verses,imitating the ferocious voice of a tiger 
devouring a corpse.
34
In this way the Praise 'Bring gzugs ma', also called The 
Ferocious Chant of the Tigress, came to be composed.
In the evening of the third day he saw a manifestation 
of Mahakala, he who fills the whole world, in the form 
of a dwarf standing on holding a sacrificial knife and 
a skull, one above the other near his chest and with a 
gandl accross his arms.
Many Joyful forms of contemplation arose in his stream 
of consciousness, and he remained until the morning of
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the third day continuously in one-pointed concentration. 
Afterwards, when he woke from meditation, Mahakala himself 
appeared and said to him: 'Take this advice, I and you 
will go together to Tibet to protect the Doctrine', and 
went away.
At that time Rinohen Zangpo seeing the majestic swaggering 
of Mahakala composed the chant for Vararuci's Praise,
'Sngon tshe bde gaheg ma', called The Chant of the Swagger­
ing of Mahakala, There are two versions of this, a long
the
and a short one. The long one was called ro langs ma.iChant 
of the Risen Corpse,and there was a corresponding well known 
version, oalled the Yoga Chant,which is no longer extant. 
Nowadays, only the short one exists.
It is said that from that moment on Rinchen Zangpo had a
36permanent vision of the protector.
After all that,the lama said: 'Now do again as before re­
garding Lhamo'. He did so and in a dream a black woman 
appeared who said to him: 'Go to the Mahabodhi gandola 
(upper storey) and then Invoke the deity, imitating the 
blowing of the wind. Then chant, alternating this sound
with the one that imitates the swaying of the branches 
37
of the pasharu tree by the prayer path around Bodhgaya.
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Reciting the mother and son chants for the Praise oalled 
Mipham, after a full day, he saw (in a vision) the goddess 
Lhamo•
After that, the lama gave him the promised oral instruc­
tions and the Great Translator left for Tibet,
It is said that no sooner had the image of the proteo-
than
tor arrived In the Land of Snows j^ the might of the Bonpos
waned.
Once the Great Translator requested one of his protective
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divinities, Putra, to compete with the Bonpos.
Putra was unable to overcome them and was about to re­
turn. Then the mantras were translated into the language 
of the Bonpos (zhang-zhung). As soon as he put them into 
practice, Putra was successful* From then on the ritual 
formula of summoning, Instigating and ordering to kill is 
extant in the language of zhang-zhung.
Later, a similar text was discovered', where it had been 
hidden by Padmasambhava. It is said that he knew that It 
was going to be useful to future generations.
Nowadays this threefold ritual formula of Putra is recited 
In Sanskrit and also in a mixture of various languages.
It is clear that the latter version is not accepted by 
the Sakya tradition.
On another occasion, while crossing the border between
India and Tibet, Rinchen Zangpo, in sadness, seeing Lhamo
in the movement of the waves of a great river, made a
butter offering to the goddess and sang. Those verses,
still
the prayer til mar ma* are the ones that are^sung today. 
That apparition of Lhamo had two aspects, a peaceful and 
a wrathful one; there is a praise to her oomposed 
by the Buddha.
When coming to Tibet and crossing a big river the nagas 
stole from him this book of praises and threw it into 
the water. After that Lhamo did not come for a long time 
to the golden temple of the Tho-gling Monastery.
Once when Rinchen Zangpo was invoking her, she appeared
e - U r -  » ita)-«*{fr,f...f frypftylfr. vi*,TlnJhrw n tiv ito1* 'r. T->v- ,
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and gave to him only one stanza from that book of 
praises, which she had brought herself, 11 did not 
have the leisure to come to you until now because the 
sweet praises of the nagas distracted me1, she said.
Then the Great Translator, from the top of his voice 
which was as sweet as a fllte, kept repeating that sin­
gle verse of pralBe, It Is said that then lhamo quickly 
came back,
*
In concluding It may be said that there is evidence that 
Tibetans believed that their chant was somehow connected with 
the brahmanic intonation of the Vedas (see p, 117 when Ana- 
thapindlka questioned the Buddha about it). Many of the 
original chants attached to early rituals were in the first 
place not translated but probably sung In the original Sans­
krit, We could further speculate that in the process of 
translation (and Sanskrit does not flow easily upon a Tibetan 
tongue) the chant suffered subsequent modifications, thus ta- 
king the form in which is known today.
Pieces of the type composed by Rinchen Zangpo present a 
curious phenomenon of acculturation. The words used were trans­
lations of Praises apparently well established in the Indian 
Buddhist tradition, but we may surmise from these stories that 
they were sung with a different melody, a melody inspired by 
a mystical experience.
This type of experience is by its very nature profoundly 
personal, however universal In Its nature* in Rinchen Zangpo'a 
extemporizations his Tibetan-ness, lnlspite of Indian influences
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came to the fore#
We have then two main sources, the acknowledged Indian 
Buddhist Influences and the autochthonous creations based 
perhaps on pre-existing chants#
In what proportion these two components are Integrated Into 
what we know today as Tibetan chant is Impossible to determi­
ne at this stage. i X *» inclined to think that there
is much more of the native and other non-Indian elements than 
hitherto suspected# This is not entirely surprising if one
takes note of recent research^espeoially in Art^ pointing to
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closer connections with Central Asia# However no documenta­
ry source acknowledges suoh influences#
We have the concept of nga-ro as expounded by SP, which he 
accepts as the basic structural element of melodic organiza­
tion. If this concept corresponds in effect to the varna of1 1 ^ V"nr
early Indian music, we may find ourselves in a curious situa­
tion#
Whereas documentary evidence as presented by Tibetans points 
towards Indian influences, the actual music and chant does not,; 
seem to show clear influences of that sort.
The only plausible explanation that I can find for this si­
tuation is that Tibetans, having a local form of chant that 
they adapted, enlarged and enriched with foreign influences, 
searched in the Sanglta Sastra, the literary corpus on muslo 
in India, for a concept that oould be applied in explanation 
of their chant. In the idea of varna they found something 
general enough, but quite applicable to their particular way 
of chanting: the concept of melodic types which constitute 
the basic structural units of their musical art.
They took only the concept and dutifully acknowledged its 
Indian origins, although the actual material to whioh that 
explanatory concept was to be applied, had little or no re­
lation to the original musical material from which this con­
cept had been extracted.
This would not be unlike the way in whioh Tibetans proceeded 
as regards their language. They based their script on Indian 
scrlpts,and succeeded to a great extent in constructing a cohe­
rent grammatical theory based on elements of Sanskrit grammar, 
despite the fact that the languages are structurally different#
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(bBkanK-gao)
The character of Tibetan chant Is that of a cantillatlon 
with no distinct Interval value. This makes a preolse staff 
transcription impossible. There are signs and indications re­
gulating intonation of the text but these serve only as a guide 
to the melodic shape of the intonation patterns. These intona­
tion patterns are transmitted orally and learned by imitation. 
Therefore, I have not attempted to give a transcription but 
have included instead a tape recording of a ceremony together 
with its text and musical score.
My d escription of it aims at helping the reader to under­
stand the score and indicates the functioning and usage of the 
various musical elements in this type of chant,
I have tried first to clarify the place of this kind of 
ceremony in the Tibetan liturgy and I have dealt with its musical 
performance, treating separately chanting, recitation and ins­
trumental passages.
All references in Part II correspond to the Additional 
Material.
#
The bskang-gso ceremony herein presented was recorded in 
December 1975 at the Sakya Centre in Rajpur, Dehradun, India,
The session was conducted by a Master of Chant who also played 
the drum; other monks played shawms, thigh-bone trumpets and
conch-shells In pairs and several sbug-cal and sll-snyen cym­
bals. All the assembly Joined in the chant.
The text of the ceremony reproduced in the Additional Mate­
rial is taken from a modern block-print made from wooden blocks 
carved in India, and copied from a print originally made at 3a- 
kya in Tibet.
Its almost untranslatable title could be rendered roughly 
as follows: 'Readings of the Cake-offerings, Atonements and Pral 
ses to the Protectors of the Doctrine of the Sakya Lords, in­
cluding the ordered ceremonies of self-generation of Mahakala 
and Vajrakila called The Cloud of Offerings pleasing to the Pro­
tectors, Whirl of Happiness of the Wish-fulfiling Auspicious 
Jewel' •
The pages of the text read during the ceremony were extrac­
ted from the unbound book and set in the appropriate order.
None of the performing monks had in front of them a copy of the 
musical score (dbyanga-ylg) which they were supposed to know by 
heart.
The text consists of a collection of mantras, prayers and 
praises, some anonymous, some of known authorship, some origi­
nally written in Tibetan and some others translations from 'the 
Sanskrit (see for instanae Add. Mat. 22/III-6, a Praise.origi­
nally composed in Sanskrit by Vararuci and set to music by Rin- 
ohen Zangpo.
The complete text of any of these elaborate ceremonies is 
the result of a process of accretion which developed mostly in 
the early centuries of Buddhist expansion in Tibet and culmi­
nated in the stereotyped form in which it is found today.
Although we cannot be sure when these ceremonies acquired 
their present form, it is not unreasonable to suppose that the
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present-day order of the liturgy crystallzed quite late, since 
even today it is possible to find various accepted versions of 
the same ritual, all based on similar texts.
Besides, many parts of it (such as the Praises, for instan­
ce) constitute ‘complete rites in themselves, which are included 
in the greater context of this ceremony of Atonement. The chant 
and music, on the other hand seem to have taken their present 
form quite early, slnoe many of the chants and instrumental for­
mulae mentioned by K3 in his commentary are still played today* 
Some of the chants, especially those attributed to Rinchen Zang­
po, though composed in earlier times have, in general, been writ 
ten at a later stage.
The full title of the musical score for our ceremony is: 
'The chant notation /for the ceremony7 of the Protector of the 
Tent called The Great Drum of Brahma', was put down in written 
form by bSod-nams dBang-po in the year of the male fire dragon 
(A.D. 1156) in the gZhi-thog Residency (bla-brang) at Sakya.
The colophon of the score says that it was written at the insti­
gation of Grags-pa Bio-gros and the author further tells us that 
he recleved from his teacher Kunga Rinchen, instruction on the 
chanting of this ceremony no less than eleven times from the ti­
me he was eight until he was twenty five years of age.
*
On Tibetan Ceremonies
When considering Tibetan religious ceremonies it is 
very useful to have a few terms defining various categories 
to help us make sense of the great variety of rites encountered.
Any religious practice or performance in general, is called 
lag-len* or in the honorific language phyag-len. This term en­
compasses religious music, dances, recitation of texts and all 
collective or private rituals whether liturgical or not.
A term similar in connotation, comprising any religious 
performance, is chos-spyod. It is usually defined as wohQB kyj 
ra-ba la spyod-pa'l oho-p^a? . the action of performing any reli­
gious activity connected with the Buddha's doctrine*
Another term frequently encountered Is cho-ga« It con­
notes a carefully organized ceremony, with a specific text to 
be recited and a definite objective to be achieved. Cho-ga is 
said to be Mbya-byed sbyor-dngos-m.jug gsum gyl cho-ga'm bya-ba 
agrub-ba'i las-chog". There must be three main parts to a cho- 
ga, the Preliminaries (sbyor-ba), the Main Part (dngos-gzhi) 
and the Conclusion (mjug). There is a subject (b.yed-pa-po) 
who performs, and an aim or objective (bya-ba'l yul) which va­
ries in different rites, but whose achievement (agrub-ba) is 
accomplished through the correct performance of the ceremony*
When I refer in this work to religious practices, I am 
thinking of phyag-len in general as defined above. For instan­
ce, the Praises that Rinchen Zangpo intoned to Lhamo (see p. 142) 
are a form of chos-spyod and not a cho-ga because it is not a 
fully structured ceremony; the bskang-gso, described here is in 
fact a cho-ga because of the way in which it is organized.
Cho-ga can be classified into two main categories: sutra 
ceremonies (mdo gyl cho-ga) and tantrio ceremonies (sngags kyl 
cho-ga). They are related to the two different kinds of texts 
to be found in Tibetan religious literature, namely, the Sutras 
and the Tantras.
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The Sutras deal mainly with doctrinal matters, and the prac­
tices springing from them aim to further the believer along the 
path to Liberation, through faith, devotion and the practice of 
such virtues as charity, morality, meditation and the acquisi­
tion of wisdom. Praises (stod-pa). Offerings (mohod-pa). Ver­
ses of Good Fortune (bkra-shls) and Rites for Prosperity and for 
the Attainment of Long Life are some of the more common Sutra 
ceremonies.
The Tantras contain ritual Instructions and description 
of special rites concerning consecrations, meditational invo­
cation of deities and the cult of the guardians of the Doctrine. 
The aim of these practices is the achievement of Buddhahood in 
this very life.
Anybody can have access to Sutra practices, which are sup­
posed to be beneficial in all circumstances, whereas an initia­
tion or empowerment, and a pledge not to divulge the special tea­
chings, are a prerequisite for almost every tantric practice.
In Tibetan Buddhism sutra and tantric practices are so com­
bined that although in theory a ceremony can be classified as 
belonging either to a sutra or a tantric tradition, in practice 
it is not easy to determine exactly which are the elements that 
make a ceremony tantric.
As regards tantric practices there are two main points to 
take into consideration. The preliminary stages (snags kyi las- 
rim) and the various ritual functions which are the objective 
of the ceremonies (las-tshogs)•
Preliminary stages. In order to be established on the way of 
the tantras, the disciple must first make an oath (dam-tshlg). 
in front of his teacher, to keep not only his monastic and Bod- 
dhisattva* s vows but also not divulge the teachings he is about 
to receive.
The second Btage (dbang-bskur) is a ritual transmission or 
transference of power enabling the disciple to enter formally 
into the practices associated with the cult of a deity. This 
empowerment of the initiate presupposes his acceptance as a fit 
vessel for the teachings and the assumption on his part of the 
full responsibility and commitment that the receipt of the em­
powerment entails.
In the next stage (bsnyen-pa. 'nearing') the dlsbiple.be- 
comes acquainted with the deity through meditational practices, 
visualization of its iconographical form and mantra repetition. 
This is done in solitary contemplation when the practitioner 
isolates himself ritually in a sacred enclosure (mtshams) for 
long periods sometimes lasting years.
One reaches the fourth stage (dngos-sgrub) when the power 
to perform the various functions of such rituals with real ef­
fectiveness is obtained. The efficacy of a rite does not depend 
merely on its correct performance but resides mainly on the ca­
pacity of the individual to appropriate the power of the deity 
and use it to his ends. Here the right methods are effective 
only if they are in the hands of the right person.
The ritual functions effected by such procedures as mention­
ed above are known as the las-tshoga. The formalization of these
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various ritual functions (known as the las-chog or las kyi 'khor 
gyl cho-ga)are the liturgies whose aim is any of the four main, 
rites (las-bzhl).
The four rites are the categories in which the goals of 
Tibetan ceremonies have been classified* the pacifying rites 
(zhl-ba'l las) include stopping war, curing diseases, stopping 
hail and the like; acquisition of power as a means of benefit­
ing all creatures with its wise use is the aim of the rites of 
power (dbang g1 las); the prosperity rites (rgyas-pa'l las) 
are concerned with the Increasing of wealth and of knowledge 
and the obtaining of a long life; the overcoming of obstacles 
and banishing of the enemies of religion is carried out by in­
voking the powers of the wrathful deities through the fearsome 
rites (drag-po1! las)•
The Four Rites are clearly described by D.L.Snellgrove in 
hisfBuddhist Himalaya’, p. 258.
'The rites of pacifying, prospering, empowerment and des­
troying were originally just four of the many different 
magical rites which one finds listed in earlier texts.
They were later endowed with a significance of a far high­
er order namely as the four main types of Buddhist activi­
ty. The central concept of this later Buddhism is that 
enlightenment is a union of wisdom and means. Thus, Bud- 
dhahood cannot be just quiescent and nothing else, for it 
is active in overcoming evil, in bestowing good things upon 
all living beings, in bestowing the consecrating power by 
which Buddhahood may be achieved and by destroying the foes 
of the doctrine'.
Concerning the ritual work to be done, it will be effected 
either by a tutelary deity (yl-dam) or by a guardian of the doc­
trine* Once one is able to summon a deity any of the four 
kinds of activities (which are consistent with the nature of 
the deity) can be realized by its power or through the agency 
of the protectors. Since the proteotors are regarded as infe­
rior to the major deities in the Tibetan pantheon, they can be 
commanded by them. This partaking of the power of a deity is 
attained by identifying oneself with it during the process of 
visualization of the deity that occurs in the ceremonies known 
aB bdag-skyed.
In other ceremonies, the deity is visualised in front of 
the initiate (mdun-akyed); then its power is tapped in order 
to realize any of the four activities.
The Ceremonies of Atonement (bakang-gso) are dedicated to 
the guardians of the Dharma (baton gyl srung-ma). These guard­
ians are deities to whom the task has been assigned, of protect­
ing the Buddhist religion from its adversaries, and individuals 
from the obstacles of mind wandering, weak determination and 
worldly temptation*
During the preliminary stages when the disciple receives 
the initiation of a particular protector, vows are made to the 
deity that he will adhere to the rules of discipline, the Bod- 
dhisattva's pledge, etc. The protector in turn Is bound by oath 
(hence the apellation dam-can by which they are also known) to 
help him.
An initiate, consciously or unconsciously, may fail to 
keep his vows; so, in order that the power of a protector may
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bo effective, he has to atone for his unvirtuos actions and 
make amends for unfulfilled duties* This is dona in the bskang- 
Rso ceremonies.
In the Sakya sect such rites are performed regularly four 
times a month, the ones falling on the twenty-ninth day of 
every month of the Tibetan calendar being particularly impor­
tant in this tradition.
It is possible to find various versions of the same cere­
mony. An extended version (rgya s-pa)in elude s probably all the 
protectors of a tradition as well as .the special protectors of 
the monastery in question, local deities (gzhl-bdag) and others* 
They are invoked and propitiated in succession and according to 
their rank In the Pantheon. A medium-length ceremony (bring-pa) 
would include both Mahakala the main protector, and his entou­
rage. An abbreviated (sdud-pa) ceremony would
go through the ritual actions without dwelling at length on 
the minor divinities of the entourage of the protector*
The performance of one version in preference to another 
depends on the importance of the date in the liturgical year 
or on whether the bskang-gso rites are part of a major cere­
mony which includes them.
Technically, these expiatory rites or ceremonies of atone­
ment would be classified as rituals in which the deity is ge­
nerated * in front* (fdun-skyes). On other occasions, especial­
ly during the religious dances known as 1cham, the practitioner 
would, during the process of meditation, visualize himself as 
the protective deity (bdag-skyes)• The other protectors will 
form the entourage of the initiate who,now being indistingui­
shable from Mahakala himself, the supreme protector, eould sym- 
bollically appropriate his power and so command his entourage
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to perform any of the ritual activities (las-bzhl).
As regards the performance of these ceremonies there 
are two aspects to be considered; the texts and the ritual 
actions (or liturgical functions)* These two are very 
closely Intermingled. Certain ritual actions may Inter­
rupt the normal course of a text and even be the centre of 
a liturgical function. In other instances, although a text
Is of paramount Importance, it may be reinforced with ritual 
hand gestures (mudras) of various kinds.
Texts. When considering Tibetan liturgical texts, whether 
Sutras or Tantras, there are three main strata that one could 
refer to; their musical renderings varying accordingly.
One stratum comprises texts in prose that are mostly 
prayers and mantras. An example of this could be the Blessing 
of the Implements to be used in the ceremony (see Add. Mat. 
1/1,1I and 28/1-1); they are rarely, if at all, sung. They 
are simply read in a monotone at great speed, each member of 
the monastic assembly keeping his own pace. They may or may 
not be accompanied by the playing of musical instruments.
Another layer is constituted by metrical texts. They are 
the most commonly found type of texts and may be recited or 
sung. Certain metrical texts are treated in a way similar 
to prose texts. They are Just read and were we not aware of 
the metrical structure of the text, it would be very difficult 
to tell from its simple audition that what one is hearing is 
not prose (see Add, Mat. 28/1-5)*
If these texts are recited, the pace is usually kept by the 
beatings of the drum and there exists a number of recitative 
cadentlal formulae which sometimes include the playing of cym-
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bals and the blowing of the thigh-bone trumpets*
Sung texts are subjected to a compositional procedure 
which includes the introduction of intercalary fill-in syl­
lables (tshlg-lhad). Texts treated in this way are known 
as chants (dbyanga) and are oolleoted in manuscripts oalled 
dbyangs-ylK or dbyangs kyl yj-ge* 1 chant notation*• These 
manuscripts which constitute a text stratum of their ovn9 
give various directions as regards not only the text to be 
chanted but also as regards tempo, dynamics and the playing 
of instruments*
Ritual actions can be utilitarian and symbolical. The 
former would include activities like the prescribed ritual 
way of preparing the altar, the cake-offerings, etc* as well 
as the wearing of special vestments or hats in parts of the 
ceremony* The latter conslslts mostly of hand gestures 
(phyags-rgya)* For instance during the invocation when the 
deity is generated *ln front* (mdun-skyes), the deity is 
offered a seat* This is done with a particular hand gesture 
while reciting a mantra*
It 18 also possible that many actions considered sym­
bolical today may have been at one time purely utilitarian, 
and were perhaps at a later stage vested with symbolical sig­
nificance*
There haB certainly been a ritualization of the way of 
playing certain musical instruments* The 'lotus round' (pad- 
'khor) done with the cymbals is an interesting instance of 
this process; there is also the 'put down' indication (see
p* 175 et passim where the action of leaving the cymbals 
aside has become the usual finale of certain rhythmic for­
mulae*
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These are cases where a ritual action has acquired a mu­
sical meaning* Here gesture and sound are not separated but 
are part and parcel of the same phenomenon* Although the 
* put down' or the 1lotus round* are parts of a formula, they 
may be heard as having a musical value of Its own*
, * ■
The version of the bskang-gso dedicated to the Prorector 
of the Tent (Cur gyl mgon-po) presented in the Additional 
Material is an abbreviated one* Out of the complete text of 
the ceremony selected passages were taken to assemble a cohe­
rent short ceremony still possessing all the essentials of a 
cho-ga.
As regards the form of the ceremony we should point out 
that although we can find Preliminaries, Main Part and Conclu­
sion, the constituent liturgical categories (rlm-pa) chosen 
here have been reduced to a minimum ; as have the ritual ac­
tivities and the musical treatment of the text* Parts of the 
text which, in longer ceremonies are normally chanted,will in 
our version be simply recited. Since there exist a number of 
different chanted versions of the same text, the choice here 
lies with the shortest chants.
The Preliminaries are very brief and are embodied in the 
Blessing of the Implements (bskansr-rdzas byln-slab; l/l-l).
A purifying mantra is said and it. is followed by naming the 
material elements and the various offerings to be used during 
the ceremony. This section, in prose, is simply read to the' 
accompaniment of conoh-shells in the background.
Main Part of the ceremony is introduced by a long 
Instrumental passage (see p. 176) whioh is followed by the
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Invocation (spyan-'dren) of the deity (l/lll-l). The pro- |
tector and hla entourage are entreated to come In spirit to 
the place of the ritual, accept the offerings and accede to 
the request that are made#
The Offerings (mchod-pa1 phul-ba; 3/1-5) constitute a long 
section where appropriate substances are presented to the pro­
tector and member of his entourage# There are two main kinds £■
of offerings, which should be obtained without resorting to 
deception or unlawful means. These are the outer offerings: 
water for oblations (mchod^yon)# water for washing (zhab-bsll) # 
flowers (me-tog)# incense (bdug-spyod), butter lamps (mar-me)# 
scents (drl-chab), food (zhal-zas) and music (rol-mo)s and the 
Inner offering which represent the sense perceptions: sight, 
sound, taste, smell and touch as well as mind.
After the Offerings the protectors are 'entrusted to their 
work* in the phrln-las 'chol-ba (15/III-5). Parts of this 
section have been based on texts originally written by Sakya 
Pandit a (15/III-5) and ffun-dga1 sNylng-po (17/II-2).
The next stage (20/1-2) is Confession (bshag-pa): the de­
claration of unvirtuous actions that one has committed. In this 
way their karmic effect may still be averted by invoking the 
power of opposing virtuous actions.
We arrive in the next section at the bskang-ba (20/II-5); 
this is the central stage of a Ceremony of Atonement where 
the initiate tries to propitiate the protectors with ritual 
offerings of food in the form of sacrifioial cakes (gtor-ma)#
A short section follows (22/1-3) which consists of praises 
to incite the protectors to perform the destroying activity 
and banish the foes of the doctrine*
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The main Praises start In 22/III-6; Its first chant 
which is based on an original Sanskrit text by Vararucl, is 
attributed to Rinchen Zangpo (c.f. p. 142)
After the praises, the protector is again reminded of 
that whioh has been entrusted to him (26/II-1),
In the Conclusion, we find the Adamantine Song (rdo- 
r.le glu; 28/1-1) a section in Prakrit which is a song of Joy 
followed by the Verses of Good Fortune (bkra-ahlos 28/1-4) 
and the final Prayers (smon-lam; 28/1-10),
The Adamantine Song appears also in the Hevajra Tantra 
part II, chapter IV of the edition and translation by D, L. 
Snellgrove. Vol. II p. 63•
*
The recorded ceremony 
Introductory remarks;
About chant
Technically chants (dbyangs) are metrical texts subjected 
to a compositional procedure which consists in the interpo­
lation of fill-in extra syllables (tshlg-lhad). The sounds 
thus obtained, consisting of words (tshi^) and fill-in syl­
lables (tshlg-lhad) are arranged in groups; in Sakya. chant- 
scoreB these groups are generally delimited by a vertical 
stroke (shad). The first sound of a group is accompanied 
by a drum stroke, represented in scores by a small circle 
(o) above the relevant word or fill-in syllable.
For the purpose of our analysis we can consider each
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sequence of soundB Initiated by one beat of the drum as a 
‘unit*. Each 'unit* may be divided into segments and each 
segment must have a vocalio sound: i.e. either a vowel or a 
diphthong* Intonation patterns (l*e* various melodic types) 
may be applied to each segment.
Various directions regarding intonation, tempo and dyna­
mics are written in smaller characters and Joined to the re­
levant segment by a dotted line.
It is Impossible to transliterate Into Roman script the 
words and extra syllables of a Sakya chant-score without dis­
torting the Immediacy of this kind of notation. The complexly 
ty of the Tibetan rules of spelling and pronunciation are to 
blame for this.
However, anyone acquainted with the Tibetan script, though 
not necessarily with the language, should be able to follow 
the scores reproduced in the Additional Material. He will 
quickly realize how spellings which are impossible according 
to the grammatical rules of Tibetan can be separated into 
words and extra syllables and how 'units1 can be segmented.
In Tibetan manuscripts words are usually written in red
or light brown ink and extra syllables in black ink. Most
'units1 consist of upto three segments. A few examples will
make clear how this segmentation is done.
v
For instance the unit in 6/1-1 is made of two
segments: and ^
Other instances:
NT-
extra syllable
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8/1-3 
8/II-2 
8/II-2
2/1-2 et paaaim
6/II-1 et passim
6/1-2 et passim
In the Tibetan language a word (unit of meaning) may have 
one, two, three or rarely more syllables. However most sem­
antic units are analysable Into monosyllables. Tibetan gram­
marians call these tsheg-bar. *that which is in between 
tsheg; tsheg being the stops whioh separate monosyllables 
in the Tibetan script.
Following Tibetan usage I shall apply the term 'word' 
(tshlg) to any tsheg-bar whether a oomplete unit of meaning 
or not and 'extra syllable* (tshlg-lhad) to any non-sense In­
tercalary monosyllable.
The segments constituting each unit may then be classi­
fied as follows: a) a single 'word' (tshlg). b) a single 
extra syllable (tshlg-lhad). o) one or more extra syllables
1/
<?
lZ
' 
k 
2 2'
N  <\
■ *  T  ■ *
<1 V >T" v —
*  !
<N
a. a \ -  s  a. a*
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Joined to a word, d) a word Joined to another word and, 
e) two or more extra syllables Joined*
In the RT the term tshlg-lhad does not appear; however 
It seems to correspond to the specific definition of the 
term dbyangs given In p* 65• In that same section the special 
definition of word (tBhlg) corresponds to the modern usa­
ge adopted here.
In our score, above or below either words or syllables 
we may find wavy lines called sbrul-bBhad (lit. 1Bnake 
strokes'). These are desorlbed in the introduction to the 
score as follows:
"The way of performing the 'snake strokes' In this 
musical score is as follows. The one directly above
the head of a letter is the 'throat change' (gre-'gyur).
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The one above and to the right of a letter is a 'shake'
('khrug) k as if ringing the bell. The one above and 
to the left of the letter Is the 'lame walk' (* then- 
rkang). The one directly below a letter is the 'upper 
one' (stod). The one below and to the right of a letter 
is called 'to open wide' (bgrad). and is a shake as if 
ringing the Bonpo flat bell (gshan). The one below and 
to the left of a letter is called 'to linger' (nyer) 
and is a shake left and right as if striking a drum".
In practice it is the Master of Chant who sits at the 
drum and perforins these six movements with the drumstiok.
Each of these movements indicate voice inflexions and are in 
fact quironomlc signs regulating Interpretation. However, in 
practice it is next to impossible to determine from the recor­
ding the exact pitch changes at these points.
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Moreover my informants though reputable and known for 
their performing proficiency, were not only unable to explain 
to me clearly the meaning of these terms but were also unable 
to isolate them and intone them out of context* They merely 
referred to the gestures as having some connection with the 
intonation of the chant* .
The 'throat-change* ( I ) is performed with the pronating 
movement of the wrist while holding the drumstick horizontal­
ly. The 'shake* ) imitates the shaking of the wrist as if 
one were ringing a Tibetan bell; the drumstick in this case
is held upright. The 'lame walk' ( , Is a complex movement
movement the tip of the drumstick points downwards. The 
'open wide' m o v e m e n t d e s c r i b e d  as the movement of ring­
ing the Bonpo flat bell is a wide vertical shake; the wrist 
is kept firm and only the forearm moves articulating at the 
elbow. In the 'upper one* ( | ) gesture, the drumstick, held 
horizontally, describes an anti-clockwise turn three or four 
times. Finally in the 'linger' gesture ( n)  the drumstick,
held horizontally and pointing towards as if It were about 
to strike the drum. These movement are performed immediate­
ly after the drum has been struck, while singing the interna­
tional pattern connected with the notational symbol.
Sometimes It is possible to find more than one snake stroke 
per unit (see Add. Mat. 14/1-2). It will be noticed that they 
affect successive segments of a unit. In this case the resul­
ting drumstick gesture affeoting the whole unit is a complex
approximately as follows During phase 1 of this
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movement which Is the summation of the contiguous component 
gestures. The corresponding voice changes that affect a unit 
will be, similarly, the compound melodic movement of each of 
the Intonation patterns applied to each segment.
About Recitation
Texts can be either In prose (tshlg-lhug) or In verse 
(tshlg-bcad). .Among the Sakyas but not necessarily In other 
sects, the term shub-ma. is used to refer to any kind of re­
citation. Prose texts are simply read and metrical texts 
are realized In various ways incorporations cadential formu­
lae and rhythmic patterns.
The typical cadential formula is called tshlg-rol. which 
literally means 'cymbal (with every) word*. This procedure 
consists of a simultaneous clash of the cymbals and a stroke 
of the drum together with the recitation of each syllable of 
the cadential verse. After the tshlg-rol and before the start 
of a new passage, there is a caesura during which the cymbals 
and the drum play various rhythmic patterns. These may be 
accompanied by thigh-bone trumpet or conch-shell calls.
In the Additional Material, I have indicated the tshlg- 
rol with a dot on top of every relevant syllable and the cae- 
surae thus: Q  . At theJwsttom of the page, I have indicated 
how the caesura is realized. For Instance: 0  1 2 3, 1 2 3.
Sections separated by cadences are of varying lengths 
and caesurae are chosen at points where the text enclosed 
makes complete sense.
All Tibetan words can be broadly classified into nouns
(ming) and particles of various kinds (tshlg-phrad) and the 
rules of Poetics prescribe their special usage* The rhythm of 
reoitatlon is determined by the number of syllables* The 
stress falls on syllables 1,3*5,7... of the chosen meter 
and in most oases in mlng. The last syllable of each verse 
is given a duration double to that of the other syllables*
For instance the resulting rhythmic pattern in heptasyll&bic
Here, a cross indicates a drum stroke. Other meters are treat­
ed in a similar manner* For a nine syllable meter the rhythm
Most intonation formulae seem to encompass two full ver­
ses. Syllables are recited, keeping the above mentioned rhyth­
mic patterns, on a repeated note, the tenor, and are followed 
by the cadence, an ending phrase of descending melodic move­
ment.
There is one basic intonation formula used throughout our 
ceremony. It is not always correctly performed and it is not 
clearly discernible at the beginning of sections when the pat­
tern is not yet stabilized.
Although pitches are not accurately intoned, the following 
could be an adequate way of notation, ____
verse la
*  *  ♦ *  > * 4
* < *  y
<2. *  A 5 & 7
is:
* x *4  f
A variation of thin formula:
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However the basic rhythm of recitation is sometimes alte­
red to become
In order to follow and understand the structure of Ins­
trumental passages, it is neoessary to concentrate one*s atten­
tion on what the cymbals and the drum are doing.
The form of any instrumental piece depends on certain 
formulae played by these percussion instruments. The parts 
of other Instruments like the conch-shells, the shawms and
the thigh-bone trumpets are linked to theBe rhythmic formulae,
Instruments
which are the centre and the organizing principle of an^plece 
For instance a melody played by the shawms will start at a 
predetermined spot during the performance of such a formula 
and will be timed in such a way as to end at another fixed 
spot.
the conch-shell or the big trumpets (dung-chen) will operate 
in a similar fashion, though in some cases the ending point 
of a call is not as important, from a musical point of view 
as the starting point.
The playing of cymbals and drums is organized in ‘counts*, 
which are in turn grouped in various ways to constitute the
#
About Instrumental Passages
Likewise » & call played by the thigh-bone trumpets,
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different formulae. The basic 1 count* is a tremolo of the 
cymbals ending together with a drum-stroke. There is also a 
variation of this count called 'great rebound' ('phar-chen). 
which consists of three consecutive cymbals' tremolos of di­
minishing length ending with a drum Btroke.
A count is finished with a stroke of the drum, and the
counting is always effected at the point of a drum-stroke.
One of the moat common formulae is the one known as 
'strike three with reply*. It consists of two intrductory 
counts represented in Tibetan by the syllables sbram sbranu 
It follows the main part of the formula consisting of seven 
counts distributed into two groups of three with one count 
in between called byas. This count is meant to be played 
softer and serves as a contrasting count not only for aesthe- 
tical but for perceptual reasons as well. Its function is 
similar to that of khall or 'empty' beat in the Indian rhythm 
system, the arsis of Greek music and the up beat in European 
music.
During the performance of the byas in the 'great rebound* 
mode, while the cymbals play the initial tremolos, the curved 
drumstick is hooked around the pole which serves as a handle 
of the drum; in this way the other performers can chech at a 
glance, at which point of the formula they are.
The formula ends with a 'reply' (len) which consists of 
two units: one soft (byas) and one loud.
The complete formula is found in musical scores written
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- - I
as follows:
o ' ’
I  5  '
sbram sbram 1 2  3 byas 1 2  3 byas 1
 ___  V_v______ _________ * v— v— '
Intro main part reply
A formula of whatever structure can be played using either 
the common short unit known as ’without rebound* ( *phar-med) 
or the more elaborate unit ’big rebound* (*phar-chen).
i:
As regards the structure of the formula, It can be with or 
without reply, In which case the last two counts are omitted.
The two introductory counts may be reduced to one. These 
cases are clearly Indicated. 3ee, for instance, Add. Mat. -
14/II-1 ; ’strike three without reply, great rebound, which 
plays one sbram1• -
This basic structure can be modified to obtain formulae 
like ’strike two* or ’strike four* with all the variations 
applicable to the *atrike three* formula, i.e., with or with­
out reply, with only one sbram, or in the ’great rebound* mode.
For instance in 8/III-2 we find the ’sbram sbram. strike 
four with reply* formula. It is performed as follows;
sbram sbram 1 2  3 4 byas 1 2  3 4
Sometimes it is possible to find abbreviated formulae.
See for instance, 14/II-3; ’abbreviated strike three, which 
plays one sbram *. This is performed as follows:
t
sbram 1 2  3 byas 1 2 
#
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The calls played by the conch-shells and the thigh-bone 
trumpets during the ceremony are the 'send three* and the 
*send four*. They could be represented as follows:
'send three ' —  _ ----------- r >
* send four* ---------------------------------
The straight lines indicate a long sustained note, The 
curvature in the other lines indicates a quick mordent or, as 
Tibetans call it, a'change* (*gyur). This kind of represen­
tation is neither a standard Tibetan notation nor my own 
invention. It has been used by some of my informants to ex­
plain to me the nature of the calls, and since I have found 
them extremely useful and clarifying I have adopted them here.
Instrumental passages appear to be of two main kinds.
Some function as overtures, interludes or endings to chants.
In these cases they are generally built up around one of the 
standard drum and cymbals formulae, like the 'strike three, 
with reply', etc. 3hawm songs and conch-shell and thigh-bone 
trumpets calls are added. Other passages serve to punctuate 
caesurae during recitation, and are performed after a reci­
tation cadence. These passages tend to be more part of the 
cadence than melodic pieces on their own right. Their struc­
ture is considerably simpler than in the other types of ins­
trumental passages, and we seldom find in them elaborate drum 
and cymbals rhythmic formulas such as the 'great rebound' mo­
de, or shawms songs, but rather straight forward countings, 
sometimes accompanied by conch-shell and thigh-bone trumpets 
calls.
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Shawm Songa
There is not a Tibetan system of notation for shawm 
songs. There are not names for the pitches of the melodies 
either. As I have already mentioned the transmission is 
oral and a student will learn by the simple procedure of 
playing along with and imitating the fingering of his tea­
cher*
The transcription that I have attempted here is not a 
performing score and does not reproduce exact time values. 
Instead it aims at bringing out as olearly as possible the 
phrase structure of the piece*
I have used the following symbols to analyse phrasing: 
semi cadence', 'cadence!' elaboration on one note, and phrase.
A trill using the note immediately below is indicated tr.
The main compositional procedure utilized is amplifi­
cation by elaboration and repetition.
The most usual way of commencing a shawm song is repea­
ting three times the initial note. No reason is given for 
this procedure except that it is done for aesthetical rea­
sons.
«
The recorded ceremony 
Description
The Additional Material has been laid out in such a way 
as to facilitate following the text and score while listening 
to the tape recording. On the pages on the left I put* the
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the text of the ceremony and the corresponding chant-scorea 
on the right pages. (Few of these scores were not included 
in the original manuscript of the ceremony and I have recon­
structed them in the Tibetan way* These instances are clearly 
Indicated)•
When the text on the pages on the left is underlined» 
this indicates that it is ohanted and the reader should then 
refer to the chant-soore on the page on the right*
During recitation if there is tshlg-rol (vide infra), 
this is indicated with a dot on top of every syllable and the 
symbol indicates the caesura that follows a tahlg-rol 
cadential formula. What is played in this caesura will des- 
in the detailed explanation that follows here or indicated in 
the Additional Material Itself.
The small characters interspersed with the text on the 
left indicate ritual activities or titles of sections; when­
ever relevant they have been translated. Small characters 
on the chant-score indicate instrumental formulae and are 
explained in here.
#
A typical example of read prose (tshlg-lhug) is 
the Blessing of the Implements to be used in the ceremony.
It starts with the recitation of a purifying mantra. There 
is a drum stroke at aum to introduce the recitation. Immedia­
tely after the mantra when the rest of the text starts to be 
read, the conch-shells enter playing the 'send three' call. 
This call is timed in such a way as to last for the reading
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of the complete text of this section of the ceremony. The 
technique of circular breathing ( see note 30) is used to 
stretch the duration of the formula as required.
* .
This passage serves as an Introduction to the 
Invocation. The conch-shells play the •send three* call. Be­
fore the call finishes, the cymbals enter playing the ‘three 
soft ones' (boom-gaum). and go on to play three units in the 
'great rebound' mode. The ‘three soft ones' are three gentle 
strokes of the cymbals. The three ‘great rebound' units are 
attacked immediately after the above motive, without break 
in the continuity of the sound. It is not easy to hear the
transition from one of these motives to the other, but repea­
ted listening will make clear the boundary. When the 'great 
rebound' unlt3 start it is possible to hear a clear tremolo 
not present during the 'three soft ones'.
The conch-shells enter again during the second unit, play­
ing the 'send three' call; the thigh-bone trumpets enter in 
the third unit and play the 'send four* call.
After these three units the drum and the cymbals play 
the 'thunderous beating* (mchem-brdung). which is a continuous 
tremolo of the cymbals and a rolling of the drum. The Bhawms 
play, together with this motive, song 1 (q.v.). The 'thunder­
ous beating' motive is finished with two units in the 'with­
out rebound' mode.
Ther follows again three units in the 'great rebound' 
mode, and then the formula 'strike two, without reply' in the
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same mode. After that the cymbals are left aside for a moment 
after playing the 'put down* motive (bzhag). Here the thigh­
bone trumpets enter again playing the 'send four* call.
During the second note of this call the cymbals are taken 
again to play the ’thunderous beating', followed by the two 
units without rebound.
The whole instrumental piece ends with the playing of 
the 'strike two, without reply' formula with only one sbram. 
all in the'great rebound* mode. The cymbals are then set 
aside with the 'put down* motive.
In page 176, you can find a graphic representation of 
the passage Just described.
# s°n« 1
It is made of three clearly demarcated sec­
tions ending in the D-F-D cadence. The first section effec­
tively encompasses a fourth, although it touches slightly the 
fifth. The second section starts on the third; the fifth 
is clearly established and extension is obtained by elabora­
tion around it. In the third section we reach the climax 
in the major sixth (B).
Notice throughout the piece the emphasis on the semi- 
cadential motive G-A-F. In fact F is always reached in this 
oblique way in descending movement.
continues in page 177
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This chant consist of two sections very different 
in form and style. Text in 1/III-1.
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The first section comprises four verses; each verse has 
seven syllables. The starting syllable hum, although part of 
the chant Is a mantra and does not belong to the metrical 
structure of the verse.
The number of fill-in syllables intercalated in every 
successive verse is the same and the intonation patterns ap­
plied to each segment of each unit of each successive verse 
and its fill-in syllables, correspond exactly.
The same intonation patterns repeat themselves in a cycle 
comprising a verse and a number of fill-in syllables; these 
cycles constitute a greater unit of form which I have called 
a structural line.
An exception to this general procedure are usually the 
last .units of the cadential verse leading to an instrumental 
interlude.
As soon as the chanting starts, the shawms pla 
This simultaneity of chanting and shawms playing is very rare.
The penultimate syllable bcas is marked with the indica­
tion ’give1 (aprad); this is short for 1 the drum gives the 
signal1 (rnga rda sprad). At this point the drummer, who in 
the case of the Sakyas is also the master of Chant, waves the 
drumstick to indicate the approaching instrumental Interlude.
The last syllable ltar is marked with the indication 're­
ply' (len); this is ehort for fthe cymbals reply' (to the sig­
nal given by the drummer) (rol-mo len). Here the reoitation 
of the syllable is accompanied by a clash of the cymbals which 
serves as a cue for the performance, in this case, of the 
'strike two, without reply1 formula in the 'great rebound' 
mode. The thigh-bone trumpets play the 'send four' call.
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The indication fbol: 'soft1, 'gently1 affecting every 
fifth syllable of each verse, refers to the intonation of 
that syllable and is a descending melodic movement.
The second section of this chant is in a faster tempo. 
The indication 'raise' (bteg) to be found every second unit 
of each verse refers to a rising melodic movement and it is 
clearly noticeable in our recording. Every third and sixth 
word of each verse is marked 'drum great' (rnga-che); this
is short for 'drum with great strenght' (raga shad che) and
1
is a dynamics indication of loudness; I will translate this 
as 'drum loud'.
The eight verses constituting this section are divided 
into two parts. As before, and this is a standard procedure 
before every instrumental passage in a chant, the last two 
units of a cadential verse are marked 'give' and 'reply' 
respectively. There is also a slowing down in tempo at the 
end of the cadential line.
The drum and cymbals formula to be played here is the 
1 strike two, without reply'. Since there is no other in­
dication it is assumed that it is to be played in the 'with­
out rebound* mode.
The second time that this frmula appears, which is after 
the eight verse, it is not explicitly stated but simply indi­
cated by the words 'as before' (gong bzhln). Every time dut* 
ring the interludes the thigh-bone trumpets play the 'send 
two* call.
# Son^ 2
The tonal material in this short song which 
accompanies the Invocation is the same as in Song 1, but.-
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the modal organization la different.
Although the openings are similar in these two chants, 
the repeated motive G-A-B-G—A quickly shifts the centre of 
attention around A. The pieoe surprisingly ends rather 
abruptly on the fourth.
_£i Bj Y f£ 5 : . M E
M
1/III-A
After the instrumental passage ending the chant 
above we have recitation in the following rhythmic pattern;
n n n i
^  V x. 
i 2. 3. A 5 <o 7
The caesura after the tshlg-rol is realized 1 2  3,
1 2  3. Two verses before the next tshlg-rol m  1/III-6,
the rhythmic pattern changes to nnm -
* * p
also happens in 3/1-1. The main intonation pattern of the 
formula is abandoned at these points and a slight rallentan- 
do occurs.
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3/1-2 '■ ;/ !;
After the caepvrae Indicated [Q and realized
i . ■ ■ i ■ ■ *. i 1 11 1 i
1 2 3* 1 .2 3 there follows the ’thunderous beating' ending
i ' 1 ' . ! f ^
in one sbram and followed jby|1 2 I 3# The thigty-bone trumpets
, ■ : ! ! i '  i l l  —  '
then play the 'sepdj four* oall,
':i| , : ! i;'!' i /
! 3/1-4 ! 1 *
Like 3/1-2 but ending with the I1lotus round* (pad-
• !' ] :
Jkhor). The thigh-bone trumpets do not play here.
. f  \  ! 1 V .  ■ . ‘ ! I 1 ! ’ : ! ■ *■
I The passage is followed by the recitation of pake-joffer-
inga mantras (gtor-BKnafts)! during!which the shawms play^Song 3
i  ; j  !  •  1^  ■ ■ — ^
(q.v.). The ritual directions say (3/lI-5)s *The cake-offer-
i  ■  >  i  '  ■
ings mantras are recited, t^ree times. The inner and outer of­
ferings are bestowed. ,The| desired , task is [entrusted (td the
: , , ' . ! 1 !: ppotsctor) i
# Sons 3
It is remarkable how a very clear structure has 
been achieved In this song, with the use of such reduced to­
nal material; only four notes are used.
The song is made of two main sections, both ending on 
the same cadence (G-F-D)• The second time, this cadence is 
enlarged with a phrase which is structurally a re-statement 
of the opening motive of the song (D-F-D).
B/J-5
¥ 221
itZZT
§
* 7 >
\ - ,yr.
The Offerings chant (mchod-dbyangs) score reproduced in
' '4/1-1 of the’Additional Material is not part of the original
l
score, but it has been reconstructed on the basis of other 
similar scores in ray possession, the text and the recorded
K ' ¥
version. j {
This is a chant in its own right, but its recitative 
character is so strong that its simple audition will not 
make clear its real nature jto the unexperienced ear. This
| • : L  I . •
is Reinforced by the fact that we dan find here two words 
(tshift) per unit, but the Introduction of fill-in sylla­
bles (tshlfth-lhad) in its structure makes it definitely a
;■ 1 .■ i
chant.
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The Indication *a little extended* (cung-zhad rgyanr) 
refers to tempo and Is slight rallentando. There Is In this 
case a strong drum beat on the preceding syllable.
The thigh-bone trumpets play a short *send four* call 
starting at the end of the ninth verse.
The cadential verse presents an Interesting case of ex­
tension. All structural lines in this chant possess six units. 
The cadential line has one extra unit obtained by splitting 
the two segments appearing on every fourth unit of each line; 
viz. (6a ya) into (6a ya). This is performed at a slower 
tempo and the drum beats are Indicated ,loud*.
The chant ends with the ‘strike three with reply* for­
mula.
#
Recitation in the usual manner
*
The following chant (£/l^1)* has two unusual features 
worth noticing: the irregular line structure and the ins­
trumental treatment of the cadential line.
The second line is augmented with two extra units in
6/II-1; this is emphasized with a 'drum loud* indication In 
the score and a rallentando in the Interpretation of that 
unit. The third line is similar to the first and the fourth 
to the second.
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In the last line, the last six units are accompanied by- 
cymbals * strokes. These are organized in two groups of three 
strokes each; the first group is played loud and the second 
soft. The customary 'drum, gives the signal1 and 'oymbals re-
l
ply1 precede these groups. It follows twenty one strokes of
f
; drum and cymbals and one byas: after that we have 1 2  3 and
the recitation is resumed.
Ii
*
\
5 /1 -2
Recitation in the usual manner.
#
Each of the five verses constituting this chant 
is preceded by the mantric syllable hum, which does not ap­
pear in the original text.
We find parallelism in the structural lines except in 
the cadential line where the last unit is missing. The in­
dications found are 'raising a little* (cung-bteg), in the 
unit preceding the one marked 'drum lound; extended' (m g a  
che rgyang). The raising of the voice can be clearly heard 
in the recording.
This chant presents an augmentation in the first 
structural line; this is done by adding extra tshlg-lhad 
units to the sixth and seventh syllable of the verse. The 
other lines repeat regularly.
*
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lQ/l-1
The two accented units at the beginning of each 
structural line are marked *drum loud1; the slight rallentan­
do at the end of each structural line give this chant, In fast 
tempo, its peculiar character.
ThiB is the only chant In the whole of our ceremony 
where we can attempt a transcription, though pitches are 
not accurate.
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9/1-A
Recitation is resumed In the usual manner*
*
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As in 8/1-1 every verse Is preceded by the 
mantrie syllable Hum, which does not appear in the origi­
nal text* The IndioationB found are: 'drum loud; extending1 
(rnga shed cher rgyang), followed by 'alittle soft1 ('bo^ 
team) In the next unit; this Indicates a descending melodic 
movement•
#
11/III-5
Recitation is resumed in the usual manner,
*
14/1-1
This chant is presented here in a middle length 
version. Its first verse starts with the syllable kye.
The four structural lines of the ohant are similar; there 
is a drum and cymbals interlude at the end of the second line. 
The formula here indicated is the 'strike three, with one 
sbram. without reply* in the 'great rebound* mode; however 
two sbram's are performed in the recording. The chant ends 
with the 'strike three abbreviated, with one sbram ( o.f. p.170) 
The 'continuous reversal1(gyln-ldog) indication is obs­
cure and I could not determine its exaot meaning. It is ex­
plained rather enigmatically elsewhere as follows: 'The 
drum-stlck strikes somewhat loudly and the hand face up­
wards, is placed a little towards the right of the belly.
Study this by always looking carefully and recognizing it'.
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13/III-1
Reoltatlon Is resumed In the usual manner#
*
16/1-1
A chant of regular structure. Nospecial Indica­
tions appear In the score hut In the recording it Is perfor­
med as If the fifth word of each structural line was marked 
'drum loud; extending' and the seventh 'drum loud'.
#
15/111-6
Recitation is resumed in the usual manner*
I have indicated in the Additional Material at appropriate 
places all tshlft-rol and caesurae (page 17, folios II and III)*
*
18/1-1
An unusual chant where units are beaten at an 
uneven tempo; the following could be a transcription of the 
structural line of this chant#
> y. * * x * ^ % x
n  \ \ \ \ C l :.
14 W  ^  * & \ \ *\« \ % \
&<v? 0  ^  ^
jBLue. -•
e
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17/1II-6
Reoltatlon le resumed. In 19/II-3 there le 
one stroke together with the last recited syllable followed 
by* sbram 1 2  3 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8  9 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  8 9
1 2  3. The conch-shells play the 'send three* call.
411 tshlR-rol and oaesurae are Indicated on the Add# Hat.
In 20/1-2. after the cadence the caesura Is realised 1 2  3
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8  9. Then the 'strike three, with reply*
formula Xb played, which, serves as^an Introduction to the 
chant of Confession that follows.
The preceding passages are typical of those found
during recitation, “otioe that there Is always a slight ral­
lentando before the byas of the Instrumental formulae when 
played in the 'without rebound' mode; this helps the compre­
hension of Its rhythmic structure.
The only special feature shown by this chant of 
Confession is the unusual pause after the sixth unit of each 
structural line; pauses of this kind generally occur at the 
end of such lines.
#
a/l-3
This chant, the bskang-gso proper has a struc­
tural line consisting of two verses. The performance does not 
follow the score strictly in the first structural line. For 
instance in 21/III-2, gsha^s is Indicated 'drum loud; exten-
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ding', but the loud stroke Is heard in the following word 
span. But from the second structural line onwards the pat­
tern stabilizes. The melodic indication bteg»ralse and 
^bol=de8cend are clearly performed.
A very unusual feature in the usage of the tshlft-lhad 
appears in 20/III-4 and IV-1 where the extra syllables tso 
and tsho are used in clear contradiction with the implicit 
rules of usage of these extra syllables (compare Appendix I)
« *
20/III-1
Recitation is resumed. There is a hiatus 
in the recording at this point from 20/III-5 to 22/1-3 •
In 22/1-3 a new section the Incitation to perform the 
wrathful activity is taking without a break.
#
22/1I1-5
After the 'strike nine', which follows the 
last verse in this line, and is realized: 1 2  3, 1 2  3 4 5
6 7 8 9, 1 2 3 an Instrumental passage is played. It has
been notated In page 23 of the Add. Mat. The shawm song4 
played here has proved Impossible to transcribe from the re­
cording since It is masked by the other instruments.
All this is followed by recitation of the cake-offerings 
mantras to Shasana ( a deity of Mahakala's entourage). These 
mantras are not found in the text; their recitation is accom­
panied by the beating of the drum.
Next is heard the 'strike two, with reply' formula in 
the 'great rebound' mode, which serv©s as an introduction to 
the Praises that follow.
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23/1-1
‘ ‘ ‘ This chant, a Praise attributed to Rinchen
Zangpo is the one mentioned in p. 142 # it Is interesting 
to notice that the text In 23/III-7 is marked: * the ferocious 
voice of the tigress1•
In this chant a new melodic feature appears; it is the 
‘deacend-rise* (mnan-btefl).
*
After a brief recitation we come to the chant on 
25/1-1 which presents no special features worth noticing.
*
Recitation continues* In 24/II-3 a verse has ten syl­
lables in a section of nine syllable verses. The rhythmic
pattern is as follows: n n n i m
^ X * * X
#
25/II-1
This chant Just as the ones in 27/1-1 and 2££l]>l 
were not found in the original chant-soore. They have been 
reconstructed on a similar basis to the Offering ohant 
found in 4/1-1.
These three chants present similarities in style: 
scant use of fill-in syllables which emphasizes the recita­
tive character of these chants; unexpected changes in tempo 
and the use of cymbals on certain ‘units* in a fashion re­
sembling the tshlft-rol prooedure (q.v.) in recitation.
#
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*n £ £ £ £ £ *  although the section Is heptasyllablc the 
last verse has ten syllables and the three preceding ones, 
nine syllables each.
In page 26,/lj, the hum and bhyoh are not recited.
26/II-1
This section in heptaayllabic verse is recited 
in a monotone in the rhythm described above for this meter, 
but each verse is accompanied by rings of the bell.
J”j ][""* £""1 J metrical rhythm
U f f “ 11
The last verse ends in a bell tremolo (drll-bu rgyun-dkrol)• 
28/1-1
The next section is attacked immediately. It con*
sists of a Tibetan transliteration of Sanskrit mantras. These
mantras are read, each monk in the assembly keeping his own
pace. The bell keeps to a steady pattern of strokes where
every second one is accented ( n nnn ) and it accompa-
* x * x.
nies the end of the recitation with a tremolo.
These are the Verses of Good Fortune (bkra-shls). 
It is In endecasyllabio metre, the bell rings every two other 
verses for two full verses.
28/1-10
In the final Prayers (smon-lam) the same process 
occurs; the bell rings every two other verses for two full
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verses* This time the section is heptasyllable* This 
part and with it the ceremony end with the ringing of the 
bell and the beating of the hour-glass pellet drum (dama- 
ru) •
*
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CONCLUSION
y j
On general compositional procedures utilized
In the setting to music q f a ceremony, the text is all 
important and it remains the predominant unifying factor.
This text is subjected to various compositional procedures; 
if it is in prose it is generally read; if it is in verse, 
it can either be recited or chanted.
If a text is recited, an intonation formula will be 
applied to a verse or a set of verses. Intonation formu­
lae consist of a tenor and a oadence; sections are separated *
i
by caesurae and are usually preceded by a verse treated with 
the 'cymbal with every word1 (tshlg-rol) procedure.
If a textis chanted, intercalary fill-in syllables are !
introduced. The monosyllabic utterances which I have called ^
(■
segments (either words or syllables in the restricted sense j
used here) are grouped into units initiated by a drum beat,
j
and intonation patterns are applied to these segments. These 
patterns are indicated in notation by *enake strokes' and by
other Indications like 'raise1 (bteg). 'soft' (Jbol), etc. They 
appear to correspond to the compound melodic types mentioned 
in the RT (see p. 61) which also suggests in page 71 *
that there are rules for the application of these basic melo- j
die types; however it has been impossible to determine these j!
rules with precision. It appears that certain phonetic fea- |
tures are particularly suitable to the application of a d
ii
determined melodic type , but I cannot see how this applies j
here.
j
i
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Tempo
In recitation, a steady pace is kept, altered only by 
a rallentando in the verse preceding the cadence.
In chant as a general rule, all units are of approximate­
ly equal duration. But this is not always so, the number of 
segments per unit and the particular intonation patterns ap­
plied to segments may lengthen the duration of a unit. 
Sometimes a rallentando will be Indicated with the word ’ex­
tending1 (rkyang). In RT, the terms ’fast1 (myur) and ’slow* 
(dal) are used to refer to tempo#
Dynamics
Dynamic Indications are found only in reference to drum 
playing. Although there exists the natural dynamic variation 
implicit in chanting, there is not a conscious appraisal and 
utilization of dynamic variations in the performance of a 
chant.
Gestures
Gestures associated with musical performance can be: 
quironomic indications for intonation patterns (represented
in the score by 1 snake strokes* and realized by the Master of 
Chant with his drumstick); cues to interpretation (like the 
'drum gives the signal'. rnga rda sprad); gestures whloh are 
an integral part of the interpretation of a particular musi­
cal element (like the 'lotus round').
Form
In recitation, form is determined by the metrical struc­
ture, i.e. the number of syllables per verse.
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In chants, it is the recurrent structural line composed 
of words and extra syllables that which provides the orga­
nizing formal principle.
In instrumental passages, the various drum and cymbals 
rhythmic formulae are the centre around which a piece is or­
ganized.
Style
Stylistic criteria appear to be bound up with liturgical 
categories and ritual activities*
Notice the choice of different drum and cymbals caesuras 
in the different parts of the ritual (three strokes during 
the Invocation, but five and nine during the 'entrusting the 
protectors to their work' and so on.
Chants addressed to the main protectors are of a grand 
and ceremonious character and the drum and cymbals formulae 
used there tend to be in the’great rebound1 mode (2/1-1, 23/1-1), 
whereas in chants dedicated to the minor protectors their re­
citative character is more apparent and the formulae used are 
simpler.
The 'thunderous beating* is heard whenever an offering 
is made; there are references in the RT in page 127 to the 
continuous rolling of the cymbals during the offerings. The RT 
also refers to particular ways of drumming according to the 
four ritual activities.and this is perhaps the most impor­
tant element in defining style.
Interpretation
Interpretations! criteria are related to the concept of 
transition or boundary (mtshama) between structural elements*
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These elements and the transitions from one to another should 
be clearly realized and performed. The RT is particularly 
helpful in elucidating which are this elements and in point­
ing out attention towards them, providing criteria to Judge 
a composition or an interpretation.
The main obstacle to the understanding of any music is 
the lack of knowledge of the implicit assumptions of such a 
music. Any attempt at Judging a music without knowledge of 
its musical elements and aesthetical^enets is bound to fail.
To arrive at a satisfactory musical performance it is
necessary to interpret those elements, to play them correctly
and tojemphasize, if one so wishers, their relative balance to
bring about the desired stylistic result. Here the notion
of boundaries between different musical elements is of funda-
are
mental importance, There^dynamics boundaries to be traversed 
like the transitions from soft to loud or articulatory bounda­
ries to be clearly realized like the transitions from word to 
fill-in syllable, etc,(c.f. p. 66 )• These boundaries defi­
ne musical elements and the way the transition from one to the 
other is performed, determines the correctness of a performan­
ce.
For this reason no valid Judgement can be made by out­
siders of a particular musical tradition until the elements 
of that music have been identified and their accepted usage 
fully understood.
The great usefulness of the Treatise on Music and its 
relevance to the musioai practices not only of the 3akyas 
but possibly of other sects as well, lies in the fact that
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It indicates which are the important musical elements and 
how they are to be realized, furnishing us In fact, with rea­
dy criteria to Judge a composition and its Interpretation.
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Appendix I
The phonetic shape of Intercalary syllables (tshig-lhad)
From an analysis of the chants, two clear categories 
of tshlg-lhad make themBelves evident* syllables whose phone­
tic shape is determined by the final sound of the preceding 
word: and syllables whose function is to provide fill-in units 
for the structural lines.
Syllables in t attor category are not modified by their
phonetic environment; they usually include the sounds ^  
and^*4‘, in segments not belonging to the units that include 
words of the text.
In considering syllables whose phonetic shape is altered 
by their environment, and especially thr final letter of the 
preceding word, certain guidelines ,if not strict rules, make 
themselves apparent in the use of tshiff-lhad.
In most cases the final letter of a word (tshlg). appears 
as the main consonant of the following tshig-lhad; its vowel 
sign will be the same as in the word.
If the final are or (which produce palatalization 
of the preceding vowel) the vowel of the tshig-lhad will be 
likewise modified.
For instance:
)
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but:
\
' ..; *
1
The case of final is ambiguous, since it does not 
produce palatalization in many Tibetan dialects. Thie ambi« 
guity is represented in the choice of vowel for the tshig- 
lhad. \  %
Final 3j’ produces both nasalization and vowel modifica­
tion, but only the latter is found affooting tshig-lhad vo­
wels.
3 M~ 3 ri
If there is no final consonant, the choioe of oonsonant 
for the following tshig-lhad will be restricted to either 
* or with the corresponding vowel sign.
V~ y  y  ^
**s\-
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Sometimes the use of a simple technique of alliteration 
explains many ofjthe anomalies in the guidelines to the con­
structing of a fill-in syllable baaed on the final letter of 
the preceding word.
For instancei
The case (2/II-1) is interesting; rdo-rje
is phonetically realized as dor-Je, hence the r is taken for 
a final of the word dor and the tshlg-lhad is chosen according 
to the standard procedure* i.e. repeat the final consonant 
with the vowel of the preceding word*
N  N
#
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Appendix II
The usage of Intercalary Syllables
In order to Illustrate the usage of Intercalary sylla­
bles I have reproduced below, three different versions of 
the same chant* They all are found In the original chant sco­
re, part of which is presented in the Additional Material,
The text of the chant is in 13/11-6 and the medlum-length 
version of it (reproduced in 14/1-1) is the one Included in 
the recorded ceremony*
. \T" 4
This chant is known as the jso (^ 4') after the third word 
of the first verse of the text.
The s£, long version (so ring), is reproduced in the top 
line, the middle-length version is in the second line and the 
so, short version (so thung). is In the bottom line.
As the words of the text are the same for all the three 
versions, I have arranged them so that they correspond and 
thus the usage of intercalary syllables becomes clear.
It may be noticed that the long version does not necessa­
rily Include more Intercalary syllables; extension in this 
case is obtained through a more elaborate segmentation of 
units (compare the more simple segmentation of the short ver­
sion), and through a slower tempo in performance. In fact the 
middle-length version is the more elaborate of all as regards 
the Inclusion of intercalary syllables.
The distinction between a long, a short and a middle- 
length version lies not so much in the actual length of a 
piece but In its overall stylistic character.
Cv r^. - •J' es.
" T M  a
KYIyl/BOS/ yosso/30'o/
ayt^S ^ ^
CHOS'oayo/yosyo/
>r v  
SKYONGngo/
«V vT °\
^p*\
KYIyl/B03/
MW  i
• ^ 3 1  * V ? 1  a y
KYI' 1/ B0£/
<r-r W -v~ ^ y-
^  *JC|
SO1 o/ la/ baya/ CHOS/ya/'os/ yoyos/ SKYONG/nga'
a
P W 1
a
SO/ lab/
■> 'SI
CHOS/ ya/‘oyos/ 
a
ifft i i 
% '
SFYONG/ ya/
* 1 ^
<5/^ 5*4]
GYAB/ 1 ab/ POso/
«\ V ^
N2-3"
,i »
V  ’
LEGS'aya/ 'ala/ LDANne/
,T
g y a b/
*\44‘
A
PO'o/ la/ baya/LEGS/ya/'a 'l/lala/ LDAN/ya/ya'1/ 
a a a
o O
« M «l*l * \ \ ^
OYAB/ PO/ lab/ LR03/ ga/ 'ag/ LOAN/ ya/ ya'l/
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\ \° -\ \  ^ O
* * * \  < g \ \
y
3NYAN1 eye/'enene/MA * aya/SRA/ya'l/yaya/
\ A  /
y~ * y  /^  v
ya11/ yayae/ya/gya1aya/'a 'i/yaya/3NYAN1lyi/MA1aya1a/3RA'aya1aya/
a a , .
. baya'a/
! i a
ya11/ ya/ ya/ baya/ 3NYANfa'ene/ Maba/ 3RA/ ya’i/ yaya/
a
AAW'S^ *
"\
3NYAN'eye/ 'ene/MA'aya/ BRTUL/ ya’l/ yaya/
Si ^  .£ ,.
Ofv.0 © > w .' 1/1 •_N_,
I a I y -^’ ^ ^  M  >• ^
yaya/ ya/gya’aya/'a'a'l/yaya/SPYANne/ MA'aya'ya/ BRTUL/ 
a a i
* \ 0 “ s> o CS,
0*11 4 ^  4 4 j
ya/ ya/ baya/ SPYAN/ 'ene/ MAba/ BRTUL/ ya'i/ yaya/
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r  >f/ sr
BRTEN/ nene/ NO'o/ MGON'oyo/ nona'/
\F
PO
V
I \ ^  \/" 0 * V* ° ^ V" \Z" o O
^ A^| ^  ^ 1 3 1  t * ^ 1
£ '4r ^ 1
BRTEN/ NO/ la/baya/MGON/ na/ 'on/nonoa/ PO/ ya/ ya'i/
a
BRTEN/ NO/ laba/ MGON/ na/ 'onoa/ PO/ ya/ ya'l/
a
/
SGRUB/ 'ubu/ POro/
*v v~
vf- V~ >/■
MGON'oyo/ nonos/ POro/
SGRUBbu/ PO/ la/ baya/ MGON/ na/ 'on/ nonos/ PO/yo/ ya'l/
44 ^  Z
*\> 1
SGRUBbu/ PO/ lab/ MGON/ na/ 'onoa/
a
PO/ ya/ ya'l/ 
o a
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O o
j
RGYANG' aya/' ang/MA ’ ya/RINil/ya1 i/yaya/
H ^ \  * & { % % ]
V i %
I \
jrayae/ya/ ya/1 a ' 1/yaya/RGYANGnga/MAba/RING/ngingl/
.[ x l  o UX  . \ 1 .
w\ 04 \ <X *,K1 c164\\*\\
ya/ya/ baya/ RGYANG/1ang/MAba/RING/ ya'l/ yaya/
DAM'aya/ 'am/ M A 'aya/GYEL/
< \H ]
yaya/ ya/ ya/'a1i/yaya/DAM/
a
a**]
MAba/ GYEL/
*c,
V
c>4 1 ^
ya/ ya/ baya/ DAM/ 1 am/
o '; V 5
MAba/ OYKL/
\ \
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Appendix III
Reduced Notation
The strong recitative character of Tibetan chants and 
their clear structure based on a line comprising the words 
of the text and flll-ln syllables, becomes evident In an al­
ternative type of notation sometimes found In different ma­
nuscripts of the same ceremony.
This type of notation shows only one structural line, 
which consists of the words of one verse (rarely two), and 
the intercalary fill-in syllables together with the various 
indications for intonation, dynamics, etc.
Below there are two examples of that type of reduced 
notation. These two chants belong to the recorded ceremony 
and appear in the Add. Mat. in full form in 2/1-2 and 4/1-1 
respectively.
BYIN/ ninl/GYIS'l/RABS/ ’a'a/ PAyl/GNAS/ 'eye/ 'DIR/HD
2/1I-2
^  <\ c\
c ^ o
'?£ccV€. "W word* , eit.y a ’l/ yaya/
a
#
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q q  /*r ^
(i ft a
HUMngo/MGON/ PO/ 'KHOR/ DANG/ BCAS/ FA/ ^a-ya /la/ ba-ya /
<N. NT­
'Recc^-e 4^'^' , ^tc- sfnKe ’Htfee, wtH\
Some remarks on chant
At the time of recording the ceremony and procuring the 
text and scores here presented, I had not developed a criti­
cal attitude towards Its performance. Now, in retrospect, 
applying the knowledge acquired from a through analysis of 
the piece, I can see that the performance of the ceremony I 
recorded was not very polished or carefully rehearsed.
All too often one can hear disparate intonation, uneven 
rhythms and careless recitation;but this performance, inspi­
te of its imperfections serves its function very well, illus­
trating all aspects of a musical rendition. However, the 
finer details of intonation in chant are not clearly percep­
tible, that is why I  have Included a tape recording of a 
chant sung solo and out of the context of the ceremony. A 
score of thi3 chant is reproduced below; it is based of the 
text found in 2/1-1. The chant is called dad after the first 
word of the text and the version here described is a long 
one, hence the name 1 dad, long version* (dad ring).
In the first unit the segment is marked ’descen­
ding* (ftang-bol) and segment 34* must be *sung from the 
nose; the voice a little loud and rising*. These fea­
tures together with the * descending-rising* pattern (mnan- . 
bteg) and the intonation associated with the 'snake atrokea* 
used in this chant can be clearly heard in our recording.
The problem that we faoe here, lies in linking the
theory of melodic types, which serves according to the RT, 
as the organizational melodic system of the chanting, with 
the determination of the pitches appertaining to the into­
nation patterns found in actual performances.
SP mentions Shadja (drug-las skyes) and Shadja songs, 
many of which are to be found in the Buddhist canon. He 
refers to the recitation of the te*ts contained therein; 
but immediately tells us that since the phonetic rules of 
the Sanskrit language do not transfer easily into Tibetan, 
this concept does not apply to the musical rendition of 
Tibetan texts. Therefore there is no way of relating the 
melodic types (nga-ro) to the interval values determined 
by the seven 'notes* (svara); (c.f. p. 130).
The unresolved problem remains how to link these me­
lodic types to some pitches which could serve as reference 
points for the effective interpretation of these Intonation 
patterns in melodic terms.
From the auditory analysis of the pieces here presented 
it is very difficult to determine accurate pitches. The 
chant seems to fluctuate in the realm of a cantlllation 
with indistinct intervals half way between recitation and 
singing; the melodic element is not clearly Isolated from 
other characteristics of an utterance.
The chant of the SakyaB seems to be at a stage in the 
process of transition from prosody to singing, where a ren­
dition has the quasi-melodic character that distinguishes 
it from speech, but has not yet the distinct intervallic 
value that would make it Sipglng.
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The Tibetan- system of notation does not provide us 
with the Interval value of the melody; it indicates its 
general movement: ascending, descending, a quick change, 
etc. From this it does not follow that exact pitches can­
not be reproduced; intonation patterns have a relative 
pitch value and work in a way similar to that of tone and 
intonation in languages, transmission is oral and learning 
is by imitation.
Since chant-scores are no more than an aide-memoire
and a norm against which to effect a melodic comparison does
not exist, the problem of pitch in Tibetan chant cannot be
fully solved at the present stage* 
possible
Absolution would be to make a number of separate re­
cordings of the same set of chants and to establish from 
their analysis the range and the limits of variation in the 
performance of similar Intonation patterns as realized by 
the same and different subjects.
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Biographical Notea
Extense and detailed biographical data on the various 
lineage of the Sakya tradition can he found in G.Tuccl's 
'Tibetan Painted Scrolls', Home 194-9#
Here only a brief mention is made of the main characters 
refered to in KS's commentary to the RT.
'Khon-mchog rGyal-po is the first acknowledged founding 
father of the Sakya tradition. Before him came the 'Khon li­
neage which is purported to come from the realm of the Gods 
of the Clear Light ('od-gsal lha); three brother Gods des­
cended to earth and through one woman begat many offspring.
After several generations there was one Gya1 spang skyes 
('born where the grass meets the rock1) who quarrellled with 
a demon, defeated him and took his wife. From this union 
a child was born called 'Khon bar skyes ('born during the 
fighting') who initiated the 'Khon lineage.
The rise of the 'Khon family began in the mid eight cen­
tury and to this day they are the hereditary heads of the 
Sakya order. The 'Khon family were the acknowledge propaga­
tor of the Old Doctrine (nylng-ma), but in the eleven centu­
ry religious observances in Tsang, laxed and secret tantric 
rituals were performed in public as entertainment.
Shes-rab Tshul-krims, head of the lineage at the time, 
convinced his younger brother 'Khon-mchog rGyal-po to go and
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study with *Brog-mi Lotsava a renowned teacher who had met 
many accomplished yogis in India and translated a number of 
texts. '
‘Khon-mchog rGyal^po succeded in his religious endea­
vours, obtained visions and so felt Inspired to found the 
Sakya Monastery around 1073» in order to spread what was 
known then as the new teaohings (asar-ma).
Sa-chen Kun-dga* sNyingj-po was his son and sucoesor and 
securely established the Sakya order as a distinct tradition.
Two of his sons bSod-nams Tse-mo and Grags-pa rflyal- 
mtshan succeded him.
His grandson Kun-dga* rGyal-mtshan (1182-1231) better 
known as Sakya Pandita was truly a remarkable person,and 
even from childhood showed signs of precocity. He was able 
to recite Sanskrit slokas without having been taught and 
feats the like. He reoieved teaohings from his uncle rJe- 
brtsun Grags-pa who transmitted to him all the Sakya tea­
chings. He learned the ten branches of knowledge from the 
most qualified Indian and Tibetan teachers available to him 
and so obtained the title of Panchen or great pandit.
His renown brought him to the attention of Godan Khan, 
then the Mongolian ruler of China. He was invited to preach 
the Doctrine and remained in the court of the Emperor until 
his death (A.D. 1251). Hence KS*s reference to his having 
benefitted all beings through the agency of the Emperor of 
China (p. 21).
Sakya Pandita was suoceded by his nephew Chos-rgyal 
Phags-pa who had accompanied him to China and remained there
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for a long time after SP's death supervising and encouraging 
the propagation of Tibetan Buddhism. He was the fifth of 
the five Sakya founding fathers.
It is said that the great Indian pandit Atlsha had pro­
phesied that in Sakya, a great centre of spiritual activity 
would flourish and that there, seven emanation of ManJusrI 
would appear. The Sakya lineage are said to have fulfiled 
this prophesy and are sometimes oalled the ManJusrl tradition#
Not much is known, as already mentioned, of Kun-dga1 
bSod-nams the commentator to SP's Treatise on Musio, It ap­
pears that he was a disciple of bSod-nams dBang-po, the com­
piler of the musical score here presented; The Great Drum of 
Brahma.
Tucci says (op. cit. note 97, p.687) that a biography 
of KS is known to him, but that it has little historical in­
terest.
bSod-nams dBang-po (1559-1621), son of Kun-dga1 Rln- 
chen; he was a teacher of KS and also his maternal uncle.
A biography of his by Kun-dga1 bSod-nams, exists. See Tucci 
op. cit. page 156.
Mu8-pa Chen, was Mus-chen Sapgs-rgyas rGyal-mtshan, 
mentioned by Tucci op. cit. in note 70, page 683*
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Q-rags-pa bLo-gros. ordered the compilation of the musi­
cal score written by bSod-nams dBang-po; we couls surmise 
that he was someone in authority in the family branch of 
the bzhl-thog residency* Tuoci mentions him in op* oit* 
page 628*
Shes-rab Rin-ohen. born in 1045f is also known as 
the translator of sTag-tshang* Highly regarded in the Sakya 
tradition, his works are often quoted as extremely authori­
tative.
#
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NOTES
X. See M. Helffer, "Lea Chants dans 1'Epopee Tlbetaine 
de Qesar d fApres Xe Livre de Xa Course de ChevalM, Paris X977.
2. Schlaginweit E., Buddhism in Tibet. London X863.
3. Waddell L.A., Tibetan Buddhism. London 1895.
4. Lessing F.D,, Yung-ho~kung. Stockholm 1942.
5. Nebesky-Wojkowitz R., Oracles and demons of Tibet.
The Hague 1956. Also, Tibetan Reli6i°us Dances, edited by 
C. von Flirer-Haimendorf• The Hague 1976.
6. Snellgrove D.L., Buddhist Himalaya. Oxford 1957.
7. Beyer 3., The Cult of Tara. University of California 
Press 1973.
i
8. Vandor I., La Muslque du Bouddhlsme Tibetain. Buchet/ 
Chastel, Paris 1976
9. Helffer M., Traditions Musicales des Sa-skya-pa 
relatives au Culte de mCon-po. Journal Asiatlque 1976
10* See Biographical notes.
11, The bzhl-thog residency is described by Tuocl in Ti*» 
betan Painted Scrols, note 52, p.686.
12. Shaaana, a deity of Mahakala* entourage. Could It
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bo Hth© black flesh-eater" (Sha za nag-po) mentioned by Ner 
besky? (Oracles and Demons, page 46).
t
13* The term brtsam-pa means literally to compose and 
its primari meaning applies to the composition of a litera­
ry text. However in the RT it is used in a wider sense mean­
ing not only the premeditated action of sitting down to com­
pose music or chants, but also the performing and the sponta­
neous realization of music.
14. This has been explained to me orally as follows. Let 
us consider a simple utterance (ngag-tsam): 1 Bring some tea1
The immediate necessity (dgos) is that it is understood that
The essential need (nying-dgos) is that tea is obtained
The connection among these (*brel-ba) is that the essential 
need that tea is'obtained depends pn the immediate need that 
it is understood that we want tea. This in turn, is connec­
ted to the subject matter, the bringing of tea which Itself
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depends on the utterances 1 Bring some
a commentary to Thon-mi
Sam-bhota * s Sumcupa and rTag kyi ’Jug-pa by bLo-bzang Tshul- 
khrims; section ^  page 57, of the edition published in 
India about 1964.
16. Vandor, op. oit. page 116.
17. Unidentified instrument. The name appears in the 
Tibetan text transliterated from the Sanskrit.
18. See Danlelou A., The Ragas of Norther Indian Music, 
London 1968, page 26.
19. For this and related grammatical questions refer 
to bLo-bzang Tshul-khrlms op. clt. section £ 3  page 56.
20. See Swarai Prajnanananda, A History of Indian Mu­
sic, Cacutta 1963, for an exposition of the notion of vama 
in ancient Indian Music. See also Emmie Te Nijenhuisi 
Dattllam: A compendium of Ancient Indian Mtraic. Leiden 1970 •
21. See Miller R.A., Studies in the Grammatical Tradi-
*
tion of Tibet; Amsterdam 1976, for a discussion of the pro­
blems of script and phonology in Tibetan language and the 
question of four vowel signs against five vowels.
22. Here the terms rkang-pa. rtsa-ba and tshlg-rkang 
are interehangable, and are translated as verse. The word 
tsheg-bar (lit. Hhat in between dots’) is translated as 
syllable. Stanza, a grouping of a series of lines with a re­
curring metre and comprising one main Idea, stands for tahlp;- 
su bcad-pa or tshlg-bcad (3kt.»aloka),
23* Cha-lang.another name for the big-bossed cymbals
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sbug-cal. See Sar&t chandra das, Tibetan-English Dictiona­
ry page 404.
24. kanatl. unidentified mualoal Instrument.
25* Compare the Idea of 'unatruck' sound (anahat)
In Indian Music; (see for Instance Danlelou A. opus clt*)«
26. Rol-mo'l bstan-bcoa ffcig shes kun grol la the full 
title of the book. It could be<translated as 'The Treatise 
on Music which once known will free us from all Ignorance'. 
The author is also known as 'Jam-dbyangs bSod-nams dBang-po.
27* The relationship between the nine feelings of 
Indian Aesthetics (nyama; Skt. rasa) and the four ritual 
activities (las bzhl) are treated by Sakya Pandita in his 
mKhas-pa 'Jug-pa'i ago (The Way of the Wise). There Is an 
Indian edition, Varanasi c. 1972.
28. 'vocal flexibility* (Ikog-ma nyed-pa) refers to the 
cultivation of the voice. Prescriptions concerning this can 
be found in Chapter III of the RT p. 99 and ff.
29. For the notions of svara and sad.1a see Danlelou A. 
opus clt,
30. The circular breathing is produced by the combina­
tion of two different breathing mechanisms: the pulmonic alr- 
stream mechanism and the velaric or oral air-stream mechanism. 
This is desoribed in more technical terms by D. Abercrombie
in his Elements of General Phonetics, Edinburgh 1967# p*32 ff* 
'This same combination of two mechanisms is used by some
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players of the chanter, and other wind Instruments, such 
as the oboe, which require only a small volume of air In 
order to play continuously without apparent pauses for 
breath* The player uses a pulmonic egreesive mechanism 
most of the time for playing, but when h© wishes to re­
plenish the air in his lungs, he changes over to a ve- 
laric egressive mechanism for a short while, simulta­
neously takes a breath through the nose and is then able 
to return to his pulmonic egressive mechanism.*
In the Mahavyuttpati ftbyangs translates, among 
others, the term svara; this seems to agree with the defini­
tion of svara as found in early treatises on the theory of 
Indian music (c.f. Danlelou A., op.cit.). This confirms the 
assumption that the theory of the music used In Buddhist ri­
tuals in Northern India at the time of being taken up by Ti­
betans, was not any different from other forms current at the 
time. However, the conception of svara as such, has no para­
llel that we know of, in present Tibetan musical practices 
although the names of the svaras are. mentioned in the Maha­
vyuttpati.
32. For t**10 o t Rinchen Zangpo in the early Sa-
kya liturgy see M. Helffer*s 1 Traditions Muslcales des Sa- 
kyapa relatives au Culte de mOonpo*, Journal Asiatique 1976*
33# The text says here sn.ven-ngag gyls (with a plea­
sant voice). The term snyen-ngag applies specifically to 
speech set in meter, but since the words to be said were 
already In verse, the instruction of LopBn Saddha: snyen-
ngag gyls glur long may have meant, sing them with a parti­
cular kind of voice pleasing to the deity. This is in ac­
cord with the notion of the Importance of the right intona* 
tion in magical rites. Later in the story we can see that 
RInchen Zangpo will not succed in summoning the deity until 
he is able to discover by himself Mthe awesome roaring voice11 
and use it to his ends.
34# These verses are part of the Praises to Mahakala 
that I have recorded. See page 22 of the Additional Material 
for the text of the Praises and page 23 for the correspon­
ding chant-score. In the version presented although the 
whole text is given, only one slolca Is chanted. Notice the 
grandiose character of these Praises as opposed to the rest 
of the chants in tho ceremony.
35. A wooden stick, decoratively carved which is 
dapped to summon monks to the oonfession ceremony; a sym­
bol of virtuous conduct. See also Vandor, Ivanr'The gandl 
a musical instrument of Buddhist India recently identified1 
in The World of Music 1975/1,PP.24-27.
36. I“t is affirmed among Tibetans that a tantrio prac­
titioner of high accomplishment is able to 1 obtain* the chief 
medltatlonal deities merely through the power of sound. This 
power is of two kinds; one will be able to see the deity when­
ever one desires (yld-dam *grub-pa) and one will become the 
deity itself as the final result of one*s practices (lha- 
'ffrufa).
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37. Unidentified tree.
38. Mother and son chants (ma-dbyangs dang bu-dbyangs) 
refers to related versions of the same chant. They may dif­
fer not only in the melody but the text also may be altered.
39. This is a ritual pitting of Rinchen Zangpo*s newly- 
found power against the ruling Bonpos. Putra is a minor 
deity in Mahakala's entourage.
40. Ther-ma
41. 3emlnar organized by D.L.Snellgrove at the Scholl 
of Or. ntal and African Studies, 1977; private communica­
tion.
42. In Tibetan terms *to the right of the letter' means 
to th^ right hand of the letter; i.e. since letters are facing 
us, the right hand of a letter would be for Tibetans what we 
call the left hand of a letter: £>(’ . I n  the same way
means'to the left of the letter*.
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Edited Tibetan text of Sakya Pandlta'a Treatise on 
Music and It a commentary by Kunga Sonain
In editing the Treatise on Music and its commentary 
I have followed the block-print edition mentioned in the 
foreword. Notice that in the Tibetan text commentary pre­
cedes gloss,
I have layed out text and commentary so that it could 
be referred to easily, Sakya Pandlta^ text which is in 
verse has been indented and underlined in heavy rule; quo­
tation s_ from other sources within the commentary are un­
derlined with a broken line and sections are Indented and 
underlined according to rank (e,g, a section underlined 
with three lines comes under the nearest preceding Bectlon 
underlined with two lines and so on).
The outline in page 13 is actually an index of those 
sections.
An asterisk (*) before a word refers to textual emenda­
tions,
n-
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Text of a short Ceremony of Atonement (bskang-g-so) dedicated 
to the Protector of the Tent, together with its corresponding 
chant score (dbyangs-yig).
Additional Material for 'Sakya Pandita's '‘Treatise on Music''• «
and its relevance to present-day Tibetan liturgy'.
Ph. D. Thesis submitted to the School of Oriental and African 
Studies, University of London by Ricardo 0. Canzio
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